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Not everything that can be counted counts and
Not everything that counts can be counted
(Einstein)

The picture is by courtesy of my respondents in Lombok.
The first one (black and white) shows a father (who invented the tolong menolong funerals practice in Jeranjang) and his son
(now he is the successor for organizing it). I perceive it as a change has happened from the father to his son. The second one is
a mother and her son as I see a hope of change for her son would come. From a black white picture to a colour one a symbol of
change from old time to a new generation.
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Abstract
The purpose of this research was to explore what was going on in the communities after some years of
the establishment of the Desa Siap Antar Jaga1 (DSAJ) – a maternal and infant health project in Lombok,
Indonesia that was carried out by GTZ. The DSAJ was part of the Desa Siaga (DESI) which was created by
the Indonesian government as an attempt to achieve Indonesia Sehat 2010 - Healthy Indonesia 2010
with a vision for having a self-reliant and healthy community. The focus of the research was to see the
change in the interaction between the facilitator (a person assigned to assist her/his community to solve
the problems of maternal and infant health by means of the DSAJ) and her/his community as well as
within the community itself. Another focus was to seek key issues of change in those interactions.
This research was conducted as a qualitative research – meaning looking for answers on how and what
questions and it was an exploratory study seeking for information about what has happened since the
establishment of the DSAJ. More specifically, the research was a case study that took place in two
villages in West Lombok, West Nusa Tenggara Province, Indonesia where the DSAJ has been
implemented. This has been a joint research between two persons – Andra Iacob and myself who took
different positions. The former studied family’s beliefs and practices with regard to maternal and infant
healthcare and I focused on community’s interaction based on the existing and DSAJ practices. The
fieldwork for my research was from November 2009 to March 2010.
The results showed that facilitators were important actors as seen by the community during the process
of the DSAJ establishment. They became resourceful persons for the villagers. However, given some of
the circumstances this role was not functioning well. Furthermore, in the development of the DSAJ the
facilitator’s role tended to be diminished. They perceived the work was done after the establishment.
While for the community, who framed it differently, they still needed a capable person to refer to even
more because of problems that occurred. With regard to the interaction within the community, looking
at the existing practices (tolong menolong2 for funerals and wedding) there were some issues to
highlight. However, trust-building issues took the main attention. The community’s acceptance of
specific practices became widely present if the people saw the person, who organized the practice, as a
trustful source in terms of managing the shared (shared values or shared what?) and the organization.
As for the key issue of change, it turned out that in order for a practice to be continued a repetition of
the practice was needed so the people could master it. Concerning the DSAJ practices issues of trust
came back in the sense of reporting the finances regularly. Finally, for the implications of this research it
means that for similar projects or others who want to use facilitation work; it is essential to have an
adequate training for the facilitators that also help them to find the meaning of facilitation for
themselves. Secondly, the government could take advantage of this research as a food for thought as
there is a tendency that projects tend to be uniform for all the places.

1
2

Siap=ready; Antar=bring; Jaga=take care
Helping each other
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Millennium Development Goals was declared in 2000. There are eight goals of which child and maternal
health are the fourth and fifth ones. The objectives for those goals respectively are reducing child
mortality ratio by two-thirds, the 'under-five' mortality rate, and three quarters the maternal mortality
ratio between 1990 and 2015 (WHO, 2006). Nearly 11 million children under the age of five die in the
world every year – well over 1,200 every hour most from easily preventable or treatable causes as
reported in the website of the United Nations - End Poverty 2015. Where as, the fact-sheet of maternal
mortality launched by WHO in 2008 discovers that every day, 1,500 women die from pregnancy or
childbirth-related complications and in 2005, there were an estimated 536,000 maternal deaths
worldwide.
The history of combating child and maternal mortality in the world has a long story. It started with a
programme called “The Safe Motherhood Initiative” in 1987. Then in 2000 it was followed by the
Making Pregnancy Safer (MPS) Initiative focusing on the improvement of maternal and perinatal health;
it tried to speed up the reduction of maternal, perinatal and newborn mortality (WHO, 2006). On the
WHO website is stated that actions taken on the behalf of MPS will contribute to the achievement of the
MDGs.
In Indonesia, as one of the countries that has a high number of infant and maternal mortality, MPS was
implemented through ‘Indonesia Sehat 2010’ (Healthy Indonesia 2010) – a vision for having a self-reliant
and healthy community. A vision which asks for community involvement since it has potential resources
to use as first aid and to strengthen its abilities to prevent the cause of health problem from the nonmedical part (see the Problem Background part). Another reason is the economic crisis in 2004 that hit
many developing countries including Indonesia weakening the development of many sectors. There is a
moment that the government could not keep the services running smoothly due to the vast area of
Indonesia which has a thousand islands; the government cannot stand alone maintaining the health
systems of all (Sundari, 2007).
Therefore, the government urged its people to solve the problem together. This took the form of the
establishment of the Desa Siaga (Decree: 564/Menkes/SK/VIII/2006). Sundari (2007) – the former Head
of the Indonesian Ministry of Health (MoH), explained that this strategy was developed to bridge the
gap between the health service systems managed by the government and the community as customers.

1.1. Problem Background
1.2.1. Desa Siaga / Desa Siap Antar Jaga (DESI/DSAJ)
Concept
A definition of Desa Siaga (DESI) that was put forward by the Indonesian Ministry of Health is: a village
that has resources capability and readiness to overcome health problems and to reach a healthy village.
These resources are used for preventing and overcoming community’s own health problems, disasters,
and health emergencies based on mutual support and in a spirit of togetherness. To be a DESI, a village
should cover the following aspects:
 Maternal and neonatal health
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 Improvement of people’s nutrition
 Promoting healthy life styles
 Improving sanitation and healthy environments
 Simple epidemiology
 Supporting the Poskesdes – community health centre as primary health care services for people
(Permenkes/MNH Guideline, 2006 )
The Guideline of DESI 2006 describes Desa Siaga (DESI) works through the process of community
empowerment – involvement of the whole community as to strengthen the community’s abilities to
overcome its health problems by discovering and re-inventing its cultural resources such as
norms/values and practices that it inherits from generation to generation.
Kusyuniarty (2004), as the one who invented the primary concept of DESI explains that almost every
village in Indonesia has a warning or emergency system for alerting its community in a dangerous
situation. For example, if a neighbour needs help from other neighbours or if the neighbourhood is
threatened by fire or flooding. A very popular tool used by the community is the ’kentongan’ – an
instrument made from bamboo/wood that produces sounds if people hit it repeatedly with a small
bamboo/wooden stick. This functions as an alarm for the villagers, which means that as soon as the
signal is given by one house, the others will reply quickly. In the end, all villagers are awaken and
understand that something has happened, such as someone is sick, dying or in other dangerous
situation. It is followed by the activities of organizing help by using the resources they have, such as
preparing food, giving places for living, lending their means of transportation and collecting money.
Those values and practices are well known as ‘tolong menolong’ (helping each other) and ‘gotong
royong’ (togetherness) however come into practice just in case of emergencies. The DESI then, adapted
these into a broader context, which is helping each other not just incrisis, but also in a preventive way –
before a worse event occurs. Since maternal and infant health is still a big issue in Indonesia, the
government has adopted those values and practices of the warning system like a structure that can
help mothers to have safe pregnancies and deliveries and hence, reduce the cases of maternal and
infant mortality (DSAJ Toolkit, 2009). This structure is called Desa Siap Antar Jaga (DSAJ). Thus, the DSAJ
focuses its attention on the first aspect of DESI maternal and neonatal health.
The DSAJ translated in English means Community Based Alert System. This concept is developed on the
idea of ‘from, by, and for community themselves’, a form of community empowerment as to take part in
reducing maternal and neonatal death from a non-medical aspect (DSAJ Toolkit, 2009). This has to do
with the assumption that the community has the ability to mobilize its resources when emergencies
associated with pregnancy and delivery happen. The DSAJ consists of five systems (Sofiarini, 2008):
1. Notification system.
2. Means of transportation/communication system.
3. Financial support system.
4. Blood donation system.
5. Dissemination of Family Planning Information.
Further, the lessons from a project of DSAJ in West Java Province conducted by the Ministry of Woman’s
Empowerment in 1995 were used to enhance the concept. The project has succeeded to promote what
is called Birth Preparedness and Readiness due to facing emergency and complex situation of pregnancy
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and labour processes to many members of the community (Kusyunarti, 2004). The Toolkit of DSAJ GTZ,
2008 described the target groups of DSAJ as follow:
 Individuals and families who live in the village will be able to practice healthy life styles, are
aware of, and alert to their own health problems in their area.
 Parties that have influence on the behavioural change of individuals and families or those who
are able to create support for behavioural change, such as community/religious leaders, female
leaders, youth, cadres, and health personnel.
 Parties who are able to provide support on policy, law, regulation, budget, labour, resources,
and infrastructure, such as the village head, sub-district head, relevant policy makers, donors,
and other stakeholders.
Therefore, we can say that this approach is trying to include all the community members in order to
make sure that the message is being delivered and that, the behavioural change will be achieved by all
groups that exist in the community.
In the field
To depart from the concept above, I want to put forward the work done by GTZ project called SISKES,
which had a focus on the maternal and neonatal health in Nusa Tenggara Barat (NTB) Province as one of
the provinces with a high number of mortality (DHS, 2007). The DSAJ implemented by GTZ had its own
framework that enriched the concept made by the Ministry of Health. In NTB, DSAJ tried to re-invent the
local wisdom of tolong menolong (helping each other) and gotong royong (togetherness) . These values
have different names depending on the tribe. Sasak people call it Banjar, Mboloweki for Bimanese and
Dompunese, and Panulung for Sumbawanese. These spirits of mutually helping others are applied in the
contexts of marriage, death and house-making , as well as for education sometimes. This shows that
people have resources and capabilities to provide help – not just in terms of money but also other
means such as skills of making something, lending motor bikes, etc. However, these norms are not
applicable yet for serving and saving people’s lives in the context of health problems or emergencies,
such as illness or pregnancy . Therefore, DSAJ tried to re-new those spirits and put them into the
context of saving lives, especially those of a mother and a baby. (Sofiarini, 2008).
The Guideline of DESI, 2006 explains that at practical level in the community, the DSAJ establishment
needs a facilitation process carried out by facilitators as one of the keys to a success of the instalment. It
is of high importance that the persons come from their own village. They are the ones, who assist the
community to learn from the past or the problems, to understand its capacities and resources, and
together to define solutions systematically as means of change with regard to maternal and infant
mortality problem and shift of thinking towards safer pregnancy and delivery as one of the community’s
priorities.
The project has been completed in the end of 2009 and has been carried out in 90 villages of five
districts in NTB. A research to review the result has been conducted by the project and Universitas
Mataram. Some interesting facts have been revealed. For example, it showed that most of the
respondents said that they knew the five systems of DSAJ and have taken advantage of them. They felt
comfortable with the setup of the systems: the given information was understandable effortlessly and
the request for help from volunteers who were responsible for keeping the system working was easy
(Fachri and Sofiarini, 2009).
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They also felt that the messages brought across, which were tolong menolong and gotong royong in
DSAJ were well delivered. Now, their perspective of these values shifted as not only for helping people
who are sick but also foremost helping pregnant women to have a safe labour in order to save both
their and their babies’ lives . Another example of new behaviour was that husbands were more willing to
accompany their wives for seeking care to midwives (Fachri and Sofiarini, 2009).

1.2.1. A non-medical part of maternal and infant health issue
In addition to the concept above, I would like to go back a bit to the causes of maternal and infant death
identified as the non-medical part, which are the three delays (‘tiga terlambat’) and the four too-s
(‘empat terlalu’) (DSAJ Toolkit, 2009). The three delays consist of first, delay on making decision of
seeking care; second, delay on providing transportation means in referring the mother; third, delay in
gaining proper treatment at the health centre. The first two ones are known as the delays that happen
at community level, for example, the decision making whether to go or not for health care seeking is in
the hands of the family. Whilst, the transportation issues are related to the availability of community
resources, such as motorbikes and cars that have not been recognized as tools for helping
mothers/infants for taking them to the health centres.
The four too-s (‘empat terlalu’) are too old, too young, too often and too close, which is about a woman,
who is too old for having a baby, too young to get pregnant, too often giving labour and having the
interval of pregnancies that is too close from one to another. Why do these empat become problems of
non-medical part of the mortality? These can be traced back to community perception of pregnancy.
Most people in a community perceive that pregnancy and delivery are ‘a natural occurrence that
happens to every woman’ so for that it is woman’s matter.
In 2004, a research conducted by a Maternal and Neonatal Health in West Java and an AusAID project –
Women’s Health and Family Welfare (WHFWP) in NTB found out that most of the maternal mortality
cases had happened during a 2- hour delivery process and were because of haemorrhage (bleeding).
These deaths were closely related to the four. Medically, those four are not a healthy condition for
having pregnancy and delivery. Moreover, the research revealed that delay in making decision and
looking for transportation, which was likely more than 2 hours, threatened both the mother and the
baby’s life . Statistically, people could save 85% of mothers’ livesby avoiding the three delays and by
shifting the paradigm of pregnancy; it is not just woman’s matter but a public concern, too (Sofiarini,
2008).

1.2.

Research Objectives

The stories presented previously are really intriguing and have challenged my curiosity as to understand
what has happened in the last ten years since the introduction and the implementation of the DESI,
especially the one of Desa Siap Antar Jaga (DSAJ). For a practical reason – as I have worked closely on
the project with the facilitators as one of the trainers, I focus my research on the SISKES GTZ - DSAJ
villages. Another reason is that the project was the latest work in the field of DESI during the last ten
years, and as for that it was built upon the lessons of previous projects (SISKES GTZ, 2009).
I attempt to use this research first, as a reflection to see the project from a different side – the
community’s side. In doing so, I have the chance to analyse its effect on the life of the community from
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the community’s perspective. My assumption is that the effect is a result of facilitation effort and
interaction between the community and the facilitators as well as the interaction within the community
itself. Second, I aim to discover some key issues of processes of change in those interactions. I am
aware I might not see a change because I was in the villages for very limited time; the stories told by the
members of the community however, entailed me to consider that there is change starts to happen.

1.3. Research Questions
The research questions I have put forward are taking a position from both the – facilitators’ and the
community’s point of view. On the side of the facilitators, I am eager to know how they perceive their
work related to the content and the process of the DSAJ establishment, and what their opinion is
regarding their relations or interactions with the community. Concerning the community, I would
research its perceptions of the work of the facilitators. When analyzing the interaction, I will search for
patterns or key issues that could bring a change. Lastly, I am also interested in how the practices can
continue over generations; therefore consider this matter in my third research question.

1.3.1. Facilitators
In this part, my objective is to assess the work of the facilitators from their own point of view and the
research question respectively is how do facilitators reflect on their work?

1.3.2. Interaction
I begin with some assumptions to facilitate me in analyzing whether a change has occurred due to the
interaction between the facilitator and the community. The first assumption is that to some extent,
behavioural change has flourished. Communities have started to apply some new behaviour, such as
organizing the means of transportation for taking pregnant women to a health centre. They could also
access it easily when needed. I perceive it as a change has occurred. If the community keeps practicing
the behaviours we could say it becomes their new value. The second assumption is that the community
has its own tacit knowledge which is shared from generation to generation. Those are values/norms of
helping each other and knowledge on maternal and infant health related issues as I have explained in
the previous chapter. The last assumption is, though community possess this knowledge; it is
unconscious. It means they do it without being aware of it. It is because almost everyone in his/her
neighbourhood does the same. Hence, the role of the facilitator is to help people make their tacit
explicate to outsiders and themselves and at the same time to re-invent a new meaning of these
norms/values and to apply them in the context of DSAJ. These were done through the interaction
between the community and the facilitators in a formal or an informal way. The research question I ask
is why and how the interaction between facilitators and community, and within community itself could
facilitate the process of change given the assumptions above?

1.3.3. On continuity of new practices
The continuity that I mean here is that the DSAJ practices become a part of the values/norms of the
community. These practices disperse to others who were not involved directly in the DSAJ
establishment, or even further to the next generation which keeps applying them . A research question
of this is what is the most effective way of making the DSAJ practices turns into community’s tacit
knowledge?
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Framework
Since my concern is regarding the interaction between people, which includes the relation between the
community and the facilitators, (for example – how it works, what roles are played by the facilitators,
how the community perceives the tasks and messages that come across, and how it stimulates change) I
then look for theories/concepts that can assist me in analysing social interaction and change.

2.1.

Facilitator and facilitation

In her book – Demystifying Facilitation of Multi-Actor Learning Processes, Groot, 2002 mentions that
facilitation has become a popular mean to bring about different types of social, cultural, physical, and
technical change across the globe. Moreover, she said this facilitation is not just about to gather people
together; it needs skill of listening, asking the right question the right people at the right time. Further,
it has something to do with networking as well – linking different people to synergize the resources as to
force the capabilities of working together in solving the problems (Campbell, 1994). It lays the ability to
open people’s minds to realize and understand their resources and at the same time examine their
thinking and behaviour towards their problems.
Hence, the facilitation is about intervention. Facilitators are seen as persons, ‘who purposefully
intervenes i.e. enters into an ongoing system of relationship among individuals, groups, organization and
objects for the purpose of assisting them’ (Groot, 2002). I found this definition similar to what I think of
facilitators. They work in two ways: as a hard tool to intervene the community, and as a soft tool part of
the concept. In the DSAJ, facilitators are the ones who are trained to possess the knowledge about the
DSAJ and the skills to establish it in order to motivate the community to mobilize its own resources.
While they go along with the work of facilitation, they promote the reinvention of new meaning of
existing values on helping each other towards the context of saving lives of mothers and babies.
In the framework of change that I seek to analyze, they are one of the key nodes in the interaction
following Gilchrist, 2000 ‘community workers themselves represent important nodes in the network:
sources information, which others can use to make their own connections or to find support’. The work
of facilitators in Indonesia has been recognized since Posyandu – pos pelayanan terpadu (community
integrated care post) and was established in 1983. These community workers in Indonesian are called
kader and this term is closely connected to the health sector. These kader are community health
workers – women or men who work voluntarily in Posyandu – an event that is held every month by the
District Health and Family Planning Office, where people in a hamlet/village can get health services such
as infant and maternal health cares and family planning services. A midwife, doctor or nurse provides
them. The organization of the Posyandu however, depends highly on the work of the kader as the
organizers, such as informing the community about the date and place of it, contacting the health and
family planning officers, arranging the place, and making notes of the activities (Damandiri, 2006;
Unesco-ECCD, 2007).
Since then, the work of kader was well known as a means of communication in a sense of distributing
information from governments to the community, and from community to community. Further, at some
occasions they become persons who are referred also by the community for non health related
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problem. The role of kadre then is a messenger and at the same time persons who have influence on the
community – such as by giving advises. Consequently, to some extent the kadre have a certain position
and status in their community (Haryono, 2009). Given this condition, interventions that come later to a
village recognise this work and function. Kadre are identified as a method and means to be accepted in a
community. The DSAJ put high concern to kadre; they are one of the key elements with the term used
“facilitators”. Nonetheless, in the DSAJ GTZ Project, facilitators were not only persons who were kader
Posyandu related but also broaden to persons like village officer or head of hamlet as long as those
people are chosen by their community to attend the DSAJ trainings and later help to facilitate the DSAK
establishment in their village (DSAJ Toolkit, 2009).
The core value of the work lies on the ability of facilitating people through participation (DSAJ Toolkit,
2009). A participation approach is chosen by the Project because the community can learn from their
problems and find long-term solutions, which are based on their own capacities. Hence, they possess
the abilities to organize their resources (norms/values, practices and other assets) and of using them.
Furthermore, this approach is intended to have sustainable impact in the sense that it is continuous
because the community itself recognizes its strengths and weaknesses (West Java/Province Health
office, 2007).
Considering the essential role of the facilitators in the establishment of the DSAJ as communicators, as
organizers, as facilitators, and in broad-spectrum they were the one who connected people and
resources within a community. I believe asking them to reflect on their work could provide some hints
about how the interaction between them and their community has gone and hopefully it can assist in
looking for key issues on the process of change.

2.1.1. Sub research question facilitator
Specific research questions on the work of the facilitators are:
 (SRQ 1A) What have the facilitators done in order to establish the DSAJ in their village?
 (SRQ 1B) How did they deal with the problems/obstacles that they faced during the processes of
the establishment?

2.2.

Perception, interaction and meaning

Change does not come from nowhere or from nothing; it is a result of interaction between people
through communication. In this conversation, people perceive messages and attach meaning upon it.
Sometime they could experience misunderstanding during the conversation. This is for example, when
the existing knowledge/values told by parents or other old people have to be understood from a
different point of view as introduced by a facilitator – ‘it is the past that made the present’ (Ford, et al.,
2002).
Furthermore, since it deals with perception, I would refer it to the concept of reality by Ford, 1999.
Within this concept, change is constructed. Change agent, who I see as facilitators attaches new
meaning to tolong menolong (helping each other) value which is helping people before they died and
foremost saving mother’s and baby’s life. This is a new reality that is constructed towards the way
people thought about the value before. As Ford, 1999, says it is because there is no such thing as a ‘true’
reality. The fact is that reality is constructed, deconstructed and reconstructed from existing reality and
therefore, a new meaning arises. People then are being aware of it, they act and interact based on the
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new meaning. Hence, a shifting of reality is visible through actions. If people practice these actions
continuously and simultaneously, it then becomes an existing reality in their life – a value that lives
within the community.
However, this process of change is not linear. This is an intertwined process of first and second reality.
First-order is composed of un-interpreted facts and data that are accessible, measurable, and
empirically verifiable. The second-order is created whenever we attribute, attach, or give meaning,
significance, or value to the first order reality by means of interpretation including opinion, judgement,
assessment, evaluation, and account (Ford, 1999). In the DSAJ, the first is when community realise that
they have the tolong menolong value, and have been using it for quite sometime and benefited from it.
The process of attaching new meaning to it is when the facilitators introduce that there is a new
function of the value. Then if people accept and practice it in their life, we can say that the second
reality steps in. People see other benefits of the new meaning. Nevertheless, these two realities are
constructed and maintained in and through conversations as a product and process (Ford, 1999). It
seems to me that the process of change in the DSAJ can come from the second reality, which is
deconstructed as the first one. For example, some people are not able to see the benefit from new
tolong menolong but others who have experienced it tell the story to the other people and a change of
perception follows then.
Moreover, I am aware that in this process resistance to change potentially occurs people have their own
perception towards meaning they share; they have their own opinion and background conversations.
This background consists of three types of conversations: for complacency, resignation and cynicism.
Complacent conversation represents ‘nothing new or different is needed’ – which was based on
successful achievement before. Resignation captures at a sentence: ‘this probably will not work either’ –
which was based on experienced failure before. The last one is cynicism which is similar to resigned
background but the failure happens directly or indirectly to the group by means of others’ storytelling.
The cause to blame in cynicism is other people/groups – ‘who are they kidding, no one can make this
work’ is the expression of this conversation (Ford, 2002). In this research, I try to see those resistances
from both the community and the facilitators’ point of view – how they perceive their facilitation work.
It is because the facilitators are part of the community, who share the same norms/values and meaning
with the community. They however, have their own background of conversations as well.
To understand further how people have those background conversations and perceive the conversation
around them, I apply the concept of framing as explained in Dewulf, et al., 2009. There are two models
of framing within this concept, which is interactional and cognitive framing. Interactional framing means
that people have a certain idea of something or what happens in their surrounding by making
conversation and ongoing interactions with others. Further, the writers say ‘in this approach frames are
communicative devices that individuals and groups use to negotiate their interactions. It captures the
dynamic process of negotiators or disputants interactions’. It is a constructed meaning in the active way.
I imagine this like an event when facilitators have to conduct a meeting with community to set up one of
the DSAJ systems or when a person such as a husband meets another husband; they talk about for
example how they feel about the benefit of the systems. In those interactions and conversations, they
share and change meaning based on the reality that they perceive, either in a way they have
experienced it or have just seen other people/families do. In doing so, they develop a frame – shared
interpretation/perception of how to see and use the DSAJ systems in their daily life.
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The second framing is cognitive framing, which is defined as (the authors quote Minsky, 1975) ‘memory
structures that help us to organize and interpret incoming perceptual information by fitting it into preexisting categories about reality’. This frame is static compared to the one above (Dewulf, et al., 2009). I
imagine this as a group of people has nice memories of the existing meaning of tolong menolong as they
got help when they were married. When the group then encounters the new meaning there is a big
chance they support it as they recognised the benefit of it before. On the other hand, a group, which
had a bad experience of the tolong menolong might act as an opponent of the new meaning. However,
the hope that change can illuminate if the group meets the other group with a nice experience because
then there is a possibility through conversation and interaction that meaning is reconstructed. An
opponent turns to be a friend.
In my endeavour to understand how community experiences change or has experienced it as to go back
to my assumptions in the previous section, I search the key issue of process of change through a
reflection of how they have established their tacit knowledge by means of the existing tolong menolong
practices. I see what the community has done in the establishment of its tolong menolong as the
organisation of meaning. If we go back to Kusyuniarty (2004) we could see that the signal given by one
house as an alarm of an emergency was translated by all members of the community as a preparation
also for organizing help. I assume this way of thinking was something that has developed for quite
sometime since now the whole community understand. The meaning of the signal, the emergency and
the action entailed were an example of how meaning has been structured as an attempt to solve
problems (Aarts, 2009). This organisation I believe has gone through its ups and downs as Aarts (2009)
put ‘changes within and without the organisation force them to constantly reflect on their identity (this
is us and this is what we do) and their limit (this is not us and this is what we do not do) in order to
adjust accordingly’ as now it’s the way the community behaves. It will be interesting to see first, how the
existing practices have developed and then, how the DSAJ practices as the new meaning were perceived
by the community.

2.1.2. Sub research question interaction
Specific research questions are:
 (SRQ 2A) On tacit knowledge: what norms and knowledge that people posses about helping
each other and togetherness? How the practices have been developed?
 (SRQ 2B) On DSAJ practices: how the community has experienced the establishment of the
DSAJ? What did they think and how did they feel about that?

2.3.

From explicit to tacit through practices

Though people have used and got the benefit from the new practices, we could argue for the reason
people want to keep the practices going and in my attempt to analyze this I apply the concept of SECI
model. This model explains ‘the process of knowledge management’ – the shift from explicit to tacit
knowledge. There are four conversion modes in the model (Nonaka, et al., 1998), which are:
 Socialization: This is the process of people sharing their experiences. By sharing, people start to
understand other’s feelings and way of thinking. This stage of tacit to tacit involves individual
with individual.
 Externalization: In this mode people express the tacit clearly by for example giving explanation
of why and how they have it and for what reason they do something. Then, it will be easy for the
others to understand. It is tacit to explicit and involves all individuals of a group.
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Combination: This is the step when people between groups spread out the explicit knowledge.
People also do fragmentation, editing and classify the knowledge with regard to their efforts to
generate it.
 Internalization: This part is where people transfer the explicit knowledge, which becomes the
tacit one. Practices are the very medium of it. Through repetition, people master the explicit and
eventually, these practices become a habit in their daily life.
These four conversion modes, stated by the authors, is a series of actions and reflections which is
explained below.
The authors explain that in order to possess the tacit, enabling conditions is needed otherwise new
practices dormant and it gets worst, people forget it. There are five supporting situations. On the one
hand, there are autonomy, redundancy, and creative chaos. On the other hand, there are intention and
requisite variety. These five are utilized during the interaction, which is divided into three phases of
knowledge generations. The first phase is initiation, which is related to socialization. In order to facilitate
people to share, giving a high degree of autonomy can help. People have some room to do the reflection
without being force.
The second one is encounter; externalization and internalization are part of it. In externalization, people
need redundancy to master the new practices, and intention needed to keep people doing the
practices. In internalization, people start to embody the new practices. Therefore, autonomy and
intention are important here. With a big degree of autonomy and a clear and firm goal, people are being
guaranteed that the new conditions because of the new practices are safe for their life.
The last phase is intimacy which is the phase that makes people truly believe that they can make a
change with the possession of the new practices. This is because in this state, people start to trust and
believe that change is a reality and they then are willing to share again their experiences and values of
adapting to a change (Nonaka, et al., 1998).
In addition to the SECI model, I also like to apply the concept of five levels of organizing of Pepper, 1995
as to understand the different levels of acceptance of new behaviour by means of the existing and the
DSAJ practices. These are the five levels:
 The individual level – this is the level of human perception, where attitudes, weaknesses and
strengths, frailties and experiences come into play.
 The dyadic level – this is an important level of organizing since interactions come in this level
and ‘organizing cannot occur in the absence of two people’.
 The small group level – this is a level where people who belong to one group try to influence
each other in understanding the new meaning and practices that occur. This is the step where
decision whether to accept the change or resistance to it is taken.
 The intergroup level – in this level, potential of conflict arises as to bring the community into
common understanding of to see what will happen.
 The technological level – though Pepper used the term technology in this level, I articulate this
as a form of new habit that is applied by the community after experiencing the new practices,
understanding the benefit, struggling to decide whether to adapt or not, and in the end these
habits are embedded in their daily practices.
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If we call back the concept of the DSAJ, it said that the target group of the DSAJ are individuals, families,
religious and community leaders, and government officers at all levels. In my view this division of target
groups has two functions. First, to make the information spread out decisively (DSAJ toolkit, 2009).
Second, recognition towards groups that are present within community would be helpful to see at what
level the DSAJ practices are possessed within the community at the time when the research is
conducted. Pepper’s organizational change is a tool I can use to draw picture of the future of the DSAJ as
new practices. The project report shows confident results on the acceptance of the DSAJ systems in the
community’s life. An analysis of the results by means of community stories as I show in the finding part
which starts from The Community chapter will be an interesting way to envisage the practices after the
project. I assume the presence of the practices at higher collective level will affect profoundly the
continuity of the practices – an optimism that it will become a new value living within the community.
I am aware that those two concepts are not easy to apply directly to the context I want to research.
First, the community started the DSAJ practices two years ago, which I assume as a way too short to ask
people to elaborate their experiences and might give less sense to them. If it is compared to the
experiences they have with the existing practices. However, it is essential to see how far the DSAJ
practices have been dispersed within the community or in other words, to know how high the level of
acceptance of the practices within the community is. Second, as I assume the community is still
questioning the practices, I need a bridge to understand how in general it has managed to accept the
existing practices in its life as then I use it to mirror the DSAJ practices. Therefore, in this section I
divided my specific research questions into two parts. The first one is about the existing practices (tacit
knowledge) about how the community have dealt with that and the second one is dealing with the DSAJ
practices.

2.1.3. Sub research question practices
Here are the specific research questions:
 (SRQ 3A) On tacit knowledge (the existing practices): how does the community know about the
practices? How does it spread out within the community? Who are the important actors seen
by the community as great messengers to convey the information about it? Why do the people
refer to those actors?
 (SRQ 3B) On DSAJ practices: how did the community solve the problem of the DSAJ related
concerning that it was new in their daily life? Who were the ones playing main roles in the
problem solving? Why do the people refer to those actors?

2.4.

Summary of the concepts

In building my theoretical framework, I have touched the concept of facilitators. Their facilitation work is
the key element in the establishment of the DSAJ in the sense that they are the ones who assists the
community in learning from their problems and makes them able to see their resources as a means of
solving those issues. In this reinvention, people encounter two practices at a time - the existing practices
and the new ones. They act and react upon it through interaction between them as well as the one
between them and the facilitators. People share meaning about those practices with regard to their
perceptions and frames (Dewulf, 2009; Ford, et.al., 1995, 1999). There is a contestation of idea –
between the one who wants to stand on the existing practices and the one who has seen the benefit of
the new practices. People are struggling to place the new practices within their whole context of life.
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This comes the concept of self-reference – identity and limits (Aarts, 2009) as I perceive the practices
are organisations of meaning as a way to be accepted by the community.
Since different groups of people are present in the community, the exertion of internalisation of the
practices is not just at individual level but also at collective level. To assist me in analysing where the
new practices in the community currently are, I apply the concept of communication as a mean to
organizing a change by Pepper, 1995. I argue that the presence of the practices at higher collective level
will make a promising impact on the continuity of the DSAJ practices. Lastly, I make use of the concept
of SECI model (Nonaka, et.al., 1998) to help explain how explicit knowledge is transferred into tacit for
the community – with regard to the existing and the DSAJ practices.
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology
In this chapter, I talk about the methodology that guided me during the research and analysing the
result. A description about the process of the research and the study area can also be found in this
chapter.

3.1.

Qualitative, exploratory and case study research

In the first year of my study, I took two methodology courses, quantitative and qualitative. They gave
me an idea about what kind of research I would like to conduct for my thesis. I chose qualitative
approach because I felt it fits best my priority to study people’s perception of circumstances especially
from the view of individual and group of people who experience them. It also gives room for me as a
researcher to interpret or give meaning to those perceptions. Maxwell (2005) says three purposes for
doing a study are personal purposes, practical purposes, and research purposes. Personal purposes are
those that ‘motivate you to do the study, but are not necessarily important for others. They can include
such things … a curiosity about a specific phenomenon or event, a preference for conducting a particular
type of research … they may also include deeply rooted individual desires…‘(p.16). In my case, in
addition to my choice of research, I would also like to study the work I have done with the DSAJ as I have
explained in the previous part of this thesis.
Creswell (2007) says there are eight reasons to go for qualitative inquiry. First is the character of the
research questions, which is a question of how or what. This type of question challenges the researcher
to explore what is going on given a certain situation. Second, the topic of the research that needs
exploration with no easy defining variables and no certain theories can be applied to explain the
behaviour of observed respondents is an inquiry of qualitative approach. Third, qualitative serves the
need to present a detailed view of the topic. Fourth, it provides a chance to observe individuals in their
natural setting. For example, doing fieldwork in a specific place provides a researcher with the context
of the people and the area. Fifth, by applying qualitative method a researcher gets the opportunity to
write in a literary style, she/he brings her/himself in the story by means of storytelling. Sixth, sufficient
time and resources to use on data collection and comprehensive data analysis of “text” information are
considered as a reason for choosing qualitative as well. Seventh, qualitative chosen because the
audiences are receptive to the approach. Eight, the last, a researcher apply qualitative to highlight
her/his role as an active learner who can tell the story from the respondents’ view rather than as an
expert who passes judgment on respondents Creswell (2007).
The eight reasons of Creswell (2007) enlighten the nature of my research. The research questions I put
forward indeed ask me to discover key issues of change that I could find in the interaction within the
community and between the community and the facilitator. To get to the view of the people, I have
chosen to visit them in their place in order for them to talk freely and in a comfortable way as Creswell
points out as natural setting. In addition, I would like to express the result of the research through
storytelling. Presenting the data in the narrative way brings a feeling of being myself and creates an
opportunity to convey the meaning from insight – the people themselves. One thing that I think was
missing is ‘sufficient time and resources’ I could use to interview more respondents in my attempt to
reach more information. However, since the meaning of sufficient is different from person to person one could say the information is enough and the other might want to do more interview for instance, I
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made use of the saturation point principle meaning that I stopped at a point where there was no new
information I could draw from the respondents.
Going further in defining the type of the research, given my research question, it is an exploratory
research. Stebbins (2001) explains there are four senses of exploration. My research falls to the fourth
one, limited exploration. I search for understanding a change which happened in the DSAJ context in the
selected villages. In addition, the Sage Encyclopaedia of Qualitative Research Methods, 2008 states that
‘researchers explore when they possess little or no scientific knowledge about the group, process,
activity, or situation they want to examine but nevertheless have reason to believe contains elements
worth discovering’. In my case, the work of the DSAJ has a story since it was established as DESI in 2000
and it is interesting to research how the community perceived the programme since the success of the
establishment of DSAJ depends heavily on the community’s willingness to continue the DSAJ practices in
their daily life. In turns, it counts to achieve the vision of Healthy Indonesia 2010 ‘a healthy and selfreliance community’. Another reason is since the cause of the high number of maternal and infant
mortality comes also from the non-medical part, the success of DSAJ will help to reduce it through
community involvement by means of its acceptance of the DSAJ practices.
Regarding the way of conducting the research the encyclopaedia above gives two hints, first is flexibility
in looking for data, and second is open-mindedness about where to find them. Stebbins, 2001 gives a
guide on how to put it in practical ways. He says in the field researcher should always refer to the five
Ws – ‘who is doing (thinking, feeling), what to (with, for, about) whom and when and where this action is
taking place’. The authors describes further ‘… the five Ws as a way of directing my observations or
helping me think of items for an interview guide. Yet … my findings could be classified according to
them’. I followed this guidance in the development of my list of interview questions, the respondents
selection as well as the presentation of the findings in the next part of the thesis.
Lastly, concerning the strategy I chose for conducting the research, I go for case study research. Gerring,
2007 defines case as ‘a spatially delimited phenomenon (a unit) observed at a single point in time or
over some period of time. It comprises the type of phenomenon that an inference attempts to explain’.
Yin, 2003 adds ‘a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon
within its real life context’. Through my field work, I pursued my intention to explain what phenomenon
can make people want to change from their current situation to a new one given the circumstances
and what I meant by that is their values and norms. The place was in the selected villages where the
DSAJ was carried out by the GTZ project. I chose the DSAJ because this is the last work done in the field
of maternal and infant health in Indonesia as an effort to reduce the high cases of death on those issues.

3.2.

Validity and reliability

Case study is a subject of question of two things. First is its validity - the degree to which a study
actually measures what it purports to measure; whether ‘the truth’ is accurately identified and
described (The Sage Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods, 2008). Second is its reliability - the
dependability, consistency, and/or repeatability of a project’s data collection, interpretation, and/or
analysis (The Sage Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods, 2008). This question arises because
case study is a subject of bias, which means that the researcher’s personal experiences and views
strongly influence the way the research is conducted and the analysis after that. As I have explained in
the previous paragraphs, my choice of this thesis has a background that I have worked in the DSAJ GTZ
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Project before, the frame I have in mind is considered as a threat for my research as it is written in many
articles about case study. I had preferences about how the project looked like and how it was supposed
to be implemented in the field for example.
I would like to use the explanation given by Maxwell, 2005 to argue for my position and view on the
issue. He says ‘separating your research from other aspects of your life cuts you off from a major source
of insights, hypotheses, and validity checks’. He further quotes Alan Peshkin, who describes the role of
subjectivity in the research he had done, ‘the subjectivity that originally I had taken as an affliction,
something to bear because it could not be foregone, could, to the contrary, be taken as “virtuous”. My
subjectivity is the basis of the story that I am able to tell. It is a strength on which I build. It makes me
who I am as a person and as a researcher, from the selection of topic to the emphases I make in my
writing. Seen as virtuous, subjectivity is something to capitalize on rather than to exorcise’ (Glesne &
Peshkin, 1992).
In addition, I like the way Flyvbjerg, 2006 explains that case study is a tool for people to learn something
that has to do with context-dependent knowledge. In this sense, case is seen as a method of learning; it
gives people experience that helps them move from ‘being a beginner to being an expert’. Still from the
same author, for researchers, the case study helps in two ways. First, the closeness of the case to real
life situations is important for ‘ the development of a nuanced view of reality, including the view that
human behavior cannot be meaningfully understood as simply the rule-governed acts found at the
lowest levels of learning process and in much theory’. Second, in order for researchers to posses the
skills needed in doing good research, case is an essential part in their learning processes (p.223). The
combination of the two writers gives me confidence to do this research as before I had doubts and I felt
this topic seemed not a new one and too specific. I believe this research will shed an understanding of
how a community in a specific place has to embrace a change as they have to confront the existing
practices with the new the ones namely the DSAJ practices. My previous involvement with the DSAJ will
bring nuances of an inside insight as further Flyvbjerg, 2006 describes as ‘a prerequisite for advanced
understanding’ when I present and discuss the result of the research.
Nevertheless, I understand that I should put my objectivity in planning and implementing the research
and later on analyzing the result. The next part of this method section explains how I had planned the
research in a careful way as to allow the objectivity play a role as much as my personal experiences
have.

3.3.

Sampling procedure3

There are many different ways of how one can conduct a case study, meaning how to handle
the sampling. Flyvbjerg (2006) mentions two types: random selection and information-oriented
selection. In this research, the second type of selection was used in the selection of the villages. As will
be described in the following paragraph, the villages were selected based on the idea that it would
provide information on the selected topic, as the research is intended to study. The selection of the
village/hamlet was based on three reasons:
 Villages with a good coverage of using the five DSAJ systems, with the assumption that the
community has started to practice new meaning of tolong menolong in their life.

3

This part is a co-product written together with Andra Iacob
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Villages with less coverage can be a good case for studying resistance of change that occurs
within a community.
Later in the field, the third added was the distance from the centre of village. The far hamlets
were chosen since they had no good road condition and good health facilities.

The decision for the research sites was made on the basis of the analysis of data gathered by GTZ and
Universitas Mataram for their evaluation of the Desa Siaga (DESI) of the government project, and the
DSAJ (Desa Siap Antar Jaga) of the SISKES GTZ project in 2008. A discussion with a key informant (GTZ
consultant) as to have a clear understanding of what was done in that research was also part of the
analysis. Some steps were taken as to come to the two selected villages out of the 90 villages of the
DSAJ project. The whole procedure is described in Annex 1. What follows in this chapter is a short
summary of the steps that were taken in selecting the research villages.
First of all some data had to be selected from an extensive database. The methods of evaluation used by
GTZ were focus group discussions and interviews by means of questionnaires. The researchers chose the
data generated through questionnaires. In addition, since there were some groups of people
interviewed, we selected four of them who were the village head, the village facilitator, the midwife
and the mothers (with two children under the age of five). These four groups were chosen because in
their daily activities they have to work closely together. We referred them as the most important
stakeholders of the DSAJ at the village and hamlet level.
The next step taken was the selection of the most relevant questions from the questionnaires, which we
could use to make an assessment of the village selection. Here the research questions were also taken
into consideration. An analysis was done using scores developed by the GTZ and Universitas Mataram 4
and by the researchers. The highest and the lowest scores were taken into account. The intention of the
whole procedure was to provide a list of villages with a good coverage and with less coverage of the
DSAJ systems. Since such precise data did not exist, the procedure was necessary.
After the selection and analysis of the questions, the scores of each village was counted. The positive
and negative points per village were used and a total score per village was created by subtracting the
negative score from the positive score. Finally, a ranking was made by looking at the total score of each
village. This resulted in tables with the top-5 highest scoring villages and top-5 lowest scoring villages
from the data of the village head, village facilitator and midwife (the three stakeholders). Separately
there was a table with the top-4 highest and lowest scoring villages from the mother data (Table 1
below).

4

The score means in this case the answering possibilities which ran from often 1 to 5 with a variation of meaning
attached to them. In general you could say these scores would give a good indication of how the people felt about
the DSAJ systems. Later, the researchers developed more practical scores that were easily applied to all selected
questions.
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Table 1. Ranking of the village
The ranking from the three stakeholders’ data
Village highest scores
Score
Jati Sela
24
Bertais
22
Lembuak
20
Karang Baru
19
Babakan/Ampenan Selatan
16

The ranking from the mother’s data
Village highest scores
Lembar
Sembung
Pejeruk/Lembuak
Kebon Ayu/Kuranji/Rembiga

Score
8
7
6
5

Village lowest scores
Kebon Ayu
Sayang-Sayang
Pejeruk/Lembar/Banyu Urip
Jembatan kembar/Kuranji
Rembiga

Village lowest scores
Pagutan/Ampenan Selatan
Abian Tubuh
Dasan Agung/Selagalas
Karang Baru

Score
-7
-6
-5
-3

Score
-11
-5
-4
0
3

The ranking above and the discussion with the record from the used of the five DSAJ systems as well as
the number of maternal and infant mortality cases in every village, gave an idea about selected villages.
Two villages in Mataram City (Ampenan Selatan, Pejeruk) and two villages in West Lombok (Lembuak,
Kebon Ayu) were chosen. In the end, only the two villages in West Lombok were decided as field
research sites for two reasons. First, it matched the criteria that were set up before hand – good and
less coverage of the DSAJ systems. Second, these villages are outside Mataram, meaning the people
have some difficulties in accessing health facilities. The distance to a health clinic or hospital is further
away than the two villages in Mataram City. This would give an interesting insight in how the people in
these villages deal with health issues.
From a practical point of view it was decided that two villages would give an opportunity to deeper
explore the issues. To do research in four villages that are far from each other as well as the not easily
accessible topography, was not fitted the arrangement of the research. Furthermore, because these
villages have at least 10 hamlets (sub-villages), which is beyond the coverage that the researcher can
handle as the hamlets were also far away from one another, the decision was made to choose only
some of the hamlets. For deciding on the hamlets, the head of hamlet and village facilitator, who
worked before with the DSAJ GTZ project, were the key informants. The criteria that were used were the
same – good and less coverage of the systems.

3.4.

Description of research area5

This research was conducted in Lombok Island in Nusa Tenggara Barat Province, Indonesia (see
Figure 1), where the DSAJ SISKES GTZ project took place. In Indonesia, the governmental structure
consists of a national level (with Jakarta as the capital city), then a provincial level (which is divided into
33 provinces, each of them has their own capital city). Nusa Tenggara Barat Province consists of two
islands - Sumbawa and Lombok (see Figure 2). The research was in Lombok, which consists of five
districts, one of them is West Lombok. These districts are divided into sub-districts. West Lombok has

5

This part is a co-product written together with Andra Iacob
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ten sub-districts. Lembuak the first village belongs to Narmada sub-district. Kebon Ayu, the second
village, belongs to Gerung sub-district.
Figure 1. Map of Indonesia

Figure 2. Map of Lombok

Furthermore, each village has some hamlets and every hamlet consists of sub-hamlets or
neighborhoods, called ‘RT’, which consists of several households. In Lembuak village, there were 10
hamlets. For the research, three hamlets were chosen (see Figure 3):
1. Batu Kantar: the furthest from the centre of the village and having less coverage of the DSAJ
system, which had four RT
2. Temas: recorded to have good coverage of the DSAJ system, which had four RT
3. Telage Ngembeng Dasan: recorded to have good coverage of the DSAJ system. It is also the
hamlet where the village facilitator lives and used to be head of hamlet when the DSAJ was
established. It has two RT and.
Figure 3. Map of Lembuak

6

Figure 4. Map of Kebon Ayu

7

2

1
1

2
3

In Kebon Ayu village, there were 10 hamlets. Of which two hamlets were chosen and both of them were
the furthest from the centre of the village and recorded to have less coverage of the DSAJ system. The
hamlets were (see Figure 4):

6
7

Map was made by the Lembuak village facilitator as a part of the DSAJ establishment preparations, 2007
Map was made by the Kebon Ayu village facilitator as a part of the DSAJ establishment preparations, 2007
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1. Taman has three RT and the location of each RT is scattered in three different areas like an
enclave. RT1 is at the very beginning of the hamlet, near the main road. RT2 is close to the
beach. The RT3 is in the middle of the hamlet surrounded by paddy field and is quite close to
RT2.
2. Jeranjang has four RT and the locations of the RT are close to one another.
An equal number of hamlets was not achieved, because the geographical area of Kebon Ayu is quite
hard and not easily accessible. During the research the road conditions were very bad due to the
establishment of a new electrical plant, which is nearby the two hamlets. This situation could cause
delay in finishing the research within the given period of time. Moreover, after some visits to Kebon Ayu
the researcher found out that the time needed to reach this village was longer than the other village.
Besides, the people in Kebon Ayu were busy working and it took time to find the best moment to
conduct an interview. Therefore, the researcher decided to go to two hamlets instead of three. These
two were chosen because the head of the village and the village facilitator confirmed them as the
farthest locations from the center of the village and not easily accessible by public transportation. In
addition, they asked the researcher to go to the hamlets since ‘The people there are not easy to
persuade to accept something new’ and the village facilitator added ‘the DSAJ system was not working
well there’ as the head of village said.

3.5.

Pretesting

After having the location of the research and a set of interview questions, a pre-test was undertaken.
This was necessary to check for the following points:
 Understand ability of the questions
 Necessity to add questions
 The quality of the translation (English – Indonesian – Sasak)
 The duration of the interview
 Openness of the people to talk
 Recording quality
The pre-testing was done in Banyumulek village – a village in West Lombok, quite nearby Mataram. This
village was selected because there was a good relationship with the village facilitator. The pre-test was
done by interviewing her.
The interview showed that it took more than one hour (as the initial time) to go through the questions
with the respondent. She had to recall her memories about activities that had been done about two
years ago. The translation of the questions needed an attention because of the difference of expressing
something in English and Indonesian. In English was a short sentence but in Indonesia took more words
to express what is meant by the questions.
Another important conclusion was related to logistics: the villages chosen were quite far from one
another and there was no good public transportation. Therefore, I decided to choose only two villages
(as mentioned before). The pretesting was very useful in getting some practical considerations, for
example to understand how the procedure of the interview should be like. I learned that it needed some
minutes to be familiar toward each other before started to ask questions. I imagined this could take
some more with other people since I have known her when we worked together for the DSAJ project.
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3.6.

Data collection

3.6.1. Interview and group discussion
The data for this research was collected through a series of interviews and group discussions with the
target groups. Before hand, a list of question was developed with some categorizations with regard to
the research questions and the theories applied in this thesis. I referred also to the five Ws of Stebbins,
2001. The full version of the list is in the Annex 2. The group of questions on the list is as follows:
 General information, such as age, occupation, education.
 For the 1st research question (facilitator’s reflection)
1. Establishment of the DSAJ systems – I A
2. After the DSAJ establishment– I B
3. Self reflection – I C
4. Issues on provided training – I D
 For the 2nd research question (interaction)
1. Tacit knowledge related – II A
2. DSAJ knowledge related – II B
 For the 3rd research question (practices related)
1. Tacit knowledge related – III A
2. Sharing knowledge/information related – III B
3. DSAJ and existing practices interconnection – III C
The interview and focus group discussion were conducted through an open-ended interview that allows
the interviewee to freely talk about his/her opinion and ascribe meaning (Silverman, 2006). While I as
the researcher actively listened to the interviewee, made notes and kept in mind the whole frame of the
research as not to lose track during the conversation. When it was necessary, I did check words or
sentences used by the interviewee to make sure I clearly understand what was meant .
Further, Fontana and Frey, 2000 (in Silverman, 2006) explains this open-ended interview aims at
‘understanding the language and culture of the respondents’. The writers give emphasis on three things
the researcher needs to be aware of during data collection process with this technique. These are
(Fontana and Frey, 2000) first, deciding how to present yourself, e.g as a student, as a researcher, as
woman-to-woman or simply as a humble learner; second, gaining and maintaining trust, especially when
one has to ask sensitive questions; third, establishing rapport with respondents, i.e. an attempt to look
fairly to the respondent’s view without ‘going native’ (p. 655). In my practices during the fieldwork, I was
flexible in playing my role as a researcher – I sometimes presented myself as a student who wanted to
learn from the community, for example if I had to talk with the leaders. I changed to as a woman to a
woman and as a humble listener if I talked with mothers/women and with someone older than me . In
my effort to gain trust and develop rapport with the respondents, I started first by asking simple
questions such as the practices tolong menolong that the community has in the hamlet. I nodded,
smiled and gave small comments to encourage them to talk and in addition, I made some jokes with
them using their local language.
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3.6.2. Respondent
In order to get the information from the community by means of the list of questions above, the target
group was set. First, they must represent the community meaning the diversity of respondents is
important to take into account. The resource that was consulted for deciding on the respondent was the
data gathered by GTZ and Universitas Mataram, the key informants – GTZ consultant, village facilitator,
head of hamlet and kader who work closely with the community. The initial groups of respondents were
referred to the groups used in the selection of the village. The groups were:
 Village facilitator
 Head of village
 Midwife
 Mother, for having greatest possibility of collecting information on the existing and the DSAJ
practices, I broadened the range. I included also women in general - who are married and do not
have children yet.
The discussion with the first three groups in the beginning of the research brought other groups that
seemed important in the life of hamlet. The additional groups were:
 Head of hamlet
 Kader (community health voluntary worker)
 Dukun beranak (traditional birth attendance)
 Community/religious leader
 DSAJ volunteers, who keep the DSAJ systems going
 Young people such as the ones who were members of young mosque organization.
The snowball technique was used to decide on the next person to interview. There was no list of
addresses in advance because there was not enough information on the number and the name of
inhabitants in the village, let alone in the hamlet and the neighborhood. In the field, it was after
discussion with the village facilitator and the head of hamlet that the name of the following respondent
was decided upon. I tried to keep the number of men and women equal as well as the composition of
young and old people. Annex 3 and 4 shows the group of respondents as well as the composition
(male/female and the age) and the question asked to them. Table 2 and 3 show the summary of Annex 3
and method used for data collection, for each village.
Table 2. The number of interview and discussion and the respondents (Lembuak)
Place
Village/hamlet
Lembuak

Interview

Groups

3

Temas

9

Batu Kantar

6

Telaga
Ngembeng
Dasan

10

Head of village, midwife, village
facilitator
Head of hamlet, religious and
community leaders, , men, DSAJ
volunteers,
Head of hamlet, kader, dukun, head
of hamlet’s wife
Head of hamlet, dukun, DSAJ
volunteers, men, religious and
community leaders

27

Focus group
discussion
-

Groups

3

Kaders, mothers,
young people

1

Religious and
community leaders,
Kaders, young people

2

6
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Table 3. The number of interview and discussion and the respondents (Kebon Ayu)
Place
Village/hamlet
Kebon Ayu

Interview

Groups

5

Jeranjang

4

Head of village, midwife, village
facilitator, village kader, dukun
Head of hamlet, religious and
community leaders,

Taman

8
17

3.7.

Head of hamlet, religious and
community leaders, dukun, kader

Focus group
discussion
-

Groups

3

Kaders, mix of
mothers and men,
young people
Mix of mothers and
men

1
4

Data analysis

3.7.1. Narrative analysis
During my fieldwork and listening again to the interviews, I was thinking about how to report the results
of the research. I would like to use the first-person account instead of only me as the researcher (or
second person) presenting the result. I imagined this fits best my thesis writing because when I was
doing the interview the respondents, did, told me their stories, their experiences as well as their fears
and hopes. Therefore, I want to bring them to tell their story and the expression they had in telling their
story. This brought me to the idea of narrative analysis. Elliot, 2005 defines narrative from three
perspectives. First, the temporal dimension for understanding the interrelation between individual lives
and social contexts; second, the importance of attempting to understand the meaning of behaviour and
experiences from the perspective of the individuals involved; third, the social context embedded in the
narrative from the interviewee and the interviewer side. Keeping in mind these three perspectives
facilitated me in analyzing the story told to me by the community. I took into account the inter link
between the person who experienced the event and her/his surrounding such as who was involved and
why it could happen within the time given.
It gives me also attentiveness about the influence I could make into the way I analyze the story because I
am a part of the story with regard to my cultural background which is similar to the one of my
respondents’. Nevertheless, I would like to count that as an advantage instead of a pitfall of my analysis
later in the next part of this thesis as I have explained in the very beginning of this method part. This
similar locale experiences could help me in digging deep into the issue (about change) and the context
(the DSAJ).
Lastly, Elliot, 2005 explains that five themes that make a research turn into narrative in respondents’
accounts. These themes represent what I had in mind about narrative as the approach I want to use in
my analysis. They are as follows:
 An interest in people’s experience and an appreciation of the temporal nature of that
experience.
 A desire to empower research participants and allow them to contribute to determining what
the most salient themes in an area of research are.
 An interest in process and change over time.
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An interest in the self and representations of the self.
An awareness that the researcher him- or herself is also a narrator.

I believe the experience people have tells much about what they have done in their life and by a first
person telling the story we could get meaningful idea of what is important to them. I would also like to
share how the existing practices that community had at times of the research, were developed through
a process over time and to let them represent the story. In addition, I would like to express the result of
the research through storytelling. Presenting the data in the narrative way brings a feeling of being
myself and creates an opportunity to convey the meaning from insight – the people themselves.
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Chapter 4. The Community of the two villages
This part provides background on how the communities in two villages, especially the one in the
hamlets where the research took place, look like as I pictured it during the field work. Next, the people
themselves give their portrait by means of their own stories told to me. This chapter serves for
understanding the context where the research took place. First, I describe about the place, followed by
my impression about the people, which I mention also about their level of education as I found there
was a difference between hamlets. Later, I saw this as an interesting point to consider when people talk
about change, as I would explain in my Summary chapter. Finally, the last section in this chapter would
give an idea how people in the hamlet interact with each other given of some institutions and expertises
they had.

4.1.

The Place8

Lembuak
In general, people there are busy with their work. They vary in terms of jobs that they have – farmer,
teacher, small shop owner, mechanic and some other jobs. Most of the men are working as mechanics
outside their village, such as in car shops in Mataram City. Nevertheless, most people in Batu Kantar are
farmers (fruit or rice). The reason is that this hamlet has a quite large area of paddy field compared to
the other two hamlets – Temas and Telage Ngembeng Dasan, which are located near the main road of
Narmada Sub-District.
Telage Ngembeng Dasan has a communal washing place (Sanimas) which is newly built. The Sanimas
has several showers and toilets and the villagers often visit it. There is a cleaning roster to keep it clean.
The head of the hamlet used to be the facilitator but not so long ago a new one was appointed. The
children look good, some have earrings but their clothes look quite nice and lots of them are wearing
slippers. Most houses are made out of bricks.
The head of the hamlet of Batu Kantar mentioned there are 330 household heads. He has been in that
position for 11 years and this is his 3rd period. The head of the hamlet is an introvert person, not
speaking a lot but he wants to meet us every time we come for an interview. He has a big house and lots
of animals (chicken, ducks, fish). His wife sells food and drinks to the children that go to the school next
door. This hamlet is far into the field. Before reaching the house of the kepala dusun (kadus)9 you pass
the Poskesdes10, which is in a very bad condition. Next to the house of the kadus there is a primary
school. There are many trees in the environment and there are several washing places next to the main
road, where people wash their clothes, their dishes, but also bathe their children. Across the house of

8

This is a co-product with Andra Iacob.
Head of hamlet
10
Pos Kesehatan Desa (Health Village Post, previously was Polindes – Village Maternity Centre)
9
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the kadus there is a mosque. Most of the children look good, happy and healthy. People have all kinds of
animals like cows, chicken, ducks, pigeons, horses and a lot of cats and dogs.
The kadus of Temas started in November 2009. There are around 286 household heads, meaning
around 1000 inhabitants. Families have about 3-4 children each; according to him there are 108
children altogether in this hamlet. When entering the hamlet there is a ‘river’ that runs through it. There
are some constructions to farm fish, but the river has many different functions (for washing, swimming,
defecating, and showering). There are several warungs (small shops) throughout the hamlet. There is a
kind of playschool for little children and a mosque at the front of the hamlet. The kadus lives in a small
house in the centre of the hamlet not far from the mosque. The kaders11 are quite active; one former
kader is very much loved by the community. The children look good and healthy.
Kebon Ayu
The impression we captured of this village when we went there for the first time was that of a poor
village. It was like a picture that we could see in a magazine or newspaper with images of poverty . We
saw children walking and hanging around without wearing sandals or even clothes and some appeared
to have swollen bellies. In addition, the environment was more or less the same – animal dung almost
everywhere, garbage and small dirty ponds and especially the road that goes to Taman and Jeranjang
was in a bad condition.
In addition to these conditions, people there did not have many opportunities to work outside their
village. Therefore, a number of them worked as farmers and many young people had gone abroad – to
Malaysia as migrant workers. Other jobs that were quite dominant in this village were fishermen and
herders (penjaga ternak). However, usually the herd was not their own but it is owned by rich people
outside their village. These jobs were available because, like in Taman, it was located near the beach and
in general it had a vast area of grass.
In Taman there was no electricity, some people had generators (although at ten at night all was dark).
In total, there were around 300 households. There was a school close to the house of the kadus, which
was located in RT 1 where the people were a mix of fishermen and farmers. RT2 had mostly fishermen
and RT3 there was a mix of farmers and laborers. They worked on the trucks that supplied sand for a
power plant project in Jeranjang. Most people in RT3 were not born in the village, but they had come
from other places. They were there for farming or taking care of houses of rich people. When people
worked in the field, which most of the time was not their own land, the harvest was divided. The houses
they lived in did not have to be paid for, but instead they had to take care of the gardens of the owner.
The RT’s environment was quite different from one another: RT 1 had many stables like RT 3 which also
had paddy fields. RT 2 was near the beach. The head of the RT seemed very important. Besides people
working in the fields there were also many migrant workers. The women would go to work in the field. If
they had children younger than three years of age, they would stay at home. It could be though that
11

Health voluntary worker
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some family members would take care of the children and when they grew older then they could stay
alone. Still many women delivered at home. People looked poor and in general had difficulties earning
money.
Hamlet Jeranjang consisted of 250 households. This hamlet was very remote and the road to the hamlet
was in a very bad condition . A station for central electricity was being built close to the houses , but the
work was mostly done by migrant workers. The kadus was divorced and had one son. He was in a
temporary function as head of the hamlet. The previous kadus was sent away because of some
disagreements between himself and the community.
The children in this hamlet looked very malnourished and wore torn clothes or no clothes at all. The
people were also very shy and hard to interview. During the research we saw many times salespersons
coming to sell stuff in the hamlet. There were three RTs. The RT 1 was a bit further away and the head of
RT was a very enthusiastic person. There was no school in the neighborhood and the children had to go
by bike to school in Taman. The closest health service was the Puskesmas in Gerung sub-district and
there was a Puskesmas Pembantu (Pustu) or a small health centre along the road (although people in
the hamlet may not know this). Some of the houses were not made from bricks, but were simple huts
(from bamboo). Nonetheless, some houses stood out than other houses. Those were the houses of
some people, who worked as migrant workers in Malaysia. There were some animals walking around
the hamlet like pigeons, cats, dogs, some horses, birds, chicken and some ducks. There were also cows
but people kept them for the owners who lived in other villages.
The access to those two villages was limited. Public transportation such as a small bus reached the bus
station which was a long distance from the villages. To bring people to the location (hamlet) they had to
use traditional transportation called ‘cidomo’ a vehicle which is driven by a man and is operated with
horsepower. There was also ‘ojek’ a man who drives a motorbike and people ride with him. The
payment depends on the distance but sometimes you could also bargain for that. The road, to go to
each hamlet was in different condition. The one going to Batu Kantar was not as good as the one to
Teman and Telage Ngembang Dasan, which was similar to the route to Jeranjang and Taman. The road
to the last two hamlets was in bad condition due to the rainy season and its heavy use by the trucks
from the project. When we went there for the first time we could not go through the main road – we
had to take the one that encircled a hill.

4.2.

The People

In Lembuak, especially in the three hamlets where the research took place people were very hospitable.
They were smiling and saying hello to us. For the first visit, the researchers went to the house of the
kadus. This is like a must in the culture to show respect to the elder or the leader. After some small talk
explaining the purpose of the research and the reason why his village was chosen, the kadus then
brought us to the respondent’s house. Again here, the owner of the house embraced us with her/his
hospitality – laid the mat out for us so to sit comfortably and in some occasion made us tea or even
offered us lunch together with her/his family.
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On the other hand, people in Kebon Ayu were quite closed compared to the ones in Lembuak. However,
they were welcoming. They needed some time to get to know us. To start the interview was not easy;
they seemed shy and looked uncomfortable having a conversation with someone new. We had to have
some small and light conversation like chitchat in the beginning to make them comfortable with our
presence. Another obvious difference that I noticed in Kebon Ayu was that people there like to follow
you everywhere you go around the village. More than two persons would accompany the one I
interviewed and children were in the surrounding of the place of interview.
Lembuak
In Telaga Ngembeng Dasan and Temas, the women were busy selling many things at their small shops
and snacks/food at the school nearby or at the market of Narmada sub-district. These two hamlets
seemed to take advantage of being close by to the main street of the sub-district. In addition, a few of
the women I interviewed work as teachers in high school. Therefore, in the morning interviews were
done mainly with women who stayed in the village. Conversations with other community members
were done in the afternoons or in the evenings. It was easy to make appointments with them. In both
hamlets, the head of hamlet just brought me to the respondent once – for the first visit to introduce me.
After that, I could set the time and date of interview with the respondent. Sometimes, I could just call
him/her for that.
In Batu Kantar people were mostly working as farmers. This hamlet has quite a large area of paddy field
compared to the other two hamlets. When I was there people were busy with some wedding
ceremonies as the month was hajj month which people believe is a good month for celebrating or
holding important occasions in life like weddings. To my surprise, the head of the hamlet was the chef
for the weddings. People said he was good in preparing food for a big number of people. Sometimes,
people would schedule the wedding based on his agenda. For the interview, he was helpful by asking us
who is the person I wanted to talk with and then he would bring me to a respondent’s house. Unlike the
other head of hamlet, he liked to attend the interviews. This gave me the challenge of persuading the
respondent to talk or to state his/her opinion openly since there was a feeling of hesitance because of
his presence.
From the education side most of people I interviewed in Temas and Telage Ngembang Dasan had
finished high school and some also had a Bachelor degree. In Batu Kantar a few of the people I
interviewed had finished high school, but most had graduated elementary school.
Kebon Ayu
In the two hamlets (Jeranjang and Taman) I could easily meet people – both men and women . However,
having conversations or interviewing them was another issue. When I asked them to volunteer to be
interviewed, first they would usually refer me to other people or would say ‘I am busy with my home
and child’. Nonetheless, once I started interviewing one person, others who were at first reluctant
would answer my questions as well. Sometimes the interview would become a focus group discussion. I
could not say or ask firmly that I just wanted to talk with one of them because then I could lose the
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moment, which I considered important because it encouraged people to stay and talk. I found out also
that this way made them complement each other answers. In these hamlets, I felt the presence of the
head of hamlet was not as strong as the one of Batu Kantar. The head of hamlet acted in the same way
as the one of Telage Ngembeng and Temas. They took me for a walk around their hamlet so that
people could see me and I could greet them. Sometimes, we would stop at some point to have a small
conversation with a group of men or women who were sitting in the front of a house at a traditional
small place for meeting friends or neighbours named ‘berugak’.
From educational side, most of the respondent I interviewed had not finished school. Few attended
high school and one of the respondents pursued his Bachelor degree. Taman’s head of hamlet said that
so far three of his people were having a Bachelor degree and all of them were from the family of the
village facilitator who had a degree in Law. While in Jeranjang, some respondents had attended high
school. Nonetheless, the head of hamlet said so far none of his people had taken a Bachelor degree.

4.3.

Summary and conclusion

There are some points that I would like to note here about the community before I proceeded to the
next part about the interaction between people. First, concerning the place, in Lembuak two hamlets
were near the main sub-district road, which had the advantage as it was easily accessible. Batu Kantar
on the other hand, situated in a remote area as well as the two hamlets in Kebon Ayu, Taman and
Jeranjang. In addition, the road to the last two hamlets was in a bad condition due to the rainy season
and heavy used by the trucks of the project. Unlike other hamlets, Taman did not have electricity. With
regard to its surrounding, the three hamlets in Lembuak gave a nice impression – children looked
healthy, and people had place/building for cleaning themselves. However, the Poskedes12 in Batu Kantar
has not been used for some months due to the serious damage on the building. The two hamlets in
Kebon Ayu had an image of a poor area – garbage and dirty ponds were easily located, and children
looked unhealthy.
Second, about the people, all of them were welcomed and warm. The difference however, was in
Lembuak it was easy to make a conversation; in Kebon Ayu it took some time for that and the people
liked to talk in a group. From the educational side, the respondents in Temas and Telage Ngembang
Dasan had finished high school and some also had a Bachelor degree. Whilst, in Batu Kantar they mostly
had graduated elementary school. In hamlet Taman, most of the respondents did not finish elementary
school while in Jeranjang some respondents had attended high school.

12

Pos Kesehatan Desa – a part of the DESI (Desa Siaga) instruments. Pondok Bersalin Desa (Polindes) – village
maternity house was its name before the DESI (Sofiarini, 2007).
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Chapter 5. Institutions
In my attempt to describe how people in the hamlet interact with each other, I will first explain about
the institutions that were present in the daily life of the community. What I mean by institution is not
only an organisation but also practices that have been institutionalised by the people for example an
activity they held regularly like every week, month or year. Therefore, I divided it into two – formal
institution and informal one. These institutions were central to the hamlet since they influenced
people’s life because first, they were obliged to attend the activity and second, that was the place,
where they would meet each other. In this place, people had their conversations, shared and
encountered meanings of things that happened in their lives.
The second sub part in this heading is a description of experts and their expertise - who is who in the
institution that counted as essential as to keep it going. It helps to understand different roles or groups
that existed and to know the position they played within the community. To put in the frame of change,
they are the people/group that could sway other people’s opinion in order to construct and deconstruct
a meaning (Ford, 2002). Together the activities, the conversations and the people/group are media for
change to arise. Lastly, I talk about my observation as to portrait the on spot interaction I got during the
fieldwork. To get the view of people in the village and hamlet, and how they see themselves, I quote
here some stories I was told.
Before, I was a leader for 10 years in Banjar – a community based organization helping people with organizing
ceremonies like weddings and funerals . This Banjar has a long tradition. I think since I was a child. When it was
started we collected money as a way to help. Nowadays because of the value of the money is getting lower than
in the previous years we decided to give supplies like rice, sugar or wood for cooking the food. Other than that, we
13
have a tradition called gotong royong in which together we give hand to others who are building a house for
example. We did the same as well when we built the mosque. These traditions are very helpful since we do not
always have enough money. In doing the activities, we do not need to establish a formal committee because we
understand what has to be done. Everybody takes the job that she/he feels suitable and comfortable to do.
Concerning the way we have come to the tradition, in the beginning it was a big meeting with almost all the
community members. We first agreed on the rule such as what help we could offer in one occasion and how much
each household could afford in providing the help. We then continued with the organization of the help. For
example, we would assign someone to be a general coordinator for organizing the help and decide the time she/he
will be in the position. We call this meeting and discussion musyawarah. (Head of Temas hamlet, 24 January 2010)

The head of Temas hamlet mentioned Banjar as the institution that has lived for many years. Together
with that, he said about gotong royong – togetherness, which has two different meanings if I could
separate. First, if we go back to the concept of the DSAJ, there are two values promoted tolong
menolong and gotong royong and in this sense, it is a spirit. Second, as the community called also
gotong royong as the activity when they do something together it then is as an activity. Here, I
categorize these two as informal institution because they did not have something on paper like the rule
13
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and the list of the board member. In addition, the organisation was quite flexible towards the need of
the community members. Some activities as I mention below are also part of this group. Beside, the
hamlets had formal institution, which the one I explain is Posyandu amongst others since it is related to
maternal and infant health issue.

5.1.

Informal institution

5.1.2. Social related
Banjar (community based organization)
Banjar commonly is initiated to help people in organizing funerals. This is because they take some effort
to be managed by the family alone. Senior community members such as the head of hamlet,
community or religious leaders usually take an initiative inviting people to have musyawarah14 to talk
about how to have banjar in their hamlet. Together afterwards, the community agrees on the system of
the tolong menolong15 in the banjar. For example, the amount of money to share for the ceremony , the
number of the materials which are brought to help the family with cooking rice, sugar and other things;
the person in charge of the funeral, for contacting the family’s relatives outside the hamlet, and the
person who keeps record of the help given (who gave what). The community could in addition assign
someone in certain period to be the coordinator of the organization, who has the main responsibility as
a contact for the whole process. In its further development, banjar functions also as a place where
people organize begawe (wedding event). According to the respondents, the reason is that marriage
has the same position as death in the Muslim world – two important events in the life of a human being.
Important to note is that in musyawarah, men take the major role. Women are usually busy with
preparing food. If they have something to say, they could talk to their husband or other male family
members. In the funeral , men arrange the work outside the house and women help the family for
things inside like cooking or comforting the family. In wedding, women usually take bigger part than the
men do. However, in cooking for the party, the community believe men could do better than the
women could since they consider it hard work – preparing food for lots of people.
Gotong royong
This is an activity where people in a village/hamlet make or fix something together. For example, when I
went to Telaga Ngembeng Dasan in the afternoon, the kader said that in the morning the community
had a gotong royong cleaning the small tunnel in their neighbourhood. This activity does not have
certain and regular time to do. People in the village/hamlet do it if they see their neighbourhood needs
to be cleaned, if they re-built the hamlet’s mosque, if they have small budget to fix the road in the
hamlet. However, they do it always on the Indonesian Independence’s day. The idea of having a gotong
royong usually comes from the leaders like the head of hamlet or elder people. They then invite other
14
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community members to discuss how they want to manage, who will be the coordinator, what will men
and women do, and how many hours/days it will take . The respondents told me that long time ago
when they were children they saw their parents did it to build the houses of their neighbours. They
added also that the gotong royong is the spirit they have for banjar. Nonetheless, it is not a limited term
because if someone is ill the community will come together to visit her/him. They help the family by
bringing something like food and fruit or lending their means of transportation. Interestingly, Temas and
Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, the respondents said they do the same also for pregnant woman after labour.
Other activities
In addition to the organisations/activities I described above, every hamlet has its own specific activities
as well. In Temas, the women have some arisan (like small and specific lottery) that they decide based
on their needs. For example, they have one only for family, which has children in school for paying the
school’s fee; they have one special for buying household things like television or couch. In Telaga
Ngembeng Dasan, the women have one in Posyandu what they call tabungan ibu hamil (pregnancy
saving). Pregnant women open up savings together which they could use to finance their deliveries. The
saving in term has one-year period. The respondents in Batu Kantar, Jeranjang and Taman did not
mention other activities.

5.1.3. Religion related
Pengajian (a meeting for recitation or discussing Qur’an)
This is the second essential activity in hamlet’s life following the one in banjar. This religious activity is
held every month in a mosque or in one of the houses in the hamlet. The person who gives speech in
pengajian could be either someone from the hamlet like the religious leader or a guest speaker from
outside. Every hamlet has at least one pengajian but could also have some in many forms. For example,
in Batu Kantar, they have hiziban for young people every Monday night, syafaah for men (adult/elder)
every Tuesday night and one every Friday night call barzanzi for specific persons. This is for a few
members to whom they read some parts of the Quran. Other than those, every RT also has its own, for
all people, both men and women. Children are allowed to come in RT’s pengajian. In Temas and Telaga
Ngembeng Dasan, in addition to the general one for each RT, they have one specific pengajian, which is
only for women. A different condition, in Taman and Jeranjang they only have one held every month in
the mosque.
People attend the pengajian regularly; some respondents said they like to go since there they could
meet and greet other fellow community members and have conversation with them. During the
pengajian, people contribute little money. Most of the respondents said they feel an obligation for
collecting the money since it is useful for their life in hamlet. This money goes for buying things that can
be used for activities in Banjar, such as plates, glasses and cooking stoves/utensils. Another reason is
that there is a report on the money of pengajian every time. In return, people trust the person who
manages the money and the event itself. When I asked the respondents when the pengajian and banjar
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started and how they knew about them , most of the people replied ‘oh, it has been since I was a child
and only followed my parents or friends who were going there’. They did not know who was the person
who started those two traditions.
Mauludan (a ceremony commemorating Prophet Muhammad)
When I was in the field, the month was mauludan – a month when the hamlet celebrates Prophet
Muhammad’s birthday. People were excited about it – preparing traditional food and cleaning the
mosque . Some women had started making traditional cookies a week before the date, which was not
really on the day of the birthday. Every year, head of village, head of hamlet and leaders sit together in
the village office to decide on the date of the celebration for each hamlet, hence to give the community
a chance to visit each other during the month of celebration. This is the second biggest occasion after
Lebaran (a celebration after fasting month/Ramadan).
For this celebration, people prepare themselves the best food that they could afford which is associated
with meat and rice. They usually save money for some months before the occasion; together they also
collect money to buy a cow or a goat of which they share the meat. They want each family to get meat
on that day. Some families invite their relatives and friends to come to their house for the celebration.

5.2.

Formal institution

5.2.1. Maternal and infant health related
Posyandu (community health service centre at hamlet level)
This is a meeting point for the women to have their pregnancies examined and to get family planning
services. There is no special place for this once- a- month activity. Every hamlet has its preference. It can
be in the house of the head of hamlet, of the RT or in an empty house near the beach as the one, I saw
in Taman. The minimal requirement that kader16 said to me is a place where the owner welcomes the
people to come, has a room where a mat could be placed and a pregnant woman could lay down to be
checked by a midwife. Services for children are given here as well, such as weighing and immunization.
So to say, Posyandu is the only event where community could get health services regularly especially for
pregnancy and children. It is supposed to be also for nutrition services that are sometimes missing.
The midwife is the one who provides services in the Posyandu. In companion, sometimes she comes
together with people from Puskesmas (sub-district heath centre) such as immunization person, doctor
or nurse, who help with family planning services (distributing pills, giving information and checking if
there is a new recipient). Kaders are also the persons involved in organizing Posyandu, such as checking
and preparing the place and the tools used. They do the weighing and take note of it in KMS book (a
book to record mother and children’s health status). Most of the kaders are usually women, young and
working voluntarily.
16
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5.3.

Summary and conclusion

The institution above brought us to understand that in a hamlet, existed two kind of institution formal
and informal one. It varied from social to health issues. Some hamlets tend to have religious related
activities; some do not have other activities despite the regular ones. The similarity is that all hamlets
have banjar, mauludan, posyandu and pengajian as well as the spirit of gotong royong (togetherness).
The respondents said the activities they do now have been in their hamlet since they were children, they
did not know when it had started. Having these institutions have some consequences for them, for
example sharing or collecting little money but also big one like in Mauludan. We could also see men and
women have different roles in those activities.
This set of information provides us a picture of where the interaction within community was taken
place, how it looked like, and what issues that were seen as important to the people as they even
wanted to do something with it. This is essential in facilitating me to answer my second research
question, which is why and how the interaction between facilitator and community and within
community facilitates the process of change to develop. This shed a light about what particular issues
that I would like to discuss further in order for me to understand how the process of change comes to
the fore. I have chosen the tolong menolong in the banjar and the posyandu as specific topics. This has
three reasons, first the banjar had a long story before the people accepted it as their way of life as the
head of Temas hamlet called it our tradition, which we could count as a change has happened, hence I
assume that I could find some hints about it. The next reason, I saw there is a similarity between the
banjar and the DSAJ. The first had structure – an organisation with a coordinator, a rule to follow and
started with a musyawarah. The DSAJ, in order to be established initiates a musyawarah with
community members, where they set the rule up and assign a volunteer for taking care of the system.
The last reason, the posyandu is closely related to the context of the case study, which is about maternal
and infant health issue, hence it helps to understand what people’s perception towards the issue is.
These two topics – the banjar and the posyandu assist me to study interaction within the community. As
for the one between community and facilitator, the DSAJ case will facilitate me.
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Chapter 6. Experts
6.1.

Typology of experts

This sub-section will provide more insights about the community’s structure especially about the people
who other people respect to because of their expertise in many ways. These are the persons, who the
community refers to for asking information and for problem’s solving. There is some typology of experts
within the community. First is the one who has knowledge on governing things like the head of the
village, the head of the hamlet and the banjar coordinator. Second is person who possesses knowledge
about religion such as kyai and penghulu (religious leader). Third is somebody who is well known for
her/his advice for social issues – community leader like a previous head of hamlet or elder people are
examples for that. The last one, with regard to the issue of maternal and infant health is someone who
is seen capable by the community for helping them with pregnancy and delivery care. These are the
midwife, the kader (voluntary health worker) and the dukun (traditional birth attendant). These experts
are available for their expertise at different levels, which I will show in the following sub section.
Nevertheless, I would like to note here that these experts are called by the community as its leader.
Therefore, in this thesis I use also the term when describing them.

6.2.

Experts at different level

6.2.1. Village level
There are two figures I have interviewed at village level. First is the head of village and second is the
midwife. The first was mentioned by the facilitator as an essential role to the success of many projects
that are introduced to a village. Giving that he was elected through a general election, he had some
influence and networking useful for the project. Interviews with other people also showed that this
role was referred as the one which can help solving problems or at least facilitating a meeting for the
people in the community to meet and discuss those problems. Interesting is to know how he saw his
position and how he found it interesting.
The second role – the midwife is central if someone talks about health issues in the village as well as in
the hamlet level. People automatically say her name when I talk about maternal and infant health. I got
the same response from the respondents as if I have met the head of the village or hamlet for doing the
interview and as if I have talked with the midwife first for the issue at stake. Sometimes, the midwife
was a good source for me to start with in order to know the kaders (the health voluntary worker at
hamlet level) and the dukuns (traditional birth attendents). It was because they work together every
month in Posyandu (community-based health services) or in some activities on health or family planning
matters.
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Head of village
Lembuak
I was born here in Lembuak. My parents were originally from here as well. I finished my education at senior high
school level. I was active in social activities when I was young. If you asked people of my age in the neighbouring
17
villages of Lembuak you will find out that many know me. I was elected as kepala desa in July 2005. I will be in my
position until 2011. I was a government officer working at a penitentiary in Mataram city. I retired in January 2007.
Until now, I like going around talking to people as I find it as an interesting part of my job. I especially enjoy
meeting with people in pengajian – a routine gathering where people learn about Quran and share their
interpretation on particular topic. I usually talk to them about new projects that come to the village such as the
DSAJ or something related to problems that we face together. (Lembuak’s head of village, 28 February 2010)

Kebon Ayu
I am 42 years old now. I finished my study from a teacher school. It was a two years schooling, people called it D-2.
I was a teacher before being a head of village. I taught students from Islamic boarding school. I was a principal of
that school for three years. In addition to that, I was also a village officer for more than some years and a head of
farmer organisation in my village and am still a board member of a religious organisation. When I was young I was
a member of a mosque youth organisation. People elected me to be the kepala desa 4 years ago in the end of
2006. I won the election with a majority vote over three contenders. I did not know for sure why people elected
me. I think better that you ask the people. I do not want to be an arrogant person – who feels proud of
him/herself. That is not a good attitude.
The interesting part of being kepala desa is when I can solve a problem in my village. It can not be compared to
anything. Some examples of the case that I solved were hamlet election dispute, heir’s dispute, land’s dispute and
a quarrel between kampongs. Nevertheless, the most difficult thing to work out is the head of hamlet election.
This is because the election is at the grass root level, so if some people still do not feel okay with the result the
effect gives some influence on people’s daily life. Sometimes they will go as far as to district level to complain.
This then takes a lot of time, they do not go to work, they are gossiping the issue and it can get worse if people
then form some groups of interest that is fragile to conflict. In order to resolve the problems above, I work
together with the community and religious leaders in the community. One of the persons that I work with closely is
the head of village representative. (Kebon Ayu’s head of village, 28 February 2010)

The two stories above show that for someone, who the community is most likely to choose as their
leader or in this case, a head of village, has to have a long story as a leader or has been active in many
community activities. In doing so, it implies that most people will know him as a person and his
leadership skills. Moreover, it seems being a government officer before had an advantage to be elected
but it is not sure to what extent this benefits the person. In addition, it seems that people who have a
background or understand religion will likely be chosen as the head of village – in Lembuak the head
found out that attending pengajian is an interesting part of his job. Whereas, in Kebon Ayu, the head
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was a teacher at an Islamic boarding school and was a board member of an Islamic organisation in his
village.
Another thing that was demonstrated by the stories is that the two villages have their own point of
interest. In Lembuak, it looks like the people are eager to learn something that is related to religion –
pengajian seems to be a very common event as said by the head of village as a routine gathering in his
village. Even, he was going to each hamlet to attend the pengajian. On the other hand, people in Kebon
Ayu are concerned about something that relates more to ‘political’ issue such as the head of hamlet
election. If I can use the stories to mirror, on the kind of leadership that the head of the two villages
have, it looks like in Lembuak the head of the village used personal approach to talk to his people by
visiting them at their place and using pengajian to have the conversation, such as about new projects or
problem solving. On the other hand, in Kebon Ayu, the head of the village liked to have structural
approach on problem solving, using the election for instance. Nevertheless, he said he needs other
leaders in managing the village. For example, he mentioned the role of the head of village house
representative.
Furthermore, one could also draw impression about how the two leaders interact with his community
members. The Lembuak head of village seems more open and equal towards his community with his
choice of using pengajian because in this occasion he could meet many community members regardless
its position, as it is the event seen as important in the hamlet; people usually spend special time to
come. The head of the Kebon Ayu village looks to have limited time and preference of people to meet.
He did not have flexibility as the previous head had as for meeting and talking with his community. In
this way, he made an exclusive interaction, which is risky for misunderstanding as we will see in the
story of expert at the hamlet level.
Midwife
Lembuak
I am 43 years old. I finished my nursery school in 1986 then continued with midwifery school in 1990. Now, I am
pursuing a degree to become a midwife teacher as I want to share my knowledge with young midwives. I was
assigned as a midwife for this village in January 1994. I start my usual day with doing household things. Sometimes,
my husband does it because I have to help a pregnant woman giving birth. After that, I go to work. Most of the
time, I do field works like meeting with kaders, head of village or hamlet, giving services at Posyandu and visiting
mothers and babies at their home. I also have duties related to the Puskesmas (health service centre at sub-district
level). For example, I must attend a midwife weekly meeting in the Puskesmas office together with other
midwives. It is like a small workshop for us to discuss cases that we had in the previous month. Two days a week in
the afternoon, I stay in Puskesmas giving services. Every Friday, I have a meeting with the head of village, the head
of hamlets, the kaders and woman association at the village office. We discuss many things related to village like
health, social and education issues.
I like my work because I can have two different things at the same time – earning money and helping people. If I
remember, it was not easy for me at the first time to do this job. The traditional birth attendants – the four dukuns
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ignored me. The community did not accept me. It took some time for me to blend with them. I could understand
that first because I am from a different part of Indonesia – not from the same tribe as the community, second I did
not speak their language and they might have felt as I am threatening them with my skills in order to take their
job. However, this one occasion changed their entire view. It was about a woman who was delivering and had
some difficulties . The dukun could not help. I was there to assist her. At first, I asked her if I could help and she
allowed me. I am happy it was successful. Since then, people started to look for my assistance but I do not forget
the dukuns. Now, they are my assistants as I was before for them. (Lembuak midwife village, 1 February 2010).

Kebon Ayu
I am now 24 years old. I finished my midwifery school in Semarang, Central Java two years ago. To be a midwife
was not my idea. It was my parents who persuaded me to go to the school. I had a trauma with this job, as my
mother is a midwife herself. Many times when we as a family wanted to go somewhere for example on vacation,
it had to be postponed because a pregnant woman kept coming for delivery. Later I found out this midwifery job
was enjoyable. I meet people everyday, help them and now I am independent as I do not live with my parents
anymore. I was assigned to this village a year ago but I stayed fulltime here a month ago. Before I was a commuter
– from morning to afternoon came to work in the Puskesmas and in the evening I would go back to Mataram
where I lived with my parents. It was because the village did not have a Polindes (village maternity centre) as a
place for me to stay. They should provide its midwife with Polindes. The one they had was not comfortable since
it was near a cowshed and cemetery and there was no good water, which is important for the job . I did not like
that. The one I have now is because the village will separate into two villages so they must build it as one of the
requirements for establishing a new village.
People here especially in hamlet like Taman and Jeranjang are not familiar with midwife services. They prefer
dukun for help. It seems because of dukun gives personal services like massage and willingness to accompany, the
pregnant woman from the time of delivery to a week afterwards. I think it is because there was a time they did
not have a midwife who stayed in their neighbourhood. I hope my residence will help people to get assistance
from a midwife for pregnancy and delivery. I am aware it takes longer time than I estimated as now they are much
closed to the dukun than to a midwife. I have to work on building good relationship with the dukun also for that.
Every time, I go to a hamlet, I try to meet the dukun there. Puskesmas has a regular meeting with the dukuns as
well to discuss pregnancy and delivery related issues. I usually facilitate the meeting. (Kebon Ayu midwife village,
15 February 2010).

The story of the two midwives above gets us to understand that both like their job with the difference
in the time when they have been appointed as midwives in their village. The Lembuak midwife has been
in her village for 16 years while the one in Kebon Ayu has been in her position for a year and the period
she was resided in the village was one month when the research took place. This difference made their
relationship with the dukun dissimilar. In Lembuak, she had established kinship with the dukun. The
rapport was developed through willingness to be an assistant of the dukun until the moment she got a
chance to prove her skills. Consequently, she got an acceptance wholly and truthfully, from the dukuns
as now, they are her assistants.
In Kebon Ayu, the midwife seemed to have struggled for a place to do the work and establish a
relationship with the dukuns. Presently, she visits the dukuns in their home and meets them in
Puskesmas. In the interview, she said she understands that it might not be enough to build a quick
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rapport and as a fact, some pregnant women are currently looking for dukuns’ services. She added she
would like to visit the hamlet more often besides the Posyandu schedule, as she was pregnant herself; it
was difficult, as she had to drive a motorbike alone for that. I witnessed when I was in Taman a
pregnant woman insisted to get help from the dukun. The woman said she prefers the dukun since it has
been the fourth time the dukun helped her in delivery and every time it goes well for her.
This interaction of midwife – dukun – pregnant woman shows a close presence is essential for making a
strong relationship between the three in a village. The midwife in Lembuak has stayed for the entire
period of her duty in the village. In addition, she was first an assistant of the dukun in her effort to make
her existence familiar to the community before her skills emanated one day. Whilst the Kebon Ayu
midwife because of the circumstances could not be present, at times she intended to. The community
is in process of being aware of her and trust her capabilities. The woman who chose the dukun for
delivery was an example of that. Another example of her presence not being familiar yet to the
community was that I could not get her name easily when I asked people around Taman and Jeranjang.
This was different in Lembuak, people in the three hamlets could give me the midwife’s name in a
second. While in Taman and Jeranjang, they first starred at each other when I asked them about the
name of the bidan. Then they argued whether she was a village midwife or Puskesmas’ midwife. People
had not seen her in her office in the village (Polindes) but they knew she sat in the Puskesmas and gave
services there. The people complained also about not enough explanation about her position. It was
because before her, there was a village midwife but after some years, the Puskesmas said she got a new
job in another village and a new midwife would come. Since then people have not been informed by the
Puskesmas. Eventually, I got to know her name from a senior kader in one of the RTs in Taman. I met
her then at Posyandu in Taman. It is interesting to see an event or ‘aha’ moment for the people that
could change their perception towards her, which in return makes people trust her as the one
experienced by the Lembuak village midwife.

6.2.2. Summary and conclusion
6.2.2.1.

Place/Media of interaction

The two stories of two experts at village level show three messages about what are important for an
interaction. From the head of Lembuak village, one could see that the choice of media/place to meet
and talk to other people is essential. In Lembuak, pengajian is a smart pick because most of the time the
people in the hamlet would attend the event. Hence, it is a good time to share information with many
people. If it is combined with a respectful person as the speaker, it will bring an important impact – you
convey the information to a quite number of people with a certain level of confidence that they will hear
you.

6.2.2.2.

The importance of other leaders

The story of the head of Kebon Ayu village shows that other leaders are also essential for managing the
life in a village/hamlet. He mentioned about the role of the village house of representative which seen
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as one of the community leaders as well as the religious one. The midwife in Lembuak village also talked
about the coordination that she does regularly in village office with the head of the village, the head of
hamlets, the kaders and persons from the woman association. In this meeting the discuss issues related
to the village such as health and education.

6.2.2.3.

Trust in the interaction

From the midwife, one could say the important of trust in building a good relationship. The story of the
Lembuak midwife derives a lesson that trust is not something that could develop in a short time. For her
it took more than ten years however, she showed that in order to get it she also had to be consistent in
doing her work though it was only assisting the dukun. What I want to argue here is since time needed
for building trust is might be dissimilar in different place and for different people, the consistency of
doing the action remains the same. People would trust a person who looks persistence and shows
determination in doing her/his work.

6.2.3. Hamlet level
6.2.3.1.

Social – religion related

Head of hamlet
The community sees the head of hamlet as an important person. His opinion has an influence on the life
of the hamlet. I noticed once I was in Jeranjang hamlet, people were waiting for him to make a decision
about where to buy materials from for the new-development of the hamlet’s mosque. In Batu Kantar as
I mentioned before with his skill the head was essential for ceremonies in his hamlet. In addition, in all
hamlets, the respondents always asked me if I had met the heads before I came to their house and
conducted the interview. I got more acceptances if I came first with the head of hamlet to visit them.
Five of the head of hamlet were born and they grew up in their villages. They have been very active in
many community’s activities before they were elected. From their families’ side, in Lembuak, three of
them were not part of a noble family while the head of hamlet of Taman and Jeranjang were members
of families that were well known as leaders in those hamlets.
From the educational side, in Lembuak, the head of hamlet in Temas was pursuing his Bachelor degree
when the interview took place. The one in Telage graduated from a senior high school and the Batu
Kantar head of hamlet was from junior high school. In Kebon Ayu, the head of Jeranjang hamlet finished
his senior high school, and Taman was in junior high school.
Lembuak
The head of hamlet in Telage Ngembeng Dasan and Temas was elected presently when the interview
took place, three and four months accordingly. The one in Temas was a head of Banjar (community
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based organization) for more than five years before people appointed him without going through a
general election as the previous one was getting old. Whilst the one in Telage Ngembeng Dasan was a
government officer before taking the position. He has been one of the community’s leaders in his
hamlet for longer time when people assigned him as the head of hamlet. He said,
I did not have any intention to be the head of my hamlet concerning that I am quite old for this job. People,
however, thought I was the one who was perfect for the position because I am retired from a government office I
have experience dealing with bureaucratic procedures and can benefit from the networking and relations I have
developed during my time in the office. They also said I would have much time to manage the hamlet since my
children are grown up now. (The head of hamlet Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, 30 January 2010).

In Batu Kantar, the head of hamlet has been on his position for more than 10 years. When I interviewed
him, he said, ‘This is my third period of being the head of hamlet’. He said he did not know why people
chose him for so many times. My conversation with the people in the hamlet brought me to the reason
about why he was elected for that quite long period. People said, during his period no incident of
robbery happened anymore especially animal theft.
Kebon Ayu
The head of hamlet in Jeranjang was elected not through a general election as it was supposed to be.
People appointed him because the previous one gained no trust from the community regarding land
acquisition issue related to a power plant project in the hamlet. He has been four months in his position.
He said,
I did not want to be on this position because the community herewas not easy to manage and very critical towards
their head of hamlet. They easily blamed the head if something went wrong. Iwas not ready for that and I was
seeing myself as younger than the other leaders. The community said, however, they would like to have a young
head of hamlet . Some people who had been seen as leaders by the community like the head of RTs, the religious
leaders and elders convinced me that they would l help me with handling the community. I then, agreed to be the
head. (The head of hamlet Jeranjang, 2 February 2010).

At the time of the interview he said the problem faced by his community was everything related to the
electricity project. Most of his time was consumed by the project related issues.
In Taman, the head has been on his position for four years. He was elected in the same way as the one
in Jeranjang. The community did not trust the previous one because a problem with an aid issue from
the government. He explained during those four years he has been through many experiences. Further,
he added,
I have been through many experiences – nice ones and sad ones because being a kadus you should help people to
solve many problems. There exist many kind of ideas within a community– one to another can be very different
and sometimes contradictory. In addition, because we are here originally from different villages we also differ in
the way of behaving towards something. Giving an example of that situation, as kadus I have to judge something
from many different perspectives. For example, if there is a quarrel between two persons I have to talk in a
different way to each of them – one maybe has a strong character unlike the other one. Thanks to God, there has
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not been a big problem so far during my period in Taman we live peacefully. I think the key is that I always try to
be neutral – put my respect toward other people and groups that exist in my community. As much as I can do, I try
to solve problems with a family approach – talk and listen to the people. I think I have to honour my community as
they had chosen me to be their leader. I feel God bless me to do my duty. It is important to mention here as well
the help that I got from other leaders such as community and religious leaders during my period. Their
contributions have been very helpful by means of the time that they spent to work on the hamlet’s problems
Nonetheless, bearing in mind all I have been through, I am not thinking of being a kadus for the next period. Once
is enough – it is not easy always to be neutral in many situations. (The head of hamlet Taman, 8 February 2010).

If I could reflect on those stories above about what makes a community choose a head of hamlet, I could
say first, the records of accomplishment that a person has in serving his community by means of his
involvement in many community activities is counted. If we recall back the stories of the head of the
village, it has a similarity – the community recognize him because of he had been active in many
activities. Another reason is the value of trust. Some head of hamlet in the stories were elected to
replace the previous heads because the community saw they were not honest towards their people.
Trust can also be in the form of a situation that the community feels secure during the period of the
head like the one in Batu Kantar. Consequently, people choose him repeatedly. In addition, trust is
represented in for example, the experiences that the person got before being the head of hamlet as well
as the trust to young people to be a leader. Interestingly to note, however the trust is in him, the head
of Taman said he did not want to run for his second candidacy with regard to his hard effort of always
try to be neutral in positioning himself. Last thing that I like to highlight also in this part is that the head
of hamlet stated the importance of other leaders in assisting them to manage the hamlet. In Jeranjang,
he got confident with himself when he was assured by other leaders they would help him during his
period.
In the following part, I elaborate figures or leaders that are seen by the head of hamlet and the
community as important in the life of hamlet. These roles are amid some more within the community.
First are religious and community leader to represent social important groups, and second, kader and
dukun – groups that are essential if someone talks about maternal and infant health.
Kyai/penghulu (religious leader)
Every hamlet usually has two religious leaders. One is a kyai for leading people in Friday praying and
giving speech in religious events. Another one is penghulu who is responsible for wedding ceremonies
as well as funerals . These two roles are two of the components that a hamlet should have in order to
serve best to its people. To be penghulu and kyai, someone should have the knowledge and is elected
by the community. The kyai and penghulu, who I interviewed were born and have spent most of their
life in their hamlets. For Some years they had studied religion outside their hamlets. To support their
family life, they work as teachers, fishermen, farmers, and mechanists., Some do these jobs outside the
village.
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Lembuak

Temas and Batu Kantar shared the same ‘penghulu’ who is initially for Temas. He explained it happened
because the location of the two hamlets was nearby; the village then, positioned him to be also a Batu
Kantar’s penghulu . As for kyai, in Temas, the penghulu was the kyai at the same time. The reason for
Temas to have the same kyai and penghulu was that they could not find another person who had
knowledge about religion matters compared to the one the penghulu had. He had been a student of a
religious boarding school before and had gone a few times to meetings with other religious leaders
outside his village or with some Tuan Guru Haji who was considered as gurus in Lombok for Muslim
people. I got an impression he was a person who is eager to learn. In addition to his religious knowledge,
he said,
I finished my Bachelor’s degree in 2004. When I was pursuing my bachelor I was the oldest in the class but I wanted
to do that because I saw knowledge and information nowadays are very important’ (Penghulu/kyai of Temas and
Batu Kantar, 26 February, 2010).

In Batu Kantar, the kyai was the head of a young mosque organization. People appointed him because
they saw him as a religious person who was spending more time in the mosque compared to others.
He said he got no chance to continue studying after his elementary school because of his work on his
land. He seems as a quiet person, he did not talk much during the group discussion with the two other
community leaders. Later, he asked permission to leave, because he was being an imam of the
afternoon praying in the mosque and he did not come back to continue the discussion.
Telaga Ngembeng Dasan was in a similar situation as Temas, they had one person with two roles kyai
and penghulu. He has been the kyai and penghulu for 12 years, which is since the hamlet was
established. He was the youngest one from the six candidates at that time. It seemed for him the reason
the community opted for him was that they have seen him as a person who they could trust in regard
to his behaviour that shows respect to other people. Other reason was that he had knowledge about
religion and showed leadership skills during some activities when he was young as he explained,
A kyai has to be prepared to perform his role in many religious occasions where the people expect to see his
leadership and courage. In addition, since you are part of the community you interact with other members, they
can judge your behaviour and make the decision to continue you as their religious leader. I want to stop actually
being the leader but they keep me’ (Penghulu/kyai of Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, 21 February, 2010).

To my question about the correlation of education and his position, he said in community, people will
not choose you as their leader because you have a good degree in education. They prefer to have
leaders with good behaviour. He himself has graduated from junior high school.
Kebon Ayu
After finishing elementary school, the penghulu of Jeranjang spent some time learning about religion in
other villages. He was a successor of his father who died a year ago of the date of the interview. His
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family has been long time as penghulu and kyai in the hamlet. He said he got courage to learn religion
from his family though they did not ask him to do that. He would feel ashamed if he could not
understand religion as well as the elders in his family. He, then together with some friends went to a
guru. He teaches how to read the Quran to children in his hamlet and he was happy because he had
many students to teach, which was something that had not happened before . Parents at that time did
not allow their children to study higher education than the one of the children of penghulu or the head
of the hamlet. He said the change happened because of the parents seeing the importance of education
which had not been apparent to certain groups.
The penghulu of Taman started his work first as an assistant of the previous penghulu. It seemed the
community chose him to be the successor because they had seen him giving good service and keen to
work. Serving people and assisting them in preparing events like weddings was the most interesting part
of his job. His concern was to make his job useful for the others. For example, he loves to be the person
who facilitates people in quarrel as to lessen the tension between them so that they will not get into a
fight. Most of the time, he uses the hamlet’s mosque as a place to talk to people.
The religious leaders in the five hamlets taught me another lesson that in order to be a leader someone
needs knowledge and has to show his leadership skills to his community. The age and level of education
seems not the reason for choosing a religious leader. The way someone behaves is essential for the
community. Considering that the community has some religious events, the role of this person is then
important in the sense that he/she is largely known in a hamlet, because the people show him/her a lot
of respect and listen to his/her suggestions.
Community leader
A hamlet can have some community leaders who are considered as key persons in the social life of the
community. It can be because the persons are essential for a bureaucratic reason such as the head of RT
(a neighbourhood), the village house of representative head and the village officers. Other persons who
are also essential are the previous head of hamlet, banjar or other community based organizations like
the young mosque organization and the elder. People count on them because of their experiences and
networking within and outside the hamlet. The elder are a role model for their community. People
consult them for many things from religious matters to social issues.
Lembuak
The community leader in Temas was a previous hamlet’s leader for many years. People replaced him
because he was getting older. People respected him for his dignity and valuable advices he gave to many
members of the community. My conversation with other community members showed that he is
famous for his openness to new ideas brought by other members of the community. One senior kader
said he was very helpful in introducing family planning method to the community. Since he was a pilgrim
people trusted him for his religious judgement. At that time, family planning was an issue that had to do
with religion, as many people believed having a child is a God’s willing. If you then try to abandon it by
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using family planning method, people categorized it as a sin. Together with the kader and other health
and family planning officers, he explained to the community that religion asks people to care about their
children, as with family planning people could arrange their family development. Now, family planning is
very popular in the hamlet. People come to the kader asking for information about family planning
methods without hesitance anymore.
Another community leader who I interviewed in Temas was a previous kader who retired because of her
work, as a teacher being quite busy. The community, nevertheless, still referred to her for many
occasions like in pengajian she sometimes gave speeches. She was known by her community for her
advance idea of the family planning introduced above, for organizing women in her hamlet to produce
traditional food from jackfruit that is abundance in her hamlet. The community recognised her also for
her courage to introduce the idea of eating a variety of food during pregnancy and delivery. She said at
her time, people believed in many taboos about what food to consume during those. . She used herself
to show people that actually food they thought was not good was healthy. She at many times tried to
give also an understanding to old people especially the women (the mother and the grandmother) of
the idea. She was happy that now people were more open and there were no more restrictions for
pregnant women on their food consumption.
In Telage Ngembeng Dasan, I met the same kind of respected community leader as I found in Temas.
She was a person who was eager to learn. At the time of the interview, she was pursuing her bachelor
degree the same as the one in Temas. She was seen by her community as a person who had knowledge
about health especially infant’s and woman’s health. For example, she could give information about
when a baby should have the immunization because the mother sometimes did not really understand
this information. She was involved in many community’s activities. She was the one who introduced the
family planning also in her village. Other community members mentioned her as a good organizer of
some women activities like pengajian. When the research took place, she was the head of the kaders.
I did a group discussion with three leaders in Batu Kantar. One was the kyai, the marbot (the one who
managed the mosque like keeping it clean for example) and the head of village house of representative.
Unfortunately, two of them left the discussion earlier - the kyai had to be the imam of the prayer and
the marbot had to go for family matters. I did not have substantial information from the kyai and
marbot. I continued interviewing the third one. We discussed what kind of person the community
perceived as a good leader of the hamlet. He said that trust was the main issue. People believed you
based on your involvement in the community’s activities. They saw you willing to work for them and
they got to know you better. He gave the example of the head of hamlet that has been in his position for
almost 12 years. People trusted him because he liked to help his community and the surrounding was
safer – no thieves, compared to the situation before he was elected. He added that it seemed people in
his hamlet nowadays preferred young and educated people as the kyai and the marbot .
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Kebon Ayu
In Jeranjang I was fortunate to find someone who was the initiator for tolong menolong of funerals.
First, the head of hamlet brought me to the house of RT 1 head. I started to talk with him and later on,
an old man came to join the conversation. When we mentioned the topic of how people in the hamlet
established the tolong menolong the head of RT asked the man to explain. He said I could learn more
about that from the man, who was the one, initiating the system. He said ‘he is my father’. The father
explained to me, he got the idea of establishing a tolong menolong system in his hamlet from his
observation of what happened in his neighbouring hamlet. The people there had succeeded to manage
the system. In addition, he saw a funeral usually took time and a lot of money for a family to handle.
Moreover, because it is unexpected, people habitually are shocked so they need others to help. I
elaborate more on the tolong menolong in the following part of this thesis.
The impression I got of the man and his son was that they were enthusiastic and positive persons. The
father was 70 years old, but he was still working in his paddy field and actively involved in many events
in his hamlet like being a member of the mosque board. The son was 40 years old. He was the treasury
of the system. The son said people appointed him because they thought he could be the guard of the
system to keep it going.
In Taman, I found another characteristic of community leaders. One was a businessperson, who created
job for his people by establishing a sand mining company that supplied sand for the electricity project in
his village. One was a herder for the community collective herd and the last one was a dukun (a
traditional healer). Three of them were not satisfied with the head of village. They felt the head did not
pay attention to the protest of people against the electricity issue since Taman was the only hamlet in
the village that had no electricity. They also complained about the way the head controlled the
electricity project. It seemed he gave the work only to people, who were close to him. I could not get an
insight idea of them as leaders because of the complaints. It was not easy for me to bring the
community to talk outside the issue of the electricity project.

6.2.3.2.

Maternal and infant health related

Kader (health voluntary workers)18
A hamlet commonly has 3 – 5 kaders. They are community members who are, usually from 17 to 35
years old, mainly women but it can be men as well. From the kaders I interviewed, I had one male kader.
He was interested in the job because he had passion for helping people. Some other kaders also felt the
same way but some were doing the job because of for example the head of hamlet asked them or
because their best friend was doing it too.

18

A person who organizes Posyandu / community-based health services
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I found out that not all kaders had the same influence on their community. It looked like the experience;
the period of being kader and the activities, they had besides the kader’s things affected their
performance in the community’s eyes. I noticed that a kader who has two or three years of experience
got less attention from a pregnant woman during a Posyandu because it seemed the kader had not
enough knowledge about the work. On the other hand, in another Posyandu I saw a kader who had
been working for more than six years treated similarly to the one who was new. Later, I got information
that the last kader was not interested in other community’s occasion. She was in contact with other
people in the hamlet simply at Posyandu time. It seems people did not have a strong tie with her. In my
interview with women, these characteristics of kader influenced community’s perspective about health
especially the one related to maternal and infant health as I elaborate more in the following part
(discussion for each village).
Lembuak
The kader in Temas and Telaga Ngembeng Dasan were between twenty and thirty years old. All finished
senior high school and some did bachelor degrees. The composition was of senior and junior kaders. The
junior kaders said they become kaders because of the senior ones who were their close friends asked
them to join. They were doing the job in a way they called learning by doing. They saw how the senior
did the work, they practised it and if they did something wrong, the senior advised them. The senior
kaders, started working because the head of hamlet asked them to do so. Some were the relatives and
some were the friends of the head. Usually the senior were with the Posyandu in the very beginning
when it was established. The kader in these two hamlets were happy because it seemed pregnant
women and mothers who had babies were eager to come to Posyandu to have their pregnancies
checked and babies examined. The family planning was going well because the women after delivery
asked for it without having the kaders to offer it . When I was in the two Posyandu I saw the kaders and
the women talking very lively, they were making jokes and looked close to each other. I felt there was a
bond between them.
In hamlet Batu Kantar, the senior kaders did not come from the hamlet. They were from another village
in Central Lombok. They said they had problem with their origin, they felt the community did not really
accept them. They could see this from the conversation they had with the people. For example if they
would suggest something the people like to argue that they did not need that and the people would say
that they did not know what they needed because they were not from there. They felt there was
always prejudice towards what they did for the community. They would like to go back to their villages
but they could not do that because their husbands were from the hamlet. At the time of the research,
the posyandu had some junior kaders who had come from the hamlet. They were in the process of
learning how to do things like weighing and making note on the KMS book.
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Kebon Ayu
Young and shy was my first impression of the kaders of Jeranjang. Their age was around twenty. They
finished their junior high school and one was still in senior school. On the day of posyandu the one who
was still in school asked for a day off from school. They did not have senior kader because two of them
were married with men from outside the hamlet, for that they had to follow their husband. It seemed to
me the kader in Taman had to learn how to do their job on their own. It was not easy for them to
contact the Puskesmas since they did not have information about who to approach there. The senior
kader did not provide them with that information. Since the midwife for their hamlet was a new person,
they could not rely on her for having training about posyandu things because she was busy to settle with
her hamlet’s life and duty. Nonetheless, the kaders said they liked their job because they could help
people; they had the curiosity to know more about the job and one said that she had nothing to do
after finishing her school. That the head of hamlet asking them to do so and their friend being a kader
was also the reason they were doing the job.
In hamlet Jeranjang, I did not have chance to meet three of them on the day of Posyandu. The one I
could not meet, because she was nine months pregnant and she could not come because her house was
far from the location of the Posyandu. The senior kader in Jeranjang was the wife of the previous head
of hamlet, therefore when Puskesmas needed someone to be a kader in the start of Posyandu she was
appointed as to give good influence to the community. Since she was a member of a noble family people
also looked at her with respect. The junior kader was very silent during the Posyandu as the same I
observed with the senior one. The junior kader was busy with weighing. She left before the Posyandu
ended because of family matters. I only talked with the senior then. She said she liked the job since she
got trainings from Puskesmas and she could use the knowledge for her pregnancy. However, she was
sad because it seemed people in her hamlet did not pay attention to pregnancy and delivery issues. Less
pregnant women came to Posyandu unless she visited them and persuaded them to come to Posyandu
to have their pregnancy checked. She added that some pregnant women would like to deliver with the
assistance of the dukun instead of the midwife as suggested by the government.
Dukun
With their maturity which is linked to their experience and age, and as an addition to their personal
touch in giving services dukuns are persons who many pregnant women in hamlet have in mind when
they are in need for services in giving birth. In my interview with the dukuns, they said they understand
that nowadays they have to consult midwife for pregnancy and delivery matters. They got this
information because many of them had been in a class/workshop organized by Puskemas giving them
information about the risk of pregnancy and delivery. They were aware that now, every village had its
own midwife and they were not allowed to assist delivery without the presence of the midwife to
prevent critical situations from happening.
They, however, had a dilemma as they said, they knew about the midwife and had to refer pregnant
woman to her but the woman herself wanted the dukun to help. Some dukuns solved the problem by
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assisting the delivery and at first chance they went to the midwife to report the case and asked for
assistance from her for further treatment after delivery. Some insisted and persuaded the woman to go
to Polindes (midwife’s place) and for that the dukuns were willing to pay the transportation cost first
and later asked for a reimbursement from the midwife. This cost was a scheme from Puskesmas to
increase the number of delivery in health facilities.
Lembuak
In Temas, people did not have dukun who assisted delivery. The one they had was very old and could
not provide help anymore because of her health condition. All deliveries were in the hands of the
midwife as the kader said. In Telaga Ngembeng Dasan the same condition counted – the dukun they had
only for healing the children, yet the dukun was not really well known. I had to get his name because the
kader was a relative of him. The pregnant women in this hamlet liked to go to the midwife. The dukun I
interviewed was an old man who admitted that the role of dukun is not important nowadays for the
community. He said it was different many years ago when the health facilities were not good and the
posyandu was not established yet.
A different condition I found in Batu Kantar. The people in this hamlet gave some names of dukun. They
had one who was very famous not just in the hamlet but also in the neighbouring hamlets. In average,
the dukuns were 50 years old. The kader said not many pregnant women were helped by dukun for
delivery. Usually the dukun was helped with comforting the woman during the delivery, and making
ritual ceremony before the delivery like showering her with some flowers and water from special place
that the people believed could bring luck to her and her baby. The delivery itself was conducted by the
midwife. The woman and the family were willing to go to midwife practice (in her private or the one in
Puskesmas) as the kader said. One thing I noticed with the dukun in Batu Kantar was that they always
asked if I had met the midwife before I talked to them. It seemed to me there was respect between the
dukun and the midwife.
Kebon Ayu
At the time of the research, there was one dukun, who was famous in Kebon Ayu. The people in Taman
and Jeranjang referred to her as their dukun though she lived in another hamlet but was part of Kebon
Ayu. Her house was nearby the midwife practice (Poskesdes). She had a close relationship with the
midwife who facilitated my interview with the dukun since she seemed unwilling to talk with me
because she thought the interview would be in Indonesian instead of Sasak – her language. She said it
has been many years she had not helped with delivery since the midwife came to her village. However,
she admitted some of her colleagues were assisted in delivery. She did not blame them because she
said some pregnant women in her village only wanted to give birth with her dukun. For her, she simply
did not want to take any risk because she had an experience helping delivery and it was bad. To the
question why some pregnant hesitate to go to the midwife, she explained it might be because they
thought it cost much money . However, if she compared to the conditions some years before, nowadays
only a few are going to the dukun as they themselves got pressure from the midwives.
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In Taman, people had other dukun besides the one above. They had two who were actively helping in
deliveries and one who was for general illnesses. The ones who assisted birth-givings confessed that
their relationship with the midwife was up and down. They knew that the midwife was upset because
they helped pregnant women deliver but they could not give the women up since it was emergency and
the baby was almost born. One dukun in RT 2 Taman said she did not meet the new midwife yet and she
will be waiting for the midwife to come and visit her. When I was in Taman, there was a newborn and
the dukun was helped. I visited the woman and talked with the dukun. Both of them knew the midwife
would be disappointed. The woman said, she was fine since the dukun has been helping her for four
times . As for the dukun, she could not do anything else since the woman insisted to have her and she
had to help otherwise different circumstances might have happened. However, I found out that the
midwife visited the woman on the next day to check her condition and gave her some medicine.

6.2.4. Kader’s and dukun’s position
The story of kader shows a different way of someone to be an expert. Unlike the social – religion related
experts who acquired their knowledge and skills through practices and involvements in community’s
activities, and through schooling (formal and informal ways); kaders was invited by the heads of the
hamlets to do the job. Some were simply following their friends and some started the kader work
because of married to men outside their village. Therefore, we could see some were having a hard time
to fill in their position. In Batu Kantar the kader was struggling with the perception of the community of
her. The community saw her as an outsider who did not know about what the best was for the hamlet.
In addition, she had also a problem that the people did not trust her because of financial issue. In Taman
they did not have the knowledge and skills for the job. In Jeranjang, although she has been a kader for
almost ten years the community did not recognise her expertise since I have mentioned she was not
active in the community’s activities. If we mirror to the reasons what make a person an expert, one of it
is the involvement in the community’s life. The kader had an additional issue with the location of the
Posyandu, which was not easily reachable by pregnant women.
However, in Temas and Telage Ngembang Dasan the kader seemed content with their work. I assumed
this because the composition of both senior and junior kaders was better than in the three previous
hamlets and their ages were mature enough for someone like a kader who had some responsibilities to
guide people in the issue of pregnancy and delivery. They also had a better backgrounds of education
compared to three previous hamlets.
The five hamlets give different idea about the dukun’s position in a community. In Temas and Telaga
Ngembeng Dasan this role was not seen by the community as essential as they did not have one,
especially who has function as traditional birth attendance. It could be because the hamlets could take
advantage of being close to the main road of the sub-district, which gives possibilities to people to
access the health facilities without difficulties no matter the mean of transportation. The roles of the
kaders seem important also because with their support during Posyandu for example pregnant women
get their courage. This condition made the dukun’s role fade away.
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On the other hand, Batu Kantar, which was not an easily accessible location and the acceptance of the
kader was less than the two previous hamlets the dukun played an important role. Somehow, the
community needed someone to refer quickly to in order to give comfort. A similar situation happened in
Jeranjang and Taman. The community referred to the dukun not just for pregnancy and delivery but also
for general illnesses. If I could relate it too to the role of the midwife, we could see in Lembuak village
the midwife has been very involved in community’s life during the last ten years, which made a
difference from the condition in Kebon Ayu village. The midwife was relatively new in the village; she
was in the process of being accepted.
Two different situations of dukun in the two first hamlets (first situation) and the last three ones (second
situation) show that there is a change towards dukun’s position in maternal and infant health care. In
the first situation, dukun’s role was replaced by the midwife for assisting delivery and by kaders for
giving suggestion about pregnancy and delivery. There were a shifting of expert and expertise. In the
second one, dukuns remained in her position as it was before kaders and midwife introduced. If I could
compare to the first two hamlets, the kaders in the last three hamlets could not provide the expertise
needed by their community regarding pregnancy and delivery. In addition, the midwife was new who
had to do some works before the community trusted her wholly as the one in Lembuak. In this case, I
could say a change of role from dukun to midwife and kader would happen if the last two could prove
that they had the expertise and as a result, they gained the trust of the community.
Nevertheless, I would like to mention, it seemed the location of the village or the hamlet also
contributed to how the community behaved towards each other. The hamlets that were close or had
easy access to the road seemed more open to embrace the roles of the health facilities. While the
hamlets that were quite remote seemed struggling to find their position in between using the health
facilities, while they were having some difficulties – the geographic location, the perception of the
kader, the dukun and the midwife – and their need to get health related services regardless the
difficulties.
If I could add, the scheme provided by Puskemas (the transportation cost) as I have mentioned looked as
having a different impact. In hamlet Temas and Telaga Ngembeng, it met the purpose. Pregnant woman
were delivered at heath facilities. Whilst, in three last hamlets Batu Kantar, Taman and Jeranjang it had
to face the certain conditions, such as the road was not good and comfortable for pregnant women and
the availability of the means of the transportation.

6.3.

The path to be an expert (social – religion related)

The interview with the community leaders showed that the community has its preferences to call or
appointed someone its leaders or persons who they ask for specific information. Here are some that I
could extract from the stories above.
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6.3.1. Involvement in the community’s activities
For the utmost, the activity a person does is important. It seemed that to the community it showed a
level of responsibility and involvement towards its life. It made the people believe the person could lead
them and has the skills needed. The story from the head of hamlet reflects that. The one in Temas was a
banjar coordinator for ten years before appointed to his position. Previously, we got the same story
from the head of the village that they were elected because the community appreciated what they have
done. They have been actively involved in many community’s activities since they were young. While the
kyai (religious leader) in Taman before became a full kyai was the assistant of the previous one. The
same counts for the religious leader in Telaga Ngemben Dasan before he assigned as the kyai, he
learned and was quite busy with many religious activities. Hence the people could observe that he had
the skills needed.

6.3.2. Trust issue
The circumstances that happened in Taman and Jeranjang hamlet showed the essential position of trust
in the community’s life. They were assigned to replace the previous heads because of trust abuse. The
one in Taman gained mistrust as the community perceived him of not being fair about aid’s distribution
from the government. While the one in Jeranjang had a problem with land’s acquisition related to the
power plant project. However, there is another example of trust from the stories above, which is from
Batu Kantar hamlet. The head of the hamlet has been in position for almost 13 years because the
community noticed the hamlet were saver than before - there have been no incident of thief since he
was in his position.

6.3.3. The importance of other leaders (experts)
The head of Jeranjang hamlet refused his community’s order to be its leader because he felt young and
not capable for it. His mind changed however, when he got assurance from other leaders that they
would help him. This, as it was in the story of the head of the village, showed that in order to manage a
life in a hamlet a leader could not do it alone – he needed other expertise own by other expert (leader).
The story about the family planning in Temas, mirrored it too. It needed at least two expertise (expert/
leader) to make it accepted – the one who governed the hamlet (the head) and the one who had
knowledge and who seen by the community as a capable person to talk about maternal health (the
kader). This is because when it was first introduced posyandu was the arena. Therefore, the people
associated it with maternal health and in this sense the kader was the representative. Since the head of
the hamlet was one of the trustful and resourceful persons within the hamlet, the family planning
needed his dignity and knowledge to gain recognition from the community. However, in Kebon Ayu, an
exclusive coordination, which meant only between the leaders provided another issue, which was
misunderstanding as it, showed in the story of the community leaders in Taman. They perceived the
head of the village as being unfair and not transparent since he did not talk with them about the power
plant project. He preferred to talk with the leader at hamlet level.
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6.3.4. Education issue
In Temas and Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, the community leaders had the characteristics of persons who
liked trying new things and had advance ideas, such as family planning as I mentioned. They persuaded
their communities to go further or beyond their usual practices with those ideas. They did quite well
with that – the community got the benefit of the new practices. If we recall, the female leaders, in the
two hamlets, who were kaders had higher education (bachelor degree). It seems this gave an advantage
for them. They were exposed to outside world – having friends from outside their hamlet and new
knowledge (information), in return they were not reluctant to a new idea and could reasonably see the
benefit of the family planning. However, education here is not only about formal education since the
religious leaders in all the hamlets also did some efforts to gain their knowledge. For example, one went
to a guru to study Qur’an and one liked to attend religion related meeting where he could meet his
colleagues and shared knowledge about Islam.

6.3.5. Passion towards community’s problem
These persons gained respect from other people because of their concern towards problem that
happened in their hamlet. As I saw in Jeranjang, the old man I met in the house of the head of RT 1 was
an example of it. He did not have high formal education but he was a person who liked to learn and try
something new. He observed his community’s problem with funerals; he made use his network by
means of his friends to solve it. The community leader in Temas, who were a kader had a similar passion
towards her community with the previous one in Jeranjang. She did not have formal education about
nutrition however; she used herself as an example of how specific food that believed by the community
as not good for pregnant woman, could bring health. She tried to break the myth as no one trust her she
did it by herself. Nowadays, the community enjoys their courage. A slightly similar pattern someone
could also find in Taman. The community leaders were an entrepreneur who was cared about not
enough jobs for young people in his hamlet, created it for them (the sand mining). The dukun (for
general illnessess) seen also by the community had this attitude; he helped the community to get
traditional medicine. It has to do with the location of Taman, which is in a remote area, bad road
condition and no electricity.
Summary and conclusion above has drawn our attention upon what makes a person called as a leader in
a community and makes the community refers to them for suggestion in social and religion related.
Since the case study is about maternal and infant health, now I would like to bring story about how the
community perceives persons who work in the issue. Beside the midwife at the village level, there are
two key persons at the hamlet level – kader and dukun.

6.4.

Summary and conclusion

These expert and expertise, assist me to see the dynamic of the community in my attempt to look for
answer for my second research question about interaction within community with regard to the sub62 |

question on how the existing practices have been developed – what expert and expertise play role. The
same reasoning as I would like to find for the DSAJ practices. My third research question could also take
an advantage from this section as it seeks pattern how the community learns about their existing
practices, who the actors seen by the people as great messengers for delivering the messages. With the
explanation provides I could draw attention towards why in one hamlet DSAJ practices accepted and not
in another one. Who were the experts played role in it, and what expertise needed in order to make the
practices going?
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Chapter 7. On spot interaction - my observation
This small section is to highlight what I saw on the spot during my field visit to the two villages,
especially the five hamlets where I conducted my research. In doing so, I bring a flash on how the people
interact with each other in certain activities especially the one related to maternal and infant health
care at Posyandu.

7.1.

Posyandu in Lembuak

I was in three Posyandu in the three hamlets. In Temas, the Posyandu was in a big house owned by a
‘haji’ (someone who has been in Mecca for pilgrim). They started at around nine o’clock in the morning,
the kaders were the first persons who were there to prepare the weighing scale and the tables. The
kader used the front yard for the activities – hanging the scale on the tree in front of the house and
arranging the tables under the tree. When I came, some pregnant women and mothers with their
babies were there. Some were in queue for weighing and having immunization given by Puskesmas’
person and some others waited for the midwife to check their pregnancies in one of the rooms
available at the house. There was also a scale for the women to weigh themselves after having their
pregnancy checked. They were sitting at the berugak near the gate of the house. The situation was very
dynamic – they were talking to each other (the kader and the women, and the women with each other),
children were playing around waiting for the weighing, the kaders were busy giving information at their
tables. Sometimes, I saw people showed their KMS book to other people and talking about what was
there. They understood what was written there, for example, one said that the book had a record of the
development of her child’s weight, of which if it is under the yellow area means her child is under the
standard weight of his age. I noticed there was a father who had brought his daughter who said his wife
is busy and then he took an initiative to bring their child to the Posyandu. The head of hamlet was there
as well talking with his people and the kaders.
A similar situation , I saw in the Telaga Ngembeng Dasan’s Posyandu. The posyandu was in the place of
Sanimas as it had a big front yard with a shadow area under the roof. Here, they had a nice weighing
scale, which was not hanging on the three, but it was placed on the floor. Children could sit on the big
plastic bowl while they were being weighted. There were tables where the kaders provided their
services like making on the KMS, giving information about family planning and organizing the saving
(arisan). The midwife was checking the pregnancy in a small room inside the building. Some women
talked to each other, making jokes and sharing stories about their children. The women in general were
concerned about their children most of whom were having weight on the yellow area or under it. During
a focus group with the kaders, they talked also about this issue. They said they have been trying many
ways to improve the conditions like sharing stories with mothers about how to make many variation of
food and asking Puskesmas’ person to give counselling. However, the improvement was not like they
hoped. They assumed it is because nowadays there are many small shops (warung) selling many cookies
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and candies that make the children not willing to eat homemade food. They could not stop their
children from eating those since they cried aloud.
In Bantu Kantar, the posyandu was in the empty Poskesdes which was supposed to be the midwife’s
residence . The poor condition of the building and lack of clean water made the midwife move to her
own house nearby Telaga Ngembeng Dasan and Batu Kantar area, where she also provided services .
The posyandu took place in the small front yard of the building. The scale was placed near a small
berugak in the front yard, where the immunizations for children and pregnant were given. The midwife
checked the pregnancies in a small room that had good conditions. The women in this posyandu hardly
had conversations between them; they came, queued for the midwife, weighing and immunization for
the children and then left. It was just one two children playing around. The ones who had the
conversation were the kader and the persons from Puskesmas. I observed hardly any conversation
between the women and the kaders or the women among themselves . Some women waited outside
the Poskedes carrying their children since there was no place for sitting or queuing inside the yard.

7.2.

Posyandu in Kebon Ayu

The posyandu in Jeranjang was in front of the head of hamlet house since it had a big yard and there
was a mango tree to hang the weighing on. It was empty at the time when the Posyandu was supposed
to start Two of the kaders were sitting and talking to each other while waiting for people to come. The
head of hamlet had to go to the mosque to inform his community again about the Posyandu. He said
though in the early morning he had informed them. The midwife came later with a person from
Puskesmas who gave the immunization. Some minutes went by; a woman came with her child and was
followed by two three of them. There was no queue in this Posyandu. People came and went and almost
no conversation between them and with the kaders took place. The talk was only between women who
got to know the kaders before like their friends, neighbours or relatives. The women who finished
checking their children or pregnancy did not look back to their KMS book, simply took it from the kaders
and left the Posyandu. I tried to talk to one of the women to get an idea about what they knew about
the book. She said she did not know well what is written but she knew it is about the record of her
child’s weight. When I explained to her based on the record her child is being underweight, I showed
her the point and the area where the point is and she was surprised. Her reaction was ‘my child looks
good; she does not have any illness and plays as well as other children. Nobody has told me about this’. I
talked with the kaders about the book and what I had found out, they said they were not well informed
about how to interpret the book. The head of hamlet was surprised as well to get to know that.
In Taman, the Posyandu was in the empty house near the beach. When I and the team passed by the
street to go there, a young woman and an elder one who carried a baby stopped us and asked for a ride
when they knew we wanted to go to the Posyandu. During the trip , they told us they were a mother
and a daughter, who is the daughter- -in law of RT 2 head. The baby was born a few weeks ago. They
were glad they could meet us otherwise would take some more minutes to walk and it was a hot day.
They wanted to go to the Posyandu since there was the place where they could get services free for
both the mother and the baby. When we arrived, many women had been there and children were
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playing around since it had a big floor in front of the house. The building was in a poor condition but it
had one room where the kader laid the mat for the midwife to check pregnancy. The immunization
service was given on a mat laid down on the floor in one of the corners. The situation was a bit crowded
because the weighing scale was hanged on the door of the room which was used by the midwife. Many
women stood there waiting for their turn to come and their children to be checked and weighted. There
was only one table, where the kader took note on the KMS book, and handed family planning tablets
out to some women. Sometimes she asked the women to be patient to wait and to not stand all at one
time in front of the door or of her table. I heard the women and the kader had a conversation very
rarely as the there were only two kaders. They were very busy and concentrated on having their job
done. Later, the kader said the number of women who came at that day was higher than the month
before. She guessed it might be because people thought there was free mosquito net again for pregnant
women or families, who have children under five as it was in the last month. She was happy that many
came though for different reasons because then she and her colleague did not have to do home visit for
maintaining the coverage as asked by the Puskesmas.

7.3.

Summary and conclusion

From the stories of the two posyandus above one could see how the communities in the two villages
framed maternal and infant health care. In Lembuak, the people in the two hamlets (Temas and Telaga
Ngembeng Dasan) seemed to have an enthusiasm towards maternal and infant health. The posyandu
was in a nice building with a big yard and it had berugak19 where pregnant women and mothers with
their baby could sit while waiting their turn to have the services. The people there had a lively
conversation about their baby, children and pregnancy. One could see that there was a sharing of
information. The heads of the hamlets also came to visit posyandu and had a small talk with the kaders
and the women who were there. The midwife was also there. It looked like a one-month event the
people loved to attend. Some pregnant women awaited the lottery (arisan/pregnancy saving). A
different condition although, in the same village was in Batu Kantar. The posyandu was in a building,
which was in a bad condition. It had not enough space where women could sit. They simply came for
receiving the services and went back home. It seemed like a routine for them. It was hard to see the joy
as the same happened in the two previous hamlets. In Jeranjang, the posyandu was in the yard of the
head of the hamlet and started with almost no one came. Finally, around noon women and mothers
came to have the services. The midwife was late. In Taman, the posyandu was in an empty building also
in a bad condition like the one in Batu Kantar. It was two kaders gave services for quite some number of
pregnant women and mother. No special room for pregnancy checking was available; only a room that
was still good for laying a mat. Rarely any conversation happened between the kaders and the women.
In the last two hamlets, one could see it was a routine as similar as the one in Batu Kantar.
What I could say from the last three psoyandus is first, the event was not used to serve the best of
pregnant women and mothers to have information and services. It was not in the best place that the
hamlets could provide given of there were some nice places. It can be for two reasons – no one asked
19

Sasak’s traditional house without walls, outside the main house for sitting and chatting
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the owner if the posyandu could be held there or she/he did not allow people to use it. Two reasons
however showed the same idea - not enough attention given to maternal and infant health issue. If I
could relate to my conclusion about the role of kader, dukun and midwife previously, it seemed there
was a link. The hamlets, where the dukun played bigger role than the kader and the midwife were the
place of the last three posyandus. The other way around, the hamlets, where the dukun’s role
diminished had the nice posyandus. How could it be different from one hamlet to another hamlet?
What was then the implication of it to the establishment of the DSAJ? The answer of those two
questions is in the following two chapters – the first chapter is about the development of the existing
practices, as I explained in The Institution chapter, I chose to explore two tolong menolong practices and
posyandu practice as to take lesson about how the community possesses its own tacit knowledge. The
second chapter is about the establishment of the DSAJ. Later, in my chapter of Discussion and
Conclusion I would use the explanation of the development of the three existing practices to mirror the
one of the DSAJ. I would also link it to the theories I apply in my Theoretical Framework chapter.
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Chapter 8. The development of existing practices
In this part, I elaborate how people in the hamlet have established and developed their existing
practices – how it works, who is the person involved and how it has continued over time. There are
three practices I explain first, the tolong menolong for funerals, the second for wedding ceremonies and
the third is about maternal and infant health issue, which is posyandu practice. These descriptions are
also answers to my research questions which are:
The 2nd sub research question (A): on tacit knowledge, what norms and knowledge do people have
about helping each other as well as about togetherness? How have the practices been developed?
The 3rd sub research question (A): on tacit knowledge (the existing practices): how does the community
know about the practices? How does it spread out within the community? Who are the important
actors seen by the community as great messengers to convey the information about it? Why do the
people refer to those actors?
Therefore, this chapter consists of two sub-chapters the practices and the ways people learn it. My
assumption is those practices are subject to what people learn how to do; it is something that they
develop over time. For this chapter I do not divide the description into each village as the former
chapter since they have the same practices. The differences if any however will be written. The story I
quote is the one which could give a complete frame of the practices by means of the five Ws (Stebbins,
2001).

8.1.

Tolong menolong practices

Funerals (banjar mate20)
Kere’ putik is the name of the organisation, which helps in the funerals . It started in 1975. I was inspired by the
story from a neighbourhood hamlet that has had the system of tolong menolong. I copied the organisation of their
tolong menolong to establish our own. I am concerned with this issue because at that times, every family would
create debt if one of its family members died. I asked myself what I could do to change the situation. Therefore,
when I heard about the story of my neighbouring hamlet I was enlightened. I then, talked with other elder
21
members in my hamlet. We came together for musyawarah about this idea and it was in the mosque. We talked
while waiting for the next praying times in the evening. My son who is the head of RT 1 was four years old at that
22
time . I think it was 20 of us who did the musyawarah, most of us were the ones who did the praying at the
mosque. The hamlet itself had only about 60 heads of households. Not all the members of the community agreed
with this idea. They said why we should have this organisation because it seems to ask God to die soon. I did not
push them, I only talked with the ones who wanted to join and some of them were my good friends. We kept
20

In Sasak/local language
A meeting and discussion between community members
22
The son was there. The interview actually started with his son then I found out he was the person who
established the system. I did interview both of them in the end.
21
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going with our action. Later on, when they saw the benefit of kere’ putik alleviate their financial burden in the
occasion of death they wanted to be a member of the organisation. They said, it is good to join the organisation as
we do not have to borrow money anymore when one of our family dies. I said to them, yes because in this
organisation we share small money to help each other. The family does not have to prepare everything alone.
23

Every harvest time which is twice a year we collect money as for now 2,000 rupiahs per head of household. In the
day when someone dies we gather in her/his house together with the family we do banjar zikir that is citing Quran
to relieve the sorrow of her/his family. This time we collect money 1,000 rupiahs per head of household for buying
food for the family and the previous money is used for buying shroud and other things for completing the funeral
procession. The family does not need to think about the procession, all work is done by the banjar. Kere’ putik has
200 members now. The ones who are not members are usually seen by the community as the rich. The members
themselves believe kere’ putik helps in a way like you have a saving system for an emergency as in this case is the
death of your family member.
I think the way it is developed and maintained is because there is someone who is willing to sacrifice time and put
effort to remind the member to collect the money and to manage the organisation. Now, it is my son who is the
treasury for the kere’ putik and because we live nearby I could help him to keep the organisation going. The head
of RTs also play an important role since they are those, who collect the money and are the contact for the family
for asking help. I am an optimist about the future of the organisation since every time there are always people who
are married therefore they automatically become members if their family is a member and second, many people
have experienced the benefit as members of the organisation. In addition, the person who is responsible for the
treasury or the head of RT always reports the finances as to keep people informed about their money.
Nevertheless, we are also aware of the problem we face which is mostly because of the contribution needed to be
adjusted with the increase of price of some materials for the procession. We solve the problem usually by having
musyawarah again with the member and the community leaders. Commonly, the one who could not come to the
mosque at times of musyawarah followed the new rule. For example, last time when we decided to raise the
amount of the money, some members did not agree. We the board argued that the money we collect now is not
enough anymore to support the funeral and it is only a little increase that if you could do alone you could not
afford. Then, we agreed on the amount as I have mentioned previously. The members could pay based on their
financial situation like three times a year. (The community leader and the head of RT 1 in Jeranjang, 3 February
2010).

8.2.

Five Ws

I would like to disentangle the story above by using the five Ws – ‘who is doing (thinking, feeling), what
to (with, for, about) whom and when and where this action is taking place’ (Stebbins, 2001). The first W
is the key person who started the idea. It shows from the story that the tolong menolong began because
of someone being concerned about what has happened in his community. He looked for the answer on
how to solve the problem. He found it not in his hamlet but from the people in his neighbouring hamlet.
This is the what – the problem and the answer. The person continued with the process of implementing
the idea he got. Since he knew that he could not solve the problem alone, he then talked to other
people who were close to him and older than he was (the whom). He gathered the meeting in the
23

Indonesian’s currency (1 euro = 12,000 rupiahs but it is fluctuated)
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mosque (the where) while waiting for the praying time (the when). In doing this, he made easier for the
people – they did not have to come occasionally only for the meeting and at the same time it made the
circumstances personal and warm. He was aware that not all people in the hamlet agreed with him
however, he and his friends kept the action going. He believed people needed to see how it worked
before they trusted it. This is how it was established and to whom he shared the idea. In the end, many
people joined the group as they witnessed the benefit of the system. They did not have to pay for
everything since the small money they collected could help to lessen the burden. This is why that makes
the system exist. Another reason that the person mentioned about the way to maintain the continuity
of the system is someone who was willing to put time and effort to do the work, such as collecting the
money. In this case, the head of RTwas the person.
One could also find a similar story of the hamlet Jeranjang above in other hamlets. The difference was
the rule that the banjar applied for its members. For example, in Taman, where most of the fishermen
lived this tolong menolong had a different way of management. On the day when someone dies; no one
is allowed to go to the sea to catch fish because there is a belief it will bring no luck. If the person insists
to go, the community will see him as a stranger because he does not know what the culture is. In the
system, the women of the community bring rice to the mourned family. In addition, the community also
collects money (2,00024 rupiahs) for the family. Someone is assigned for it; he has to visit every home for
the money. At the first time, Taman had only one group of tolong menolong and because of some
misunderstanding between some members; instead, they have two groups nowadays. One is in RT 1
and one is for the other two RTs. Some respondents added that for the RT 2 they also bring rice to the
family that is mourned.
Wedding ceremony (banjar merariq25)
It has been around 17 years since we started the banjar. Now, we have 100 members. Every time a member is
married, we contribute 100,000 rupiahs or could be more and half or one kg of sugar. A person walks around the
hamlet to collect the money and takes note who gives how much. Then, in the next wedding, the member, who
was married, will know how much he has to pay back to everyone who gave money to him. If a member does not
have that much money at the time of the wedding, he could pay it at several instalments.
In the beginning of the banjar, I was the one eager to persuade people to try this system. It first started when I was
sorry for one of my friends who wanted to marry but had not enough financial support. Here, in every wedding we
have to spend a lot of money for the ceremony. Sometimes we have to borrow it from someone else. I then called
a musyawarah with some friends to find out how we could help him. It was at my home. I think it was 25 of us. We
started with a small amount of money which was 2,500 rupiahs. Not many members we had at first time. I think
people later on, wanted to join because they had seen the benefit from the tolong menolong for its members.
They could trust me as the person, who organises the group. They saw that the members were happy with the
system. Now, we have members from different RT and not only from my RT – RT 2. I am still the coordinator of the
group.

24
25

1 euro is around 11,000 – 12,000 rupiahs
In Sasak/local language
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I think the way this group is getting bigger is because every member shows his enthusiasm when it comes to the
wedding process. Everyone likes to contribute, such as helping with making tents in the home of the member who
is getting married, or any other help he could provide. Therefore, other people who are not members see this
cooperativeness. Sometimes, we face problems as if more than one members want to get married at the same
month. As a coordinator, I talk with the persons to see who is important first to have the wedding. If all have to do
the wedding because of some reasons, we have to organise and agree on the money distribution in order to
support them. Another thing that keeps the organisation going is the rule we have. A member who has received
the help should give back the money to the other member, who wants to marry. He could not say no because he is
done with his wedding, and it is times for him to help another member. If the person could not reimburse for
three sequential times, then we have to write him off from the membership. The rule was made through
musyawarah. The membership is only for men as the culture asks men to be responsible for the wedding
ceremony. In addition, the parents have to know and make an agreement for someone who wants to be a
member. In case something happens the parents will be the one responsible for the son. Since most of the time,
after marriage men go to Malaysia a migrant workers therefore we need somebody for a back-up plan – to pay
back the money. These ways keep the organisation going.
I think now there are some groups with the same way of my group. They do not have a fluent organisation
however, compared to mine. It is not easy to manage this kind of organisations, you need a strong manager
otherwise you will get many complaints and people will not trust you. The other groups have a different rule,
which is the one who gets married is also the one who is responsible for collecting money. It seems people do not
like it that way. Therefore, their organisation did not stay long. For me, this work gives a chance to help people. I
would like, actually, to have some more groups as it gives more opportunity for us to give a hand to each other
and in that way we could develop the hamlet better. (The coordinator of banjar merariq RT 2 Taman, 15 February
2010)

From the story about banjar merariq above, we could find the same pattern as the banjar mate
previously. It begins with someone who has concern about how to change a particular situation. He
wants to help other people and also himself. There is motivation to lift life up to a better condition. He
started with small group of friends who had some enthusiasm. He wanted to give some time and effort
to organise the banjar like to be the coordinator and made his home the place for the meetings of the
group. For the organisation of the group, the members set up a rule as to make certainty and equality
between them. In addition, they have a kind of punishment a member could lose his membership in a
certain circumstance. For the money, the group is flexible since the amount of money to share develops
over time as they were considered towards other members, who had small income hence to facilitate
them maintained the membership. All those conditions have made the group live for more than ten
years. Something that is essential also for the group’s life is the presence of a strong coordinator who
could solve the problem of the organisation. In other hamlets, banjar merariq tends to have small
number of members therefore; one hamlet could have two or three banjar.
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8.3.

Summary and conclusion

8.3.1. The importance of experts and rules
The two stories about the banjar, bring an understanding that in order for the practices to continue
there is a certain condition needed. First, it is a requirement to have someone who people could refer to
for problem that arises during the development of the practices. For banjar this resourceful person is
the one who initiated the idea. This person is the expert who his expertise builds up during the same
time as the development of the organisation. He learns how to do it. In the stories above, we could see
some challenges that banjar had – the number of the member increased, the shared should be flexible
towards the price of some essential supplies for the funerals and the wedding. We saw that although
this person did not have any background knowledge about how to organise people, he was smart with
his cultural ability to see how to solve the problem. He made use the spirit of the tolong menolong and
gotong royong to call people for having a musyawarah. This way has helped the banjar growing and his
expertise was also developed. People had respect for him and acknowledged his expertise.
The second one is as showed in the story, it was the rule that people set which includes punishment for
a member who did not obey it. As a result, it gave confidence to the members that they had the same
obligation and that their right was guaranteed. It could prevent a free rider, for example. Someone, who
only wants the help of the banjar but does not have the will to give back, which could endanger the
ideology and the financial strength of the banjar. This set of guidelines that is clear and accessible for
everyone, promotes banjar as a strong institution, which people could rely on for asking help.
Interestingly, to note that banjar had its own flexibility as a way to accommodate the diversity of its
members – people with high and low income could maintain their membership. The contribution and
the supplies that people have to bring to the family were varied over time depending on the member’s
capability and it was decided through musyawarah. In addition, banjar merariq seemed to have a
smaller number of members than the one of the funerals because a wedding in Lombok has a series of
activities that is complicated to organise. A small number of members will make the coordination rather
easy. The shared, however, tended to be higher than for funerals as also for the same reason.

8.3.2. Self-organisation
Interesting to see also how the banjar as an organisation had through their difficulties. For example, at
the first step not every person in the hamlet thought it was useful. The person who initiated and some
close friends, however, thought otherwise that it could help them. They have been very consistent
during the establishment, as I want to say they had passion towards their goal and their belief. As Aarts
(2009) say about identity, this is us and this is what we do, they have been very clear about that. There
was a bounding helped them to stay focus on what they wanted to achieve. There was a circumstance
created in order for them to keep going, which I assume a desire to prove to other people that what
they did would success. Therefore, they have been very enthusiastic when it came to help and organise
funerals and wedding since that was an arena for them to demonstrate how the banjar worked. This
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determination in turn could attract other people to belief that this new idea was not bad and more
importantly had assisted some funerals and wedding successfully. Some new members joined which
produced next challenge as we read from the stories – some members wanted to marry at the same
month and the shared had to be adjusted to the price of some supplies in the market. The banjar again
with its identity has succeeded to overcome its problems as people nowadays in the hamlet when talk
about funerals and wedding will speak also about the banjar. Nevertheless, this identity has a downside
if I could say so, their limits (Aarts, 2009). This took a form of a rule that they set up. Members and other
people who could not obey the rule would loose its membership and could not join the banjar. I see this
rule also as an unseen border – in people’s mind which used for segregation - this is not us and this is
what we do not do (Aarts, 2009). I would like to argue that looking to these identity and limits, the DSAJ
would face some difficulties in the hamlet since the people now will see it as a contestant of the banjar
as the two has similarity. For example, in saving system the DSAJ urges people to also collect money and
so far it has sent to banjar. In the following chapter (The DSAJ Practices) this kind of situation would
come to the fore.
The two ideas above – the importance of experts and rules, and self-organisation would be a good help
to answer third research question, what is the most effective way of making the DSAJ practices turns
into community’s tacit knowledge? With the example of the banjar I could see what was missing in the
DSAJ practices as for making it the tacit of the community as the one of the banjar.

8.4.

Posyandu and maternal and infant health

With regard to the issue of maternal and infant health, I would like to bring the story of how people
especially women in the village started to practice going to posyandu and what influenced them to
establish the practice. As it has seen when I was in the hamlets, each of them had different stories.
Kebon Ayu
In Jeranjang, it began with three kaders who were men. The respondents did not have an idea when it
had exactly taken place. One of the respondents said his son who was 13 years old was one of the first
children who went to the posyandu. They did however, remember the name of the kader. They said in
the beginning, posyandu only provided weighing and immunization services. Not many people were
going there; the head of hamlet had to announce the posyandu using the mosque’s speakers many
times, he also had to walk around hamlet to persuade people to go. The respondents said they did not
fully understand the reason they had to go there. Later, they got an idea it was for checking pregnancy
and children’s health as they saw the midwife was usually in posyandu and the children always had to go
on the weighing scale.
They told me however, that they did not truly get a chance to talk to the midwife and the kader to ask
questions about why they have to do all the checking. The same also for the KMS book, they didnot
understand what was written on the book. One respondent forgot where she had put the book after
posyandu two days before I interviewed her. She asked her daughter to look for it because I would like
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to explain the meaning of the weighing record for her to understand. Eventually, the daughter found it
in a small whole in their attic. When I explained to her that her son is underweight and it has been a
couple of months she was surprised because she thought the boy is fine since the kader in posyandu did
not say anything to her. At the place of the interview there were some women and the head of RT as
well, they said it was the first time they did understand the meaning. When I asked them to try to
approach the midwife for asking questions, they answered me, that they did not have courage to start a
conversation. They felt shy to talk with the midwife or a person from puskesmas. They spoke with the
kader but it seemed they could not get the information needed from them. For them, posyandu was
seen as something regular that must be done every month because the head of hamlet said so, and
because as one of them said, to get free family planning, pills or free mosquito net for the children.
In a focus group with men and women in Taman they said, half of the pregnant women would like to
deliver at home, where they fell comfortable and needed only a day to recover which is less compared
to the hospital where they needed at least two days. They did not have to pay at home because the
dukun was helping. They only knew posyandu was for sehat – healthy but could not explain further what
they meant by that. They wanted to go there for timbang – weighing and it seemed however they did
not understand how to interpret it. About the KMS book, only one of them (six respondents) had read
the book. It was because not many people had finished their elementary school. The one who had read
said she was curious so she read. She told me she shared the information to her friends. For knowledge
about pregnancy and baby’s care, they said they got it most of the times from parents. The male
respondents said parents are very important to listen to otherwise you were not good children.
The kader in Taman, told me that she was alone when she started the posyandu. The head of hamlet at
that time who was the father of the DSAJ facilitator asked her to help organising it. She felt sorry for him
because nobody liked to be a kader. She was the only one. It was until two years later she got a friend
who after six months of worke,got married and stopped her kader job. It has been many times the
similar situation happened, only a few months working as a kader and then getting married and
stopped. She had many times asked her friends to accompany her but it seemed they were not
interested because this was a voluntary job. For her, the job was not interesting anymore since there
were no trainings or workshops anymore for kaders. She told me further as below.
I could not give up however, because the community will not get any services. I have been a kader for 10 years.
Concerning that not many people wanted come to posyandu, I guess because before there was a
misunderstanding between mothers who have children under five years old. They were jealous that some mothers
who did not visit posyandu regularly got a package of food for their children while the other ones did not though
they were going every month. It was not easy to get the issue away however; she explained it was a puskesmas’
decision because the children were underweight. My other kader colleague and I did not understand the decision
of the puskesmas – why they should give something to people who were lazy to go to posyandu. In general, beside
the issue, I observed that people here did not like to come to posyandu. There were always complaints from them.
For example, when one of the children who had immunization got warm, they believed it is not good and they will
not immunise their children again. It was not easy to give explanation to them. Every month, together with
another kader, I had to visit their homes for weighing because I had a target given by the puskesmas for that. I
could not say differently anymore to them since I had asked them to come many times. I was upset with this
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situation because if I could compare to the situation when I was pregnant it was not easy. I had to walk quite some
distance with some friends to the puskesmas to have our pregnancies checked. Now, we have the posyandu but
26
people do not want to come. Some women would only simply say abot (lazy to go) or busy with household things
like cooking. Sometimes I would see them sitting under the tree watching the posyandu. Nevertheless, they could
27
go to tukang suntik who charged higher than the puskesmas or the posyandu for injection because people
28
believed they could get well sooner than go to the health facilities (Taman’s kader, 10 February, 2010) .

If I go back to the chapter The Community, we could see the reflection of the situation of the kader of
Jeranjang and Taman here, in the story about posyandu and maternal and infant health. The kaders in
Jeranjang were young and not married yet, shy and had been kaders only for a few months. The senior
one was married and did not live in the hamlet anymore. The one who had a bit of experience became a
kader around a year ago29. They were asked by the senior one and by the head of the hamlet to give
help in posyandu. All of them (the senior and junior) have been friends since they were children. One
was also the niece of the head. They were in the process of getting to know the midwife. When the
research took place it was the third month they knew the midwife who was also newly appointed as
such . As they said in the previous chapter, they did not have the courage to ask the puskesmas people
for something as a workshop or training.
Lembuak
For Lembuak, I highlight the posyandu in Telage Ngembeng Dasan as to give an example how the
posyandu has developed and how the women in the hamlet practiced it. If necessary, I will mention the
one in Temas and Batu Kantar as an overview.
The woman I interviewed said she knew about her pregnancy when she went to the midwife to be
checked. The pregnancy was the third one for her. Her oldest daughter was six years old. Since the first
pregnancy, she always went to posyandu to get pregnancy services. She knew about it from the kader,
the midwife and the doctor from puskesmas. She said in her hamlet, all the pregnant women she knew
go to posyandu as well as the ones who have children under five years old – the age when they stop
receiving free services from the government. The woman said we like to go to posyandu since there we
could get to know the condition of the baby and the mother. The information that you could not ask
your friends, they did not know either. Posyandu gives services like pregnancy checking by the midwife,
immunization and weighing for both the child and the mother. She received also vitamin. She defined
her relationship with the midwife as relatively close because sometimes she and the midwife could have
jokes, therefore when she felt pregnant she directly went to the midwife as well as when she had her
second delivery. She mentioned also about the arisan (pregnancy saving); she was one of the members.
The kader is the one who collected the money. Every month they did lottery as a way to decide who got
the money, it could be otherwise also if someone was in need as if she will have her labour next month.

26

In Sasak/local language
Someone who gives injection with no prior education on health
28
The kader herself was given birth twice at dukun
29
None of them could remember the exact date or month being a kader
27
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In her view, the arisan was kind of tolong menolong too because a mother will have some financial
support to prepare things for the baby like buying clothes and soap. She had the money when she
delivered her daughter. For her third pregnancy, she tried to set like five hundreds or a thousand
rupiahs30 aside every day in order to have enough for the arisan. Her husband was a mechanic who got a
weekly payment. This idea was from the discussion between her and her husband. Her older sister was
also the one who inspired her to be wise with money.
My focus group discussion with women in Temas consisted of a mother, a daughter and their relatives
who I met in psoyandu. They said the posyandu sometimes had a small workshop where people could
attain knowledge about nutrition. One of them has been in the workshop, she got information about
what kind of fruit was good for the children like banana and for the baby like porridge that mother
could make by herself. The kader also gave information about what ideal weight was for their baby or
child every month after the weighing. That was one of the reasons to make them like posyandu. They
usually talked with friends about the information they received. They saw that there was a difference
between posyandu at the mother’s and the daughter’s time. Now, it is easy to get there since every
hamlet has it, before the mother had to walk to a neighbouring hamlet. They noticed that before
posyandu, many pregnant women in their hamlets went to dukun for delivery and had it at home. In
addition, at mother’s time there were two kaders unlike nowadays when there are five . About their
relationship with them, they knew almost all the kaders but they were not close compared to the
previous one who was busy as a teacher currently. They did however, ask them questions if necessary
like when the kader suggested to them to not feed their baby other than the breast feeding up to six
months. Usually, they knew the posyandu schedule from the announcement made by the head of the
hamlet via the mosque’s speaker in the evening following prayer time – a day before. It was repeated in
the morning after the early prayer time.
The kaders in Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, in a focus group discussion, told me that their posyandu started
as a ‘satelit’ one, which meant they were a branch of a posyandu from a neighbouring hamlet. It was
only 17 women in the beginning. As the number of pregnant women and babies increased, they asked
the puskesmas31 to approve them to be a posyandu. The senior kader said it was in 1995. She started
the work together with a friend. Later on, the other three kaders joined and each had her own reason –
one was a friend of the senior one, another one was the head of the hamlet’s wife and the last person
wanted to be a kader because she had a baby. To my question about how they introduced the
posyandu, they said they started with their close friend first. In addition, they talked to and asked help
from the head of the hamlet for campaigning it to other community members besides woman.
Nowadays, to make the posyandu attractive and more useful they create an arisan ibu hamil (saving for
pregnant woman).

30
31

It is around less than 50 cents euro (1 euro = Rp 11,000 – Rp 12,000)
Health centre at sub-district level that supervised posyandu
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8.5.

Summary and conclusion

The story of the posyandu brought us to understand, that it was established differently with the one of
the banjar. The first one started as one of the kaders explained because of the head of the hamlet said
so while the banjar began with one own idea and needed to solve a problem. This difference brought
also an issue of how the expert was provided and the expertise has developed. In the posyandu, the
expert seemed not to have the same passion as the one in the banjar and to critically say they did not
see the need to develop the expertise. If we mirror it from the story of the kader in Taman, she said she
felt sorry for the head of the hamlet as no one wanted to be a kader so she continued the work. In the
banjar, the expert felt the need to prove to other people that it could work. Hence, the person worked
heartily with some friends to make the people believed. From the idea of self-organisation (Aarts, 2009)
we could see the lack or the missing part in the posyandu Taman. The ambition to face the challenge
was not there. Therefore, when the circumstance changed the kader did not feel an urgency looking for
solution. She blamed other conditions as she was portrait it as problems outside her ability to solve.
With this kind of thought the posyandu seemed would be difficult to develop.
On the other hand, the posyandu in Telaga Ngembeng Dasan had a nice story compared to the one in
my previous paragraph. How could it be different then because the idea of posyandu also came from
person outside the village (the puskesmas)? I would like to relate it the explanation of the importance of
other experts in preceding section. In this hamlet, the kaders have been creative by inviting the head of
the hamlet to play role in introducing the posyandu to outside people or its target audience which was
mainly women. We could see here it brought a good impact on the acceptance of the posyandu. It gave
a supporting circumstance for it to grow as the community saw it was not only an issue about women
and the kader – ‘even the head of the hamlet who was a man involved’ such kind of thought. What I
would like to argue here is there are different ways of practices to be established and develop. In this
case could be by using expert and its expertise and or by self-organisation. It will be stimulating to see it
in the case of the DSAJ practices. Lastly, this chapter ends with a short explanation about how the
community knew or learnt about the existing practices. It assists me to see what the DSAJ or the
facilitators precisely have done to introduce the five systems as my part of first research question about
the facilitators.

8.6.

How the community learns

When I had an interview with some respondents from other RT in Taman, they recognised this banjar, to
support the marriage, as a good way to lessen the burden of the family. Within this system, people came
together and helped the family with everything they could do. They knew it since a long time ago when
they were young. Friends or parents were the persons to inform them. They knew that only a man who
can be a member as well as the role of kyai who persuades them to join the group as a way of helping
each other. Some of them got help from the system. They were sure the system will continue because
marriage is important for people’s life and it seems the organisation is going well. They had also
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introduced the practice to their teenagers because for a wedding they could bring them as help also to
the house of the family.
When they are together in berugak, they like to talk about begawe – wedding ceremony like who is the
groom and the bride, what kind of ale-ale (the music) and the food. Begawe is considered a big festivity
for the hamlet since they have no electricity they do not listen to the radio and watch television. They
know what happens in their village from the mosque’s speaker like about posyandu, the distribution of
rice from government and every early morning, after the prayer the kyai put speech from religious
leader like tuan guru32 on the speaker.
In a focus group with some women in Jeranjang, I found also the story of kere’ putik as they refer as a
good system because they got help when it was needed. For them, the money they collected for kere’
putik was affordable. They have known about the system since they were children from their parents.
They mentioned the head of RT as the person who was responsible for organising it.
To summarise, the way of people learned is consisted of – as I would like to refer to the five Ws:

32



Who: the person who tells the story seems important. The respondents mentioned parents and
friends among others who they trust as information persons. It is natural in the sense that those
are two people who they meet every day and close to them. People also said



Where: berugak plays an important role as a place to share stories. I think it has to do with the
nature of it that is easily accessible for everyone in the hamlet. This place is also located
everywhere around the hamlet. However, it has a pitfall as many people would come hence, it is
difficult to make a serious conversation. The respondents said begawe (wedding) was a
favourite topic. I would argue though that this small and light conversation as such that could
bring a feeling of togetherness. It is the place and the conversation where the interaction
framing would likely to occur (Dewulf, et al., 2009). In addition, the people mentioned about the
role of the mosque to disperse information from posyandu to government’s aid. I think I would
also like to add the pengajian as it has mentioned previously in The Institution Chapter.



When: as some respondents mentioned the festivity of wedding where they could bring their
teenagers was also a way the community understands what is happened in their surroundings.
To add, the condition when someone got a nice experience from the banjar for example, could
be the time for information to be known too.

In Lombok, tuan guru counts as a very important person who guides people about religion (Islam)
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Chapter 9. The DSAJ story
This section has two sub sections, first is about how the facilitators established the DSAJ and what
problem they faced during the establishment. This point is as an answer to my first research question
how the facilitators reflect on their work. Seconds is community’s encounter with the DSAJ, which is also
an answer to my second sub research question (how has the community experienced the establishment
of the DSAJ? How do they think and feel about it?). An answer to my third sub research question is in
this sub section also, as it is related to the DSAJ, which is how the community solves the DSAJ related
problems with regard that these are new practices. Who are the ones who played a role in it and who
are those persons?

9.1.

The story of the facilitators

The Village facilitator of Lembuak had to know the DSAJ from his head of hamlet who looked for
someone to be assigned as a facilitator. The reason he was chosen was because at that time he was the
head of Telaga Ngembeng Dasan hamlet. This position according to the village head would give some
advantages – he knew the other head of hamlets, how to organise people and most people in the village
acknowledged him as a person who liked to work voluntarily. The Kebon Ayu village facilitator was the
head of house of representative when he was elected to be a DSAJ facilitator. He said it was a village
meeting where the head of hamlets and the head of village decided on choosing him. Here are their
stories.
After training, the first thing that the village facilitator did was making a village portrait through
thematic focus group discussion in each hamlet. There were about ten - twelve themes to cover, for
example about tolong menolong practices, the health facilities used by pregnant women for having
pregnancy and delivery services and the institution that was seen as important for the hamlet.
Afterwards, the facilitator organised a meeting at village level to explain the portrait he made to the
people who were invited from each hamlet, such as the head of hamlet, the community/religious leader,
the midwife, the kader and some villagers. This meeting had a goal first, to let the people know their
health related problem in which maternal and infant health was the key issue. Second was to introduce
the DSAJ at village level prior to the establishment of the five systems at each hamlet.
The next step taken by the facilitators was facilitating meetings at each hamlet to set the five systems
up. In this stage, they had to work closely with the head of hamlet to decide when and where the
meeting would be held. The place was usually where a lot of community members could come since the
goal of the meeting was to agree on the organisation of the systems, therefore the assumption was the
more people come the more information about the agreement spreads out around the hamlet. The
outcome would be the community members were aware that they have a new system of tolong
menolong and were willing to take part in it.
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At hamlet level, there were four systems to establish: saving, means of transportation, notification and
family planning system. An exemption was for the family planning system, the establishment of which
did not need the form of meeting. The hamlet had to appoint someone, common kader to be a family
planning post volunteer, who then got a special training on how to give information on family planning
issue. At village level, the facilitators had to facilitate a meeting about the blood donation system. In this
meeting, they first had to organise blood test for volunteers in cooperation with puskesmas to know the
blood type of each person. They then, discussed the rules for asking help from the system.
In order to organise those establishments the facilitators had to visit the hamlets several times to
organise practical things. Since Lembuak has ten hamlets and Kebon Ayu has eight of it, the facilitators
must have some persons, who would like to work voluntarily in every hamlet as their assistants to
arrange things like invitations and food for the meetings. In Lembuak, the facilitator liked to team up
with kader while in Kebon Ayu he worked together with the head of hamlet or RT. They had their own
reason for that the Lembuak facilitator said he knew some of the kader since they had been friends for
quite some time and since the DSAJ was mostly about maternal and infant health it seemed easy to
work together with them. The Kebon Ayu facilitator with his position and his involvement with a political
party and some community organisation like fishermen cooperative had some head of hamlet and RT
friends.

9.1.1. Problems during the establishment
In Lembuak, the problem was about the organisation of the meeting. Sometimes there was
misunderstanding about who to invite, however, he had made his request clear that the invitation
should be distributed to people in different RT at the time people who came were the friends of the
kader or the head of hamlet. The meeting missed the diversity of the community in order to achieve the
number that request on the proposal to the project. He could not postpone the meeting since he had a
tight schedule – within the period given by the project he had to finish the work. Another problem was
related to the trauma the hamlet had about money collection. It has been a few times for something
related to it some organisations before the DSAJ did not succeed, for example, there was no report or
the treasurer was not a trustful person. It gave an impact where he talked about the DSAJ saving system
in those hamlets. People tended to refuse or asked critical question.
In Kebon Ayu, the facilitator struggled to find volunteers for organising the system. Most of the people
had not finished their elementary school hence, needed some effort to supervise them with books from
the DSAJ. They also complained about the work because it was purely voluntarily and was not
something familiar for them. The other difficulty was about people’s perception of money for health
related issues. They said being ill was something that you have to deal with on your own or with your
family. It was odd for them that they have to finance someone who was ill because they were also in
need for the money.
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The facilitators mentioned some persons who helped them in solving the problem. In Lembuak, he
talked about the importance of the head of village since for the community the DSAJ was a project of
the village, therefore if the head of village regularly visited the hamlet to monitor the systems the
community would feel appreciated. Religious leaders, such as kyais were acceptable resources to talk
to the community about the meaning of the DSAJ as a way of tolong menolong in doing good thing,
which was the duty of religious people. The head of hamlet was essential to keep the system going
because the system was newly established; it needed a strong support from him. The facilitator
explained the case of Batu Kantar, which I describe in the next sub section. Besides that, the midwife
and the kader were two persons who played a big role in the DSAJ context maternal and infant health.
The facilitator of Kebon Ayu had the same opinion about the religious leaders. He added since the
community regularly attended pengajian hence if the kyais gave speeches each time of it, the
community would remember and believe the DSAJ as a system part of its life. The facilitator,
nevertheless, had his concerns as he told me that he could not understand why the DSAJ volunteer
could not have something from the project. For him the work they did was because of the project
existed otherwise they did not have to the book keeping things, for example. He observed the
community itself could not see the useful of the information that collected through the DSAJ systems.

9.2.

Summary and conclusion

There are two things I would like to underline from the story of the facilitator. First, when they were
elected they were in the leader’s position (see the chapter of Expert) – the one in Lembuak was a head
of a hamlet and the other one in Kebon Ayu was a house of village representative head. Given of this
fact, on one hand, the position gave them an opportunity to make the information about the DSAJ
dispersed easily and could also be possible the community would want to accept. If we go back to the
chapter of Expert, we could see that this two positions were seen by the community as important – one
of the resource able persons in the hamlet. I would say it was an advantage that the DSAJ had. On the
other hand, seeing that the DSAJ was about maternal and infant health; still from the same chapter, we
could say that their expertise seemed rather different from what was needed. They were categorized as
experts for social related issue. I would argue that it would give some struggle moments for them, for
example if they had to answer question, about what the importance of the DSAJ and why a hamlet
needed it. We did not see it yet from their story above, but the coming story about community’s
encounter with the DSAJ will give some ideas about it. Moreover, since I see the DSAJ had similarities
towards the banjar – as I have explained in the Institution chapter, they were both need a good
organisation (coordinator and rule) in order to function well. It would be interesting to see whether the
facilitator had the same passion as the one who initiated the banjar as to nurture the DSAJ during its
establishment and development as I have shown how the person in the banjar did it (see the section of
self-organisation in the previous chapter). To conclude this first point, questions to answer is: do the
facilitators want to be an expert in a new field (maternal and infant health issue) and do they have
enthusiastic to do that? How did they perceive this facilitator’s work? The answer, I elaborate in the
Conclusion and Discussion chapter. Second point is from the issue of the problem the facilitator had
during the establishment, I could say they did understand the importance of other leaders (experts).
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How it worked in practice, for example during the establishment is something that was interesting to
see. We could ask a question: did the facilitator do other meetings or make more conversations with the
community besides the one that simply stated in their guideline? Again, the next part about
community’s encounter with the DSAJ will shed a light about it.

9.3.

Community encounters with the DSAJ

From the five systems of the DSAJ, the ones that worked on the implementation were first the saving
system, second the family planning information post, and third lastly, the blood donation systems.. The
notification system seems to have been forgotten in one hamlet where the kader mixed it with the one
they had in the posyandu, therefore, there were no books or records people could see about it. Once I
asked the kader to show me the record as they said they had it. They gave the one that belonged to the
posyandu. The transportation seemed also overlap with the one from puskesmas because when I asked
the respondents the story always ended with that the puskesmas would give money if they brought
people. Therefore, in this part I would be mainly talking about the saving system. For this, each hamlet
has a different story, which I describe in the following paragraphs.
The establishment of the system starts usually with meeting two or three times depending on the
agreement between the facilitator and the heads of the hamlets. In Lembuak, in Batu Kantar, they had it
three times as well as in Telage Ngembang Dasan. In Temas, they organised two meetings. A different
story came from Kebon Ayu. In the two hamlets where the research took place, the meeting did not
achieve an agreement in order to perform the DSAJ.
Kebon Ayu
In Jeranjang, the head of RT 1 said it was not finished because people one by one left the meeting.
Although he said, there were coffee and some snacks people simply left. He did not know why it
happened. In the end, the one who stayed was the facilitator, a person from puskesmas, some other
people and they could not decide anything essential. They did agree he would be the coordinator for
saving however, in the implementation he felt uncomfortable to collect the money. Therefore, one
could say the DSAJ in Jeranjang was not fully established. The facilitator did not come back to ask or to
help, he let the head of hamlet and RT to manage while at the same time the two had problem to face
regarding the new project in their hamlet. People complained about the land price. Even, as I have
mentioned the head of hamlet had to be replaced before his period ended.
In Taman, as the hamlet where the facilitator lived, the DSAJ system was not well developed. In my
interview with the head of hamlet that turned to be a focus group because some people were also
sitting in his house gave opinion and shared stories, he said they had one meeting in his house. This is
how they described the meeting and further the development of DSAJ in Taman.
It was one meeting to talk about the five systems, all in one. It was a half-day meeting, from noon to evening.
People were about 50 persons and the place was full. There were also the facilitator, a person from puskesmas
who seemed like a friend of him, the head of hamlet, and the kyai. We talked about the set up of the saving system
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of which we agreed that every week we would collect a thousand rupiahs per family. The money would be used to
support pregnant women and ill people. We agreed someone would be the collector who was the head of RT and
someone was as the treasurer. However, we could not have any decision towards who was to delegate as the
treasurerand as the result; we could not collect the money since no one was willing to take the responsibility. We
regretted that the facilitator and the person from puskesmas never asked us or helped with the issue. We doubted
their intention – who knew they got money from the project. For the blood donation, we had tested the blood
type but again no further action. It was then only on paper. It was very important to have a board who would
manage the organisation. We put hope on the facilitator to manage it first. (A focus group in Taman, 2 February
2010)

In the end, they said it seemed the facilitator was quite busy with his candidacy to be a member of
house representative at district level. They did not have any meeting with him prior to the first meeting.
To my question about why they needed to wait for the facilitator since they had the meeting and they
seemed only to have decided who the treasury was, the group replied they wanted to wait for him. As
the one who initiated the DSAJ he had to be responsible to organise what he started, there was no
obligation for the people to continue the work. I further asked them about the difference between
collecting money for helping others through DSAJ and for the construction of the hamlet mosque since I
knew that the mosque needed a lot of money to re-build. I visited the hamlet a few times when I
worked for the DSAJ project. They said first the mosque had a board that organised everything and for
the second reason the group split into two opinions, one said things related to the mosque was a must
therefore, you had to do something to finish it. If I could translate it, there was a feeling of being obliged
since the mosque had a direct link to religion – for people in Lombok the mosque was the house of
Allah. For this group they saw something health related as the DSAJ was not their top priority, their
argument was for health problems someone had a family to turn to or the family was the one
responsible for the family members to be healthy. The second opinion was perceived otherwise - health
was also a community’s matter however, to establish the system it needed the facilitator since the
people did not get the idea yet how to implement it. He had the knowledge for it. This group compared
it to the mosque system; it has developed for many years hence they knew how to manage it.
Lembuak
In three hamlets of the research, the saving system was the one that was running, at least for
some months after the meeting or having obstacle during the implementation but kept going.

9.3.1. The organisation of the saving system
Usually one of the kaders was responsible for collecting money, making note and giving it to people. In
Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, the people assigned a head of RT to be the coordinator. These persons then
every week visited the families that were on their list since not all families wanted to join. They
accumulated the money every month and recorded it in some books as the facilitator guided it. The
member who needed the money came to talk with the head of hamlet if the rule set up says so. If
otherwise, she/he went to the coordinator’s house said why she/he wanted to have the money. The
coordinator took note in one of the books and asked for a signature as a proof. Some respondent said
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the coordinator came to their house or visited them at hospital to give the money. Every hamlet had a
different rule. For example, the amount of the money people could get and should collect. The purpose,
however, was the same to help pregnant women and people who were having illness.
Batu Kantar
I knew about the DSAJ for the first time in 2008. I was invited to a meeting at a school nearby the head of hamlet’s
house. I remember at the meeting people talked about collecting money every week per family which would be
used to support pregnant women and someone who was ill. We agreed upon the amount of the money a thousand
rupiahs. We decided also who the persons responsible for organising it were. Kader, the midwife, the facilitator,
the head of hamlet and some other people were in the meeting. I was seven months pregnant at that time. This is
33
my son . I do not remember now what the facilitator said at the meeting. However, it was about pregnancy and
illness. Kader was the one who persuaded me to come, she said there will be a meeting at four o’clock afternoon
at the school. People will talk about how to support pregnant women. I wanted to go because I was pregnant and I
might not have enough money for my delivery. Unfortunately, it was such a pity. The organisation did not work
well; we only had it for a couple of months and then it stopped. I was lucky I could get the support but now, I am
feeling guilty since I wanted to give back to other women or people who were in need. (A mother in Batu Kantar,
22 January 2010).

When I interviewed the kader who was responsible for the saving system, she showed me books for
recording all the transactions done for about eight months of the system. I was surprised to see the
books. They were neatly written, every point was clear the name of people who gave money in which
month and the amount of money. She had also s book for pregnant women, their names the addresses
and the money they got in which month. Another book she had for noting the people who were ill and
had the support from the system. In addition, she had some sheets to compile all the books; it was kind
of calculation about the flow of the money. She let me have a look at the money left that accumulated
because the system stopped. She explained to me some of the money was returned to the people
however, some did not want to take it back that was why she kept it. The persons said they hoped the
system would go again and the money could be used for its intention. I asked her with the hope from
some of those people why she did not want to continue. She answered me that she was weary with the
people’s perception of her that she was an outsider and they looked at her curiously as they perceived
she got money from the DSAJ project as a return for her job as the coordinator of the saving system. In
addition she said it was getting hard for her because it seemed the wife of the head of hamlet also did
not like her and talked with people about her receiving something from the project. People did not
believe she did it voluntarily because she knew the facilitator and had been a friend of him for years
Therefore when her father passed away she went home in Mataram city for a couple of months, she did
not continue collecting the money when she was back to Batu Kantar.
Interestingly, she transformed the organisation of the saving system to her pengajian in her RT. It has
been since a few months the member of her pengajian collected money that can be used for pregnant
woman and ill people. She explained it was easy to talk and organise people at her neighbourhood
33

Her son was sitting near to her in the berugak where the interview took place
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because they knew her better than the ones from other RT did. It was better to start with only a few of
them but they were willing to work together and trusted her as the coordinator. Nevertheless, she was
willing to continue with a condition that the head of hamlet should talk to his community because she
could not do it alone. The same result will likely happen. She believed he had high influence on the
community. I got a similar comment from the mother I interviewed above that the head of hamlet was
the acceptable and trustful person to begin again the system.
The head of Batu Kantar hamlet in his interview said that he does not know what happens with the
saving system since it has its board, which were the kaders and he had delegated the work to them. He
asked me to find more about it with his kader. When I said that I have talked with her and it seemed
there were some problems that made the system not working well he pointed out that maybe the
community did not want it anymore. He understood however, it was from the result of musyawarah
between the community members itself; it could be after some time people would react differently
because they talked to each other and the ones who did not agree said something and it influenced
other people. He added it looked like one of the reasons was jealousy - the one who collected the
money could not get it while other person received it. There was a feeling why I should finance someone
who was not my relative or someone who I didnot know. He admitted the persons could be the ones
who did not come to the meeting. He hoped the kader would give explanation to those people.
My interview with the wife of the head of hamlet revealed that she herself was not a native Batu Kantar.
She was from Central Lombok and her marriage had brought her to the hamlet. She did not like to join
many activities in her hamlet only her husband and children were actively involved in pengajian. She
however, had her own arisan with some women in the hamlet. She knew some people did not like her
as an outsider; they viewed her as a competitor because she had a small shop selling food for the
children near to her house. People seemed not to like it. About the DSAJ, she said she was at the
meeting for preparing the food but did not involve in it. She was member of the saving system. She
knew some people did not like it because they came to her talking about it. They complained that they
had iven the money but if they were not ill or pregnant, they c ould not get it, which seemed strange
you give money away and do not get anything in return. She heard some people talking with her
husband asking for the money back because there was no report about the use of the money. She
added that some time ago the kaders had a problem with the community about the money they
collected for making residence permit. The head of hamlet did not know about that therefore people
said the kaders had overruled him and it showed no respect to him as the head. She said she did not
know if the saving system had stopped because all was under the responsibility of the kaders.
Telaga Ngembeng Dasan
The saving system in this hamlet had an up and down. When I was there the new treasurer was
presently appointed. She was a mathematics teacher in a senior high school. Previously, the treasurer
was her husband who was also the coordinator for the system. In the last meeting, which was during the
pengajian, the community agreed to separate the function – treasurer and coordinator. Since she was
the wife of the coordinator, they thought it would be good to ask her to be the treasurer. They could
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work well together. She had been also familiar with the system since the very beginning. Here is her
story.
It started in arisan dan pengajian in 2008. One of the senior kaders introduced us to the DSAJ especially the saving.
She said the hamlet needed a system to help pregnant women and ill people, which we didnot have yet and it had
a similarity with banjar. Other people who were in the meeting agreed with the idea. We came to the set up of the
organisation. The amount of money we decided for the first time was five hundred rupiahs a week per family. My
husband was the coordinator and the head of RT 2 was the collector. The ones who attended the meeting were
only from the community, there was no one from outside the hamlet. Since then, it has worked well. The money
accumulated every month varied since people could pay whenever they had the money. It was based on sincerity.
Most of the members gave their money in the pengajian day, the collector asked for the rest by visiting them at
their homes. Every month in pengajian or arisan the money was reported. Unfortunately, with his activity my
husband could not do it regularly therefore, we then agreed to have a treasurer. I hope that I could do it every
month. There was an idea to ask the kyai to be the treasurer because every month he attended the pengajian for
giving speech. However, we thought he was quite busy as well with his work and since the pengajian was not the
only occasion we reported and collected the money arisan was also the place for it. In those two events, women
were usually the majority who came hence we decided to have me for it. (The treasurer of DSAJ saving system
Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, 23 February 2010)

After a few minutes, her husband came for his work and joined me for the interview. He showed and
explained to me the books that thed have for recording the flow of the money. He added that the idea
of using arisan and pengajian as a place was because people didi not need to be invited, they came
themselves. He said that a few months ago there was a problem. The collector was busy and he did not
receive the money from him. It happened for about three months. The community asked me why there
was no one coming to take the money. There were also some people, who wanted to be members, but
since it was in a vacuum, they doubted whether the saving was continuously going. Therefore, in
December’s pengajian we revived it again since members asked for that and some who have had the
money wanted others also to get the benefit. The system had been very helpful though if you were in
the hospital for more than one month you would always receive support every month while you were
hospitalised or ill. The priority was for pregnant women. We did not replace the collector because we
found out he was ill and needed some time to recover.
To my question about how the system was growing and had many members, the couple told me that it
needed strong persons who liked to be the pioneers. It was not necessary that those persons were
leaders but they liked to work for their community and gave sometimes up for that. From their point of
view, the community was easy to manage for especially tolong menolong and gotong royong however; it
required someone to coordinate the activity. In addition to that, they said that equality was essential.
Within this system, poor and rich can receive the money if they were pregnant and ill. The husband told
me that for the rich usually they did not give cash but they bought something like fruit to bring when
together people visited her/him. He was sure the system would continue because they had the
pengajian and arisan as places for musyawarah as it has been proved for solving the problem described
previously. My interview with two members who got money from the saving also showed the same
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optimism. They said with small money you could help each other and they were positive about the
people, who managed it.
Temas
The saving system in Temas has its name dana sehat34. In the start of dana sehat, there were the
midwife, kader, the head of hamlet, the head of RT, kyai and some other people in the meeting. We
agreed five hundreds rupiahs for the share and it was the wife of the head of RT who was responsible
for collecting the money. As for that, each of them got a book to record the money accumulated. Not all
people understood the pros and cons of dana sehat. The pros say it was small money for helping each
other while the cons expressed it as annoying to give money every week and they needed the money.
For them, five hundred would not help. The treasurer said usually these persons were categorised as the
rich in the community. For this group, the kader visited them at their home to explain the goal of the
saving. Some changed their mind but some stayed the same but they were small in number as the
treasurer of dana sehat explained to me. Another problem mentioned by her was about the collectors.
Since Temas had eight RTs it was hard to cover the progress of money in each collector and some of
them had not given the money to the treasurer for a few months. She wanted to talk to the persons
but did not know how to do it since they wee her friends. Culturally, money issue was not easy. She had
asked her senior who was retired from being a kader as she was busy teaching to talk to the persons.
Not all of them reached hence they spoke also with the head of hamlet and some of the collectors had
been replaced. To my question about to use pengajian as the place for collecting money, she said it
could be but would not cover all members since some did not come to the pengajian. Therefore,
collector is needed for broader coverage. Despite the problems, she was sure the saving would continue
since it has been some people got the help. These persons shared their experiences to other people in
the hamlet; it created new members because they could see the benefit (Temas, 28 January 2010).
An interview with three members who got the money, gave an impression they were happy with the
system. One of them received the support twice once when she was in delivery and the other when she
was hospitalised. The rest of the women got them when they had the labour. They did not request it;
the kader came to their house and gave it. It was 50,000 rupiahs, which was used for buying baby’s
clothes and medicine. They said they knew about the system at posyandu from the kader and the
midwife who explained to them that if they wanted to get support when having birth or being ill they
could join the saving system with only five hundreds rupiahs a week. They were wondering because it
had been some months the person who usually came to collect the money did not visit their house. They
did not know the reason why it happened. Their guess was maybe the kader was busy. They truly
wanted to continue the saving; they hoped everybody in the hamlet could have the benefit.

9.4.

Summary and conclusion

The community encountered with the DSAJ gave some clues about how the facilitator in practise had
put their knowledge and skill they got during training. In Kebon Ayu, the facilitator did what have asked
34
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to him – organized meetings for gathering people discussing the set up of the DSAJ. However, he did not
continue with other meeting or talk. Looking into his perspective about the work he was concern that no
incentive given to the volunteer. It seemed this way of thinking bordered him to go or to continue
conversation about the DSAJ because he himself could not accept the value of the system - voluntarism
as its basis - ‘from, by, and for community themselves’. The community itself also had the same portrait
– why we should continue with this, while he – the facilitator, might have some money from the project.
Unfortunately, since the facilitator only used the head of the hamlet and the RT as friends to build the
system up, he lost the opportunity of occupying other experts and their expertise who were the kaders.
Essentially, he could work together with other expert who he mentioned – the religious leader. It could
have been perfect because the community explained how central the mosque in their life was. I was
wondering myself about this because I knew his house was near the mosque. I could not get the
information from him about what he felt missing in his facilitation work. My interview with a key person
from puskesmas who was his supervisor during the establishment brought me to understand about the
situation. The person said he was busy with his candidacy for the election of district house of
representative. If I could say, Kebon Ayu or especially the two hamlets missed its chance to have the
DSAJ practices because with regard to a reflection towards the banjar, the one who started the idea or
introduced it to the community was not somebody who wanted to be an expert and possessed the
knowledge related to the context of the DSAJ – maternal and infant health. He had compassion – be the
member of the house of district representative. This in return made the community did not have any
resourceful person to refer to for suggestion/information. The story could be different however, if the
facilitator could have managed to make a link with other expert, kyai and kaders for example. They
might be able to help with their expertise. Like the story of posyandu in the previous chapter has shown
us that making link and asking help from other experts/leaders functioned well.
In Lembuak, the facilitator has been smart with his choice of kaders to start the establishment. If we
refer back to the story of the saving system above, two of the three hamlets (Temas and Telaga
Ngembeng Dasan) could take benefit from this pick – the saving system in those hamlets until now
maintains its organisation and gives help to its community. Furthermore in Telaga Ngembeng Dasan the
ones who now manage are not the kaders anymore. As we see from the story the treasurer was a
teacher and her husband was the coordinator. It seemed in this hamlet, the saving system started to
find its identity - this is us and this is what we do (Aarts, 2009). This have made the people in the saving
system could revive from their problem. Another thing important to add also, the people in this hamlet
did not have a problem trust related. It helped them to focus only on organisational issue. Unlike the
one in Batu Kantar, though the organisational aspect of the system managed well, the system could not
restore back because the circumstances needed, for example the trust towards the kaders who
coordinated it, was not presented. In addition, the resourceful person (the head of the hamlet) for
assisting it to function again seemed not too have interest towards the issue. In Temas, the system got
benefit from the expertise the kaders had which was making connection to the head of the hamlet and
the RT. If we could compare to Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, the one in Temas was in the stage finding its
identity. As for the facilitator, though it appeared to me he did not have any attention to gain expertise
on the maternal and infant health issue, he was neutral about the case of Batu Kantar – he only
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suggested the kader to talk with the head of the hamlet; he managed to nurture the saving system to
overcome problems during the establishment process.

9.4.1. What was missing in the DSAJ?
What we could get from the story of the DSAJ in this chapter is first, although it borrowed the value of
the tolong menolong and togetherness of the existing practices, it lacked its root in the community as
the banjar had to solve the problem of funerals and wedding which seen as important issue for the
people. One could not claim that the issue of maternal and infant health was not essential for the
community as my experience has showed – during the research almost no one said having baby is not
important as to refer also to Iacob (2010). Nevertheless, if we call back the story of posyandu in the
previous chapter indeed, there were some different nuances of how the community saw the maternal
and infant health. Second, if the DSAJ wants to make a history by means of it continues over time like
the banjar, it needs somebody who has enthusiasm (ambition) towards his work. The issue of expertise
is also essential. Although, the person in the banjar started with no knowledge and skill about how to
organise people, his passion could guide him. In the DSAJ it seemed this issue was quite central since
there were limited time given by the project for the establishment. Without prior knowledge about the
context it took the facilitator to misinterpret the work as only about organising meeting. In the context
of resourceful person, it is easy for the community to have someone who has knowledge about the DSAJ
available and reachable in the hamlet. Therefore, the facilitator should be smart to choose persons with
who he could make collaboration. Since he had no prior expertise, the choice of having kaders in the
process of the development was a big help as came up in the story of Telaga Nembeng Dasan and
Temas. Third, the last point I want to argue is about the essential issue of having circumstances that
could support the system to develop. This was represented in Batu Kantar case, where the kaders were
not accepted; the saving system could not continue running. In addition, to put in a broader context if
we refer back to the story of posyandu in Kebon Ayu in the previous chapter, it seemed what the DSAJ
had during the establishment been understandable. The community there looked like not putting the
maternal and infant health issues on its top priority. So to say, the circumstances for the DSAJ to
develop were not available.
To end this extensive result explanation – from describing the context of the research (the community,
the institution and the expert) to exploring the existing practices and ending with the DSAJ practices, I
would like to say, seeing the change at community level would also have to do with observing the place
where its life, the structure and the organisation that exists within the community. The environment
needed for a practice to continue is also a central issue. I thought what I have done was explaining one
side of the coin – seeing the change from the eye of how the practice has been organised. I still have my
homework to explore the dynamic of the community towards the DSAJ with the used of the theory I
applied in my theoretical framework, which I put in my following chapter Conclusion and Discussion. I
will come across again some points I have stated in the previous chapters but my point is to remind the
reader and to make my argument clear.
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Chapter 10.

Discussion and Conclusion

10.1. Discussion
For this part, I go back again to my research objective as well as my research question to explain what I
have done with regard to the result of the research. I make use of theories I applied in the theoretical
framework to picture how I understand findings that I got during the research. Lastly, in the end of my
exploration as what I mean as the field work in Lombok, Indonesia and the writing of the thesis I put
forward some idea for further research and some notes I got from the research. I would like to start the
discussion with the same structure of my research question, which is first talking about facilitator,
followed by an explanation on interaction as my second research question and then third as regards to
the continuity of new practices as my last research question.

10.1.1. Facilitator
How the facilitators reflect on their work is my research question for this topic with two research
questions that are what the facilitators have done in order to establish the DSAJ in their village, and how
they dealt with the problems/obstacles that they faced during the process of the establishment.

10.1.1.1. The process of the establishment
In the two selected villages – Lembuak and Kebon Ayu, the facilitators carried out the same process
when establishing the DSAJ. After the training given by the project, they did a series of thematic focus
group discussion in each hamlet in their village as to make what is called village’s portrait. This
continued with a meeting at village level to inform people about the portrait and at the same time to let
them know about the DSAJ and its five systems. Next step taken was facilitating meetings for the
establishment of four of the systems of the DSAJ - three of it at hamlet level and one system at village
level. I see these meetings as places where the facilitators could have the chance first to meet the
people, to learn about their life – the norms/values and practices, to understand the problems they
have, and to introduce the new meaning of tolong menolong. In them, the intervention is embedded they are a part of the intervention not only the project (Groot, 2002).

10.1.1.2. Facilitator’s perspective towards their work
It seems, however, the facilitators could not see this, which became clear from their answer about
people, who they think are important to solve the problem. None of them talked about themselves. I
could understand it from two perspectives. First, it seemed the facilitators pictured themselves as
employees of the project – you get paid when you work or the other way around, you work then you are
paid. Therefore, after setting up the systems at hamlet and village level, the work was done and no
finance support from the project could be drawn. So far, that I know there was some amount of money
for transportation fee during the project. Hence, their involvement decreased drastically after the
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establishment. The one in Lembuak had some contacts with the kaders in the three hamlets however;
the reason was that some of them were his friends at school. They could meet each other for some
reasons but it was not intentionally for the DSAJ. The one in Batu Kantar seemed not to have a
relationship with the DSAJ anymore, he was busy in his new position as a member of the house of
representative.
Second, if I could go back to the training since I was one of the trainers, we did not talk about what
meaning was attached to the facilitator’s role. We mainly discussed about the process and the things
that should be done for the establishment. For example, we had roleplays about how to hold a meeting,
about the focus group discussion and how to write a short proposal for asking fund for the activities at
their village. We did talk about the role of facilitator however; it was in the context of the project. This
missing part, if I could speak like that, contributed to the frame the facilitators got about their role. They
could not have a chance to see the complete picture of their position in the intervention. Based on my
observations in the field, this seemed to have an impact upon how they have conducted the work.
In my theoretical framework, I talked about kaders who are well known as voluntary workers. In this
research, I also described them, especially the ones in the two villages. Some of them have been many
years doing their job. It would be ideal if they were the facilitators. I argue for two things first, they
know what the meaning of voluntary work is and second, they are in the position that makes them
understand the issue of maternal and infant health better than other position, such as the head of
hamlet or RT and the kyai. To my view, unfortunately, in the two villages the kaders were not invited to
the meeting that discussed who to appoint as the village facilitator. They could not speak for the best of
their interest. If we go back to the chapter about The Community, musyawarah (or meeting) is subject
for men to attend and for them to make a decision. While kaders, most of the time are women and
usually seen as having role at hamlet not at village level where the decision about the DSAJ facilitator is
made. It could be interesting if the research also took place in villages where kaders were the facilitator
as to see the difference between non-kader facilitator village and kader facilitator village. However, it
could not be done differently since any prior research to refer in this context (the DSAJ) was not done
yet.

10.1.1.3. Key issue on facilitator interaction
With regard to my research objective, in which I attempt to see some key issues of process of change in
the interaction between the facilitators and their community, I could say that the opportunity that the
facilitators had through some meetings as the means of interaction could not help much to support
change to happen. As I explained above since the facilitators framed their role as a job, their goal was to
get the village portrait and the establishment finished. I did not attend all the meetings when I was
working for the project however, I could remember it now as meetings to draw data from the people;
very rarely people could ask back in order to facilitate two ways discussion where both sides could take
advantage from the meeting. This is because the goal of the meeting was to get information and to let
them know about the DSAJ, once it was achieved it was finished. There was not enough opportunity to
share meaning on the information given from both sides as to let a creation of new meaning arises as a
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result of mutually constructed conversation (Ford, et.al., 2002). In a practical way, I would portrait the
meeting as the facilitators got what they needed and the community knew there would be a new
project to come to their hamlet. Therefore, if we go back to the section on the community encounters
with the DSAJ this kind of project thinking and perception showed up.

10.1.2.

Interaction

My research question in this topic is why and how the interaction between facilitators and community
and within community could facilitate the process of change to develop given some assumptions I put
forward. I have two sub research questions for it. First, is on tacit knowledge what norms and
knowledge that people possess about helping each other and togetherness? How the practices have
been developed? Second, is on the DSAJ practices how the community has experienced the
establishment of the DSAJ? What did the people think and how did they feel about that?
The community has some existing practices as I describe in the previous chapter. For this part, I highlight
three of them which are tolong menolong practices banjar mate and banjar merariq (tolong menolong
for funeral and wedding ceremony) and the third one is posyandu practice. The community sees the first
two as important events in someone’s life. The last one serves for understanding about maternal and
infant health issue in hamlet as also as the context of the DSAJ.
From the tolong menolong practices, we know it starts from someone, who cares about what happens
in his community. The person then looks for an answer that could be from story or practice he observes
from inside or outside his hamlet. Here, he gets to understand that he needs friends in order to organise
a solution. He begins introducing and doing the practice together with his close friends or people who
are willing to make a change. They give no pressure to others who do not see the importance to do new
things. After some time, people in the group feel the benefit the practice hence, the others ask to join
because they talk to each other and could see how the practice works. Another factor in order for the
practice to grow and then be a part of community’s life is somebody who wants to put effort and spend
time to nurture it. Since there are people and rules involved, it needs someone to manage and make
sure it goes well. The issue of trust is essential also since it has to do with money. The two banjars
accumulate little money from its member which is used for buying tools for the events therefore; the
responsible person has to report it regularly and takes a careful note of it.
The community in each hamlet has different stories about their encounter with the DSAJ. In Kebon Ayu,
the people in Taman had one meeting that discussed three systems of the DSAJ at once – the saving, the
transportation and the notification system. They could make decision about how to implement the
saving system in their hamlet however; they could not implement it since they could not have an
agreement about someone who would be the responsible person to manage the money. They said they
had rules also for the two ones but could not explain how it worked. In Jeranjang, the meeting of the
DSAJ could not finish since people who attended the meeting left before the meeting ended. Since then,
they had not met the facilitator.
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In Lembuak, the three hamlets had at least one system working. In Temas, the saving system had been
having a problem with the collector of the money for a few months. When the research took place, they
were trying to recover from the problem they had new collectors. It seemed however, needs some time
for the system to work again as one of the respondents said no one came to her yet to ask for the
money. The family planning had the family planning information person, who was previously a kader.
The transportation seemed not too important for the people because they had means of the
transportation by their own at least a motorbike. One person, however, was appointed by the
community to be the coordinator of the system. In Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, the saving system was back
after reviving from its problem with the collector and treasurer. The transportation system did not have
any form anymore since asking help for transportation has become a tradition – simply go to your
neighbour if you are in need. The family planning system had its information person who was the head
of the kader. In Batu Kantar, the saving system had a problem on trust. The one, who was appointed as
the treasurer, was not a reliable person as seen by the community as a few months ago she had an issue
with money. She herself perceived her presence was not accepted by the community as she was
originally not from the hamlet. There was no record about transportation and family planning system.
My interviews with some respondents who got help from the saving system showed that all of them felt
happy with it. They could use the money for buying things like baby clothes. They put a high concern
towards the problem that made the system stopped. Although, they did not know the exact reason for
that, they hoped it would go well again. They wanted the system to continue since they realised the
advantage of it and put attention in order for other people to enjoy the benefit too. Towards the issue
of how to make the system running again, some idea came up. In the hamlet where the role of the head
of hamlet was strong, people talked about the importance of him to solve the problem. Even though, he
seemed not truly enthusiastic about it as he made himself clear that he gave the responsibility of it to
his kaders. In other hamlets, people spoke also about the role of religious leader, the midwife, and the
facilitator. While, from the facilitator’s perspective as I have mentioned previously; the problem had less
to do with them as they talked about the role of the head of the village and the kyai.

10.1.2.1. The differences and the similarities of the existing and the DSAJ practices
Given of the two practices I have explored – the existing practices on tolong menolong and posyandu,
and the DSAJ; we could see the similarities and the differences between them. From the first one, both
have something to do with tolong menolong, which the DSAJ copied it from the existing practices. The
reason behind it however was different. The existing practices had a concern on funerals and weddings,
which were seen by the community in all hamlets as important as all have the two banjars (mate and
merariq). The DSAJ had a focus on maternal and infant health, which seemed every community varied
on seeing the issue. I would like to note here that I could not depart from the same line as wedding and
funeral when talking about how the community sees the importance of maternal and infant health. I
could imply from the practice that the community had towards their practices on posyandu. Since I have
tried to ask the community about the significance of those three issues, they always say all is essential
however, the practice showed differently. In Kebon Ayu, the posyandu looked not in its best condition
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compared to the one in Lembuak. From the differences in each village, we could imply that in Kebon
Ayu, especially in the two hamlets, maternal and infant health had less priority in the community’s life in
comparison with Lembuak (the three hamlets). Amid many other factors, it could help explain the
difference in the DSAJ practice. Lembuak had systems that were running with a footnote for Batu
Kantar. In this hamlet because of the perception the community had of its kader the system had to
struggle to illuminate its problem. While in Kebon Ayu none of the systems existed.
Another similarity important to note here is the need of having someone as the coordinator of the
system. In the existing tolong menolong, the one who initiated the system automatically be the one who
managed it in the some early years. In the DSAJ, since it was introduced by the project it looked for
volunteers. Hence, it created a challenge, as not all people understood the value of being volunteers.
Prejudice potentially arose as we could see in the Batu Kantar case. Whereas in Kebon Ayu the issue was
about the skills of the volunteers to meet what is needed in the DSAJ. For example, it had books as a
way of recording the events, which were not familiar to them.

10.1.2.2. Making sense of interaction
In helping to answer my second research question, I make use of the theory I apply in the theoretical
framework. I begin with my understanding about the existing practices. The theory of reality (Ford, et
al., 2002) facilitates me to comprehend how the community accepts those banjars, practice it and
afterwards becomes their value. Before someone took action on how a certain situation could be
addressed differently, people accept the situation is simply as how they have been living in it for many
years. They could not think otherwise because their neighbourhood acts the same. In Taman as I have
described in order for someone to get married he has to be ready to create some debts. It was
something that someone discussed with his friend when he was ready to get married. His friend
however had not the same idea, he did not want him to owe a lot of money for his wedding. This idea
together with action to implement it made the community had a perspective about how a wedding
could be managed in another way. Not all people agreed with it. Hence, a continuous action from
people who believe in the new reality shifts people’s mind – they see it works and people could get
benefit better than the old practice. They, in return start to do the new practice as a way of living. As it
develops – many community members do it and goes well for years and years; it then becomes a new
reality for the community. People in Taman nowadays if they talk about wedding will speak about banjar
merariq. The new practice conquers the old one. This shift is what was explained by Dewulf, et al., 2009
as interactional framing, people change their perception towards something by making conversation
and interaction with other people.
The DSAJ practices had dissimilar stories in two villages. In Lembuak, they were in the process of making
themselves accepted by the community while in Kebon Ayu it did not have the chance to be
implemented. The first reality in those villages when the DSAJ was introduced was the existing tolong
menolong – the one I explained in the previous paragraph that succeeded in constructing the reality
before it. The DSAJ had a challenge to de-construct the first reality to give the people also an
opportunity to have tolong menolong practices on maternal and infant health issue. It seemed not easy
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since the context was different – one is about wedding and funeral and the other one has to do with
maternal and infant health. The frame people had about those two was not comparable though it had
the same spirit tolong menolong as I have explained on the similarity and the difference of the existing
practices and the DSAJ ones. This frame unfortunately, could not be exchanged dynamically as when the
first reality – the existing tolong menolong constructed because the interaction and the conversation
between the community and the facilitator who possessed the knowledge about the DSAJ was not
adequate in order for the community to shift its mind. This not enough interaction is potential in making
people resistant to the DSAJ as they could not understand fully the idea behind it. For example, in Batu
Kantar despite the issue with the kader, people did not understand why they had to finance someone
who was pregnant or ill since it was a family matter for the people. The complacency as the background
conversation that the people in the hamlet had applied here, they tried to say ‘nothing new or different
is needed’ (Ford, 2002).
In Taman, the community though had the meeting could not come up with someone who was
responsible for being the treasury. They asked the facilitator to solve the problem; they argued that he
could get money from the project to do the work why we should make things done. This has similarity
with the cynicism - the people blamed other people or groups for making the system did not work. Their
famous saying is ‘who are they kidding, no one can make this work’ (Ford, 2002). In addition, the
facilitators themselves also showed their background conversation. The facilitator of Kebon Ayu
perceived that it seemed not fair to ask people to work for the DSAJ with no payment. This is again
analogous with the cynicism that Taman people had, he rejected the responsibility for the project for
the DSAJ not to work.
The facilitator of Lembuak, though the two hamlets (Temas and Telaga Ngembeng Dasan) had systems
that were going, explained that for the systems if it were not running well the officer at the village level
should take responsibility for it since foremost the DSAJ was a village project because it made the
village gets good name from the government. It showed the group he wanted to address to his cynicism.
These two sides of resistances from the communities and the facilitator showed us that they saw the
DSAJ as a project and as the same with many other projects it had money to give to the people. It looked
odd that the DSAJ asked for voluntarism.
Compared to the condition in the two hamlets (Taman and Jeranjang) I describe above, Temas and
Telage Ngembeng Dasan could maintain the DSAJ going especially the saving system through some
difficult moments. In Temas, although the system was in the process to recover it gave the impression
there was willingness from the kaders and the community to continue it. In Telaga Ngembeng Dasan,
the community had a new treasurer and it started to collect the money again. It looked like these
hamlets had the chance to de-construct the first reality in order to add another tolong menolong system
into their life. It could be done because the people had seen and enjoyed the benefit of it hence; they
interpreted the system as a good one because some of the community members had had the help. They
talked to each other about it and it gave others who were not in the system yet nice impression. The
way the people shared meaning could be explained by using framing of Dewulf, et al., 2009. First
through interactional framing – people come to pengajian, arisan and posyandu they speak about their
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experience with the saving to friends there; at home, they meet their family and exchange story. This
helped the community to store a nice memory about the system. People who are not in the system yet
possibly would will to join the saving. This is the second way calls as cognitive framing – people
recognise something based on the memory structure they have (Minsky, 1975 in Dewulf, et al., 2009).
These two ways framing will hopefully, facilitate the saving develops as it has been with the existing
tolong menolong.

10.1.3. Continuity of new practices
The research question I put forward here is what the practical way is of making the DSAJ practices turn
into community’s tacit knowledge. Two sub research questions are first on tacit knowledge - how did
the community get to know about the existing tolong menolong? How did the information about it
spread out within the hamlet? Who are the important actors seen by the community as great
messengers for delivering the information? Why do they those actors? Second, on DSAJ practices - how
did the community solve the problem of the DSAJ related concerning that, it was new in their daily life?
Who were the ones playing main roles in the problem solving? Why do they those persons?

10.1.4. Making sense of practices
The community in the five hamlets shared similar way of getting to know the existing tolong menolong.
They first observed how other people who have been in the banjar do it. They looked for further
information about it from relatives and friends who were members of the banjar. As for the young
community members like teenagers and adults, they knew their tradition of tolong menolong from their
parents, grandmother and father, relatives and their peers. In their age, they started to give hand on the
weddings and funerals. At the place of the events, they learned how elder people in their hamlet did the
work.
Regarding the way the information spread out, the respondents said sitting in berugak was the most
favourite way because it had no wall only place that has roof and usually is situated in open space like in
front/back yard of a house or under a big tree near the road. In berugak, people could come and sit
equally and comfortably. Everyone has to sit at the same place since it has only one sitting place.
Another place they mentioned also were pengajian, arisan and mosque while waiting for prayer time.
The persons, who were counted on as trustful sources for giving the information about the banjar were
the head of hamlet, the community/religious leaders and the coordinator of the banjar as well as people
who have benefited from the systems for both wedding and funeral.
The DSAJ problem that was faced by the communities with regard to saving system was about the
collector and the treasurer. It seemed not an easy work to find the one who people could trust for
managing the money. As a result, the system stopped or was in vacuum. To solve the problem, the ones
who usually play a role are the kaders and the head of hamlet and the RT’s head. If necessary, the
kaders also talked with the midwife. The case that happened in five hamlets, however, showed that
kaders were central in order to make the system going. In two hamlets Temas and Telaga Ngembeng
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Dasan the kaders were prominent in making the saving kept going. In Batu Kantar, the kader could not
optimally function because of other issues. In Jeranjang and Taman, the kaders looked like less active
than two earlier hamlets. None of the DSAJ systems performed. These facts give an impression about
how close the connection the DSAJ with the kader has in making it smoothly continue.
Other community’s members such as the leaders were essential support for first, speaking to the
community because of their position people respect them. Second, with their power these leaders
could make pressure for example to replace the collector who was not trusted by the people. With
regard to the role of a religious leader to assist in solving the problem, it seemed not much as we
compare to the head of the hamlet for example. In Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, although the people used
pengajian as a place to maintain the saving going such as for having a discussion the role of
kyai/penghulu was not clear. They decided to choose someone else as the treasurer instead of the
kyai/penghulu.

10.1.4.1. Organising practices
To help explain on how the (banjar) existing practices (wedding and funeral) were possessed by the
community I make use the SECI model (Nonaka, et.al., 1998). If we go back to the story of the banjar it
started from small number of people then slowly was growing. There are four conversion modes in this
model. First is socialisation, which is a moment when the early members of the banjar talked to each
other about their experience (tacit – tacit). Later, because they had to explain to other people outside
the banjar about their reason to join it, which were about what, how and why as an attempt to make
others grasp the idea; it became explicit and called externalization (tacit – explicit). These people in their
interaction met others who have spoken or have not spoken to the banjar’s members, they shared
stories and it is called combination, the information disseminated (explicit – explicit). Some of them
would like to join the banjar, and because of that they started the practices and it is when they
experienced the internalization (explicit – tacit). At this moment, the banjar had grown and had many
members. If I could relate to the explanation about how people got to know about the banjar, the
externalization and combination are the time when they asked friends and relatives about how they
have experienced banjar. In addition to SECI, Pepper’s organisational change (1995) helps to understand
change happens in the acceptance of banjar by the community. There are five levels in this model. If I
applied it to the banjar, the first one is individual level; I saw this stage is when the person who initiated
banjar began to questionof what has happened for quite long time in his community. He was concerned
about how it could change. Then, he talked to other people to find a solution and friends to do
something different. This is the level of dyadic. Next after that is the small group level, where the banjar
was formed with some members (it could be 20 – 25 from the story in Jeranjang). This is the level where
the banjar needed a strong coordinator because they faced problems and arguments among
themselves. In the story of the banjar, the people succeeded to pass this and even the next one, which is
the intergroup level. In this step, the banjar did not only belong to the member but also to some people
who wanted to have the memberships. The information about the banjar spread out in the community
amid some more problems had occurred. Finally, it has achieved the last stage called technological level,
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which is the banjar became the way of living of the community as I saw in the hamlet. If the people now
talk about wedding and funeral, they automatically talk also about the banjar.
Now, I would like to do the same for the DSAJ with the SECI and Pepper’s organisational change. From
the first mode in SECI, socialisation, it seemed all hamlets had been through this process. In Kebon Ayu,
it might be the experiences people shared about the meeting that was not finished (Jeranjang) and the
difficulty to assign or find someone as the treasurer (Taman). The head of RT 1 in Jeranjang said he did
not know why people left and because of that, no agreement was made. He could then say to other
people that the hamlet did not have need to set the DSAJ. It could be become tacit the community had
about it. In Taman, the people could think that the DSAJ was not easy to implement. These tacit stored
in community’s memory as they did not have opportunity to exercise the last three modes. It would be
interesting to see what the community would do if a project similar to the DSAJ came to their hamlet.
In Lembuak, the stories people shared in socialisation (tacit – tacit) different from Kebon Ayu. People
could tell each other about their feeling to receive support from the saving. As the story from the
mother who shared her experience to her friends and they were happy about that. She could inform
others about what, why and how they could get the same as her. This process is called externalisation
(tacit – explicit). Next to that, combination conversion mode (explicit – explicit) the people who talked to
the mother spoke to other people for example from different RTs. This process would generate people
attention to join the saving. In Batu Kantar however, this process could not go smoothly because of the
problem they had. It seemed the process did not continue to the last conversion mode, which is
internalization (explicit – tacit). Temas and Telaga Ngembeng were in this area. The people kept the
practice going after some difficult moment. It needs some time for the community to transfer the saving
to be their tacit. There are five conditions for supporting it (Nonaka, et.al., 1998). For the last two
villages since they were in the last mode, the conditions needed are redundancy – people continuously
do the practice until they could master it, and intention – people maintain the practice as a way of
tolong menolong health related, they have a clear goal of how to continue the practice. Lastly,
autonomy is as one of the five conditions also essential here, which is a situation that gives room to
people to reflect on what they have done with no pressure.

10.1.4.2. Making the practices continue
From the story in the previous chapter, if I could mirror it for the first condition (redundancy) it seems
Temas and Telaga Ngembeng Dasan would have a chance to master the practice since the community
kept doing it. The second one is intention. They community proved that they had goal and will to
continue it since it has revived from the problem and the person appointed showed an enthusiasm to do
the work and the community itself that asked to go on. The third condition is autonomy I think until the
level where the practice was; there was no pressure from anywhere. The practice was in the hands of
the community.
Regarding Pepper’s organisational change, the saving in Batu Kantar reached the level of a small group,
they could perform the practice and had a number of members, unfortunately when the decision had to
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be taken either to keep the practice running or to stop it, they could not come to an agreement. The
problem was in the air. In Temas and Telaga Ngembeng Dasan, they managed to decide that they would
like to make the saving going. They were in the intergroup level where they could face another problem
as the organisation grew up. With the three conditions they had to support it there was a chance they
could achieve the last stage which is the technological level where the practice embedded in people’s
life as it has been done with the existing tolong menolong practices.
From the story told by the community and the application of SECI model it shows that process of change
happens in the interaction. What is important in the process is people share their experiences. They are
telling their stories, which include their feeling and thought – how they perceive the situation. In
addition to that, people like to observe what other people do before they themselves like doing it. The
continuity and repetition of the practice could help people to master it. This condition is applied to the
DSAJ practice too. The challenge is how to create circumstances that could keep the DSAJ practice going.
SECI model mentions five things; three of them as I have described will help the saving that was going on
at two hamlets has an opportunity to be the new tacit knowledge on tolong menolong practice. One
thing that the community adds to support the DSAJ practice is trust. The problem that arose in the
saving system showed the importance of it. The community in Temas and Telaga Ngembeng has shown
a way of how to overcome the problem – they did it through musyawarah (discussion) between
community members.

10.2. Conclusion
10.2.1.

Issues of facilitation

In my attempt to understand change that happens at community level with the use of the case study of
the DSAJ, I proposed three research questions as a tool to make the case tangible to study. The first one
was about the facilitators – who were an important element in the DSAJ because they came from their
community so it was assumed they understood it better. They facilitated the community to learn from
the past – the problem and together solve it by means of the establishment of the DSAJ. I will not
explain it again since I have mentioned it in the Discussion above. However, I would like to conclude that
even the facilitators have taken the same steps in the process of establishing the DSAJ; the result was
different. Their perspective towards their work also gave colour towards their achievement in the field.
It seems both of them saw their facilitation work as doing a job for the project hence, after the
establishment done they were finished doing the job as well. If we relate this situation to the important
of available expert within the community we could see this kind of thinking made the people in the
hamlet lost its resourceful person with regard to the DSAJ. It affected the continuity of the DSAJ.
Therefore the one in Lembuak with his smart choice of linking the kader up during the process gave a
change for the hamlets to keep the system going since kader was the resourceful person that had
concern towards maternal and infant health. While the one in Kebon Ayu, who chose to team up with
the head of the hamlet and the RT seemed, did not succeed. The last two were not the right expert for
the DSAJ and given of the circumstances in the village with regard to the plant power project’s problem
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they were busy then. I could say that although the both facilitators started from the same line a
dissimilar result possible to happen and this depended on their frame about the work, their networking
with other people or different experts.

10.2.2.

Trust-building

My second research question was an effort to see how interaction within community could bring
change. There are some issues to be mentioned however; trust-building is the first one. The story of the
midwife showed us that a good rapport of the midwife in Lembuak were the fruit of a dynamic process
until one day she could prove her ability to the community, hence the people believe she was the one
who was a reliable person for her job. The story of other leader also gave an importance of trust. For
example, the head of Batu Kantar hamlet has been in its position for almost 13 years as his people
believed he made the hamlet freed from thieves. Another example related to dukun position. In
Lembuak where the midwife has been very prominent this role diminished. In Batu Kantar, people
trusted the dukun more to the midwife as she was still struggling to place her position within the
community. One more illustration to this issue of trust was from the story of the head of hamlet in
Jeranjang and Taman who were appointed because the ones before them were seen by the community
as not trustful related to an aid and the electricity project.

10.2.3.

Communicating practices

The second one, regarding to how the banjar has developed we could say the importance of
communicating practices meaning that it could succeed to change the community perspective towards
funerals and wedding by consistently kept the practices going which was also the way of communicating
it to the people . This is what called as interactive framing (Dewulf, et al., 2009). During interaction and
through communication people’s mind shifted. Lastly, amid other things, about practice of posyandu
which showed an importance to pair up with other community expert to dispersed the information. The
posyandu in Temas and Telage Ngembeng Dasan proved it. The kaders there involved the head of the
hamlet for posyandu things like disrtribution of information.
Regarding the DSAJ, one could say what the missing part was committed resourceful person to nurture
the practices in order to make it going. The DSAJ lose its dynamic as the one in banjar (identity and limits
– Aarts, 2009) because of this element. Not to mention also the circumstances that were not supported
the practices continue. For example, the posyandu practice. The one with good posyandu practice could
make the DSAJ saving system going. It was in Temas and Telaga Ngembeng Dasan. Connection to other
experts/leaders was also essential. For example in Temas, the one who managed the system now is a
school teacher and her husband was a government officer.
My last research question had to do with how to make the new practices in this case is the DSAJ
continues or integrates into community’s life. The lesson from the banjar, the key was a repetition of
doing it, which people learnt through their interaction. Here comes the SECI model (Nonaka, 1998). It
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emphasised also that the role of interaction to make explicit knowledge turns to tacit. This is because in
the interaction people shared story which came from their experience of using the system. In addition,
issue of trust played role as what have happened in the Batu Kantar (about the kader) and Temas (about
the collector). People lose trust if there was no transparent report about the money they collected.

10.3. Going back to the research objective
Seeing all the explanation I present in this thesis I could say I reached my research objective. The first
one is a reflection to see the project from a different side – the community’s side. With all many stories
shared we could say the community had its preference regarding the DSAJ practice. As I assumed that it
was a result of facilitation effort and interaction between the community and the facilitators as well as
the interaction within the community itself. Interaction between facilitator and community took a big
part in the establishment since it was the first time the community knew the DSAJ and was a potential
point for the facilitator to introduce the new meaning of tolong menolong. Unfortunately these series of
meeting as a means of interaction could not function optimally because of different perspectives
involved and the facilitators had their frame as well. We have read some points of resistant arouse.
Facilitation could not break the wall of resistant since the facilitators perceive their work as merely a job
form the project – not something embedded in them as individuals. As long as the establishment
finished, the facilitators were also done with their job. As for interaction within the community, it was
situated in the development of the DSAJ as to say following the establishment step. In this step, the
community started to exercise the practice on their own – no involvement of the facilitators. Here we
could see the difference between hamlets – regardless the hamlet that did not succeed to establish the
DSAJ system. The hamlets that had the circumstances, experts who were positive and enthusiastic for
example its kaders, brought a good impact to the image of the system. For instance in the two hamlets
(Temas and Telaga Ngembeng Dasan) the community itself asked the kaders to continue the system.
My second objective was I aim to discover some key issues of processes of change in those interactions.
Here since the DSAJ only started two year ago and I assume would not give enough stories about key
issues I seek; I made use the existing practices as the bridge by means of mirroring it to the DSAJ
practices. What I got here is two things – first, the key issues of change could presence in the
organisation of the practices. For example, in the banjar, it appeared in the form of a passionate and
enthusiast coordinator who then turns to be an expert in organising people because of it. People could
also see it from the circumstances that supported the system to grow like creating the rule and or
making connection between experts and their expertise. Second, it could take place in the interaction
itself by means of story telling - people shared experience here. The process of shifting the explicit to the
tacit occurred. Through repetition of the practices the community master it (Nonaka, 1998).
I finalise this thesis with a small reflection of my own as for me also to get lesson of what I have done in
the field. After that, I try to see what implication of the research is for other project and finally, I put
some recommendation for the government.
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Chapter 11.

Epilogue (my reflection)

11.1. Lesson from the field
I started the research with positive feeling that first I would go back to see friends who have been
together worked for the DSAJ. Some curiosity also occurred. For example, I asked myself what about if I
could not see anything changes in the field by means the establishment has failed. I however tried to
comfort myself that it was not a matter because what I wanted to do is a research that I hoped could
assist me to understand how and why people would like to do change.
I was lucky to have a friend (Andra Iacob) who I did the research with since she had the same passion
about maternal and infant health issue. When we first had the discussion we have decided that we
wanted to use the time to study different things though it would be the same issue. We wanted to take
advantage of this collaboration to have a broader frame of the issue. Since it would be two of us; it
would be interesting. Then it was how the research divided – she studied the family and I did the
community. During the research she was a big help to make me stayed focus because sometime after
interview I felt upset or sad about the situation. It seemed to me nothing differences have happened
though the DSAJ was presence like the saving system. It gave me also a guilty feeling since I was part of
the project – one of the trainers. I asked myself what thing that has gone wrong. Afterwards, we usually
had a long discussion. It helped to out from the feeling and kept the distance from the object of study. It
was good also to have someone from different culture because you could use the differences to see the
object from some angles compared if you did the research alone. It kept the balance of the research. It
would be ideal if Wageningen students could do this kind of pairing up things. To enhance the mutual
understanding between nationalities and to share ideas that could benefit the student in a scientific way
also for cultural appreciation.
We experienced many conditions during the field work. When we were in the field it was busy months
for people in Lombok. First it was a hajj month; people believed it was a good moment to celebrate
important events, for example wedding. The following month was a commemorating of Prophet
Muhammad (mauludan, which I explained in the Institution chapter). It was not easy to make an
appointment for interview. We also had to deal with different type of the head of hamlet, for example
one always liked to join the interview. The people were also different, although they were from the
same village. It could be in some occasions in my case the interview turned to be a group discussion. We
had to deal also with the division of the respondent as not to have the same person and we wanted to
cover as broader area as possible to provide the diversity of information. Everyday we discussed where
each of us should go to conduct the interview.
In general, this research has been a scientifically and culturally exploration and a good reflection about
what I have done in the past as to take lesson what was going on after sometime. I remember when
together with a friend working in the project we truly believed it could make some changes towards
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community’s perception about infant and maternal health care since the DSAJ took form of existing
tolong menolong practices; we assumed it would be easily for people to see the resemblance of the
DSAJ with their practices. It turned now after doing the research, analysing and writing the result we
forgot the context where the project conducted, which from the stories above gave quite some impact
to the acceptance the DSAJ.

11.2. Implication and recommendation
This research has been detail about the context of where and how people in the hamlet lived. We have
seen that each hamlet had its own dynamic and was interconnected to every people and circumstances.
In return this coloured people’s perception and the way they behaved. I remember when I was working
in an NGO the term of ‘grass root’ was very popular when someone talked about development. The
meaning was every project should consider being the one who gave the most benefit to the people.
When I was working with the DSAJ, it seemed it was a perfect project. Almost in every step community
involvement accounted as important. However, now I am questioning the term ‘grass root’. What do we
know about the community? Even only five hamlets the differences seemed vastly. Why could we still
call it ‘grass root’? A standard term used for defining almost all kind of community, which has no clear
meaning. It seems no need to define it further as long as it justifies the project.
I think this research would give an impact for similar project or other project which uses facilitator to
deliver their message. They have to think again about the meaning given to the word facilitator. Is it just
to facilitate meeting or change to happen? What expertise does the project need to fill in the position in
order to reach its goal? What kind of training that gives possibility to explore individual side of the
facilitators since ideally they should pursue their own dream when they worked? Those are things that
the project should consider when talking about facilitator. Otherwise a lot of money would go away with
had no real impact to the community.
Since this research has the focus on infant and maternal health issue, a topic that has been many years
became a high concern of the Indonesian government; it could be a good reading material for policy
makers. So far, the government seemed to take position and pretend that Indonesia is one big country –
one community. There is a tendency they forget the diversity of the communities in which this research
has revealed even five hamlets could become five different attitudes and ways of thinking. The
government should also be thinking again about the jargon ‘decentralization’ since it seems so far did
not achieve what is saying. The local government does not have enough power to say no or yes towards
central government policy that still like the slogan one for all and all for one for the implementation of
health policy. There is little room for local governments to adjust or to be flexible towards the need of
its community in a village for example. It is time for the local government to think again about programs
that could afford community’s need instead of making one standard implementation.
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Annexes
Annex 1. Comprehensive Procedure Description
Step 1. Choosing the data
The dataset contained several Excel and SPSS files, for each respondent group there was a different file.
We chose the data from the village head, the village facilitator, the midwife and the Ibu (mothers with 2
children under the age of 5). We used these four groups of people because in their daily activities they
have to work closely together. In the evaluation by GTZ more people were interviewed, but these four
had the highest number of respondents. Since the evaluation was done in several districts, we selected
West Lombok and Mataram City (others are outside of the research area). This provided us with 23
villages in total. GTZ used focus group discussions and interviews based on clear guidelines to gather the
data. Since these questionnaires and guidelines were in Bahasa Indonesia translation was needed. For
that reason we went through the guidelines and questionnaires. The codebook was very important to
figure out the Excel and SPSS files that were attached to each respondent group.
Step 2. Choosing questions
Each questionnaire of the selected respondent groups were read thoroughly, a remark was placed when
the question would be appropriate to further investigate. The main question that was asked each time
was whether the question would give an idea about the success or failure of the five systems in each
village. Furthermore, we used the following questions when selecting the data:
 Which systems are established/working?
 How involved are the people?
 What do they think about the sustainability of the systems?
In the end, we selected a couple of questions from each respondent group questionnaire and in general
the same type of questions for each respondent group were selected.
Step 3. Selected questions analysis
After selecting the questions, the Excel files for each respondent group were used to create graphs that
show the respondents and their answers. Per question, we chose the highest and the lowest answer
possibility (per question different meaning, but still the highest/lowest answer).
In this step there was a division in analyzing the data – the data of the village head, the village facilitator
and the midwife were separated from the data of Ibu. This was done because there were four Ibu in
each village instead of one as was the case for the village head, facilitator and midwife. Therefore, these
four stakeholders were divided into two groups – first the three stakeholders group and second the
group of Ibu. In the following section, this will be further explained.
Summarizing data analysis from the first group (village head, facilitator and midwife)
Step 4. Selection of highest and lowest scores
From the data in Step 3, a table was created which summarizes the selected questions. The table shows
the selected question in the first column, in the second column the variability of answers chosen by the
three stakeholders and the villages, and the third column only shows the positive and negative
answering options, and their villages.
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The choice was made to select the highest, most positive answering category and the lowest, most
negative answering category. That seemed the best way to get a view on the most and least successful
villages and to simplify the data. To give an example in one case the highest/most positive answering
category can be quite neutral, but in other cases it can be very positive and the same goes for
lowest/most negative answering category.
Step 5. Making a ranking
In an Excel file, positive and negative scores were counted then a correction was made by subtracting
the negative from the positive. After this, villages were arranged by their ranking – five positive and four
negative as can be seen in the selected villages’ part.
Summarizing data analysis from the second group (Ibu/mother)
Step 6. Special Ibu (mother) cases
With the help of SPSS, analysis was done by combining the villages and the selected questions in order
to get the number and percentage of Ibu in each answering category. The selected results were then put
together in a table. This provided an overview of how many Ibu there were in every option.
Next, the selection of villages was made – based on the highest and the lowest scores – from 1 to 6. The
highest was interpreted as a good score, for example; most of the Ibu or at least 75% of them knows and
has a good understanding of the five systems. Later, in the note below, this is called positive. The lowest
is the negative one meaning that most of the Ibu or at least 75% of them has no understanding of the
systems.
Later on in a discussion, a third category was created because there were some villages where the Ibu
said they do not know the answer. Also if there was a difference in answers they were put in the last
category. This category was called ‘ambiguous’, because we assumed that might be because the Ibu
never heard about it or they do not know how to ask for help from the systems.
Note: In this step, a village that has an equal number of Ibu who gave positive and negative answers is dropped
from the list.

Step 7. Grouping the villages
After seeing the SPSS results, a structured note taking was done. Villages that were positive, negative or
vague were grouped together.
Step 8. Counting the scores and ranking
This step aims at showing which village have a positive score as well as the negative one. From this step,
the villages were ranked. However, before the ranking, a correction was necessary by calculating the
positive and negative scores in each village, and then these two were subtracted to get the name of
villages that are in the top and bottom (the same as Step 5).
Combining the three stakeholder analysis with the analysis of Ibu
Step 9. Making village selection
From the result of bidan, facilitator and head of hamlet analysis (three stakeholders) and the Ibu’s
questionnaire, the selection of villages was done. The villages that had been ranked were reviewed to
see which villages appear in both ranking lists. The result can be seen in the selected villages section of
this chapter.
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Step 10. Checking the result system usage
In addition to the raw data, GTZ also had a table made by the university researcher that consists of how
many times each system was used by the community as well as the cases of maternal and infant
mortality in each village (see Appendix A). Based on this table, a selection was made and it provided us
with some names of villages. The criteria used for choosing was the same as before: a village that has a
high number on using the system was treated as a positive one and the one with the lowest frequency
of usage as a negative one. The same step of ranking was repeated here.
Step 11. Combining the result of Step 9 and 10
This step aims at having final names of the villages as for research sites. The selected villages in Step 9
and 10 were compared to see which villages appear in both steps to become final villages.
Unfortunately, just one village came out in the positive side of both steps, which is Lembuak. As for
other villages, the selection was done by combining the results of step 9 and 10 and looking at how
interesting the village is to research concerning mortality cases that the village had.
The selected villages
After the selection of questions and ranking, each village was counted. The positive and negative points
per village were counted and a total score per village was created by subtracting the negative score
from the positive score. Finally, a ranking could be made by looking at the total score of each village. The
top five highest scores and top five lowest scores from the data of the village head, village facilitator and
midwife and the top 4 highest and lowest scores from the Ibu data.
From the three stakeholders data the following villages scored highest and lowest:
Village highest scores
1. Jati Sela
2. Bertais
3. Lembuak
4. Karang Baru
5. Babakan/Ampenan Selatan
Village lowest scores
1. Kebon Ayu
2. Sayang-Sayang
3. Pejeruk/Lembar/Banyu Urip
4. Jembatan kembar/Kuranji
5. Rembiga

Score
24
22
20
19
16
Score
-11
-5
-4
0
3

From the Ibu data the following villages scored highest and lowest:
Village highest scores
1. Lembar
2. Sembung
3. Pejeruk/Lembuak
4. Kebon Ayu/Kuranji/Rembiga
Village lowest scores
1. Pagutan/Ampenan Selatan
2. Abian Tubuh
3. Dasan Agung/Selagalas
4. Karang Baru

Score
8
7
6
5
Score
-7
-6
-5
-3
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The idea was that the data would be similar, but from the tables there were almost no villages that
scored high or low in both data. Lembuak was the only village that was in the top of positive ranking in
both data.
From the Ibu and ambiguous-category (as described before) the ranking is as follows:
Ambiguous-ranking
Score
1. Pejeruk
11
2. Kebon Ayu
8
3. Ampenan Utara/Babakan
7
4. Lembar/Bertais/Sayang-Sayang/Ampenan
5
Selatan/Banyumulek
5. Pagutan/Bajur
4
Finally we could make a top 4 of villages we wanted to use as research sites. In the end we had two
villages in Mataram City and two in West Lombok, in order to have an equal division.
Top 4.
1. Lembuak: chosen because it’s positive in all the stakeholders ranking. There is also high usage of
the systems, furthermore there are some mortality cases. We use this as a positive example and
it is located in West Lombok.
2. Pejeruk: chosen because almost no record usage of systems, nr.3 positive in Ibu-ranking and nr.
3 negative in three-stakeholder ranking and nr.1 in ambiguous-ranking. We use this as a
negative example and it is located in Mataram City.
3. Kebon Ayu: chosen because the usage of the systems is quite low to average, and it is nr. 4
positive in Ibu-ranking, nr.1 negative in three-stakeholder ranking and nr.2 in ambiguousranking. It also has some cases of mortality. We use this as a negative case and it is located in
West Lombok.
4. Ampenan Selatan: chosen because of quite high to average usage of the systems, nr. 5 positive
in three-stakeholder ranking, nr. 1 negative in Ibu-stakeholder ranking. We use this as a positive
case and it is located in Mataram City.
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Annex 2. List of interview questions
General information (G)
 Name
 Age
 Occupation:
 Education
 The story and motivation of being village facilitator/head of village/head of
hamlet/midwife/community and religious leader/kader/traditional healer/Siaga’s volunteer.
 How long have you been in the position?
 Do you have any nice/interesting stories about the work/job? Why was it interesting?
First research question: How do facilitators reflect on their work?
Sub research questions:
 (SRQ 1A) What have the facilitators done in order to establish the DSAJ in their village?
 (SRQ 1B) How did they deal with the problems/obstacles that they faced during the processes of
the establishment?
Establishment of the DSAJ systems – I A
 How was the DSAJ established? Can you describe the process?
 Whom you contacted during the establishment of DSAJ?
 Why were those persons?
 What were the inputs/suggestions that they gave to you?
 Did you use their suggestions? If yes/not, why was that?
 Did you encounter specific problems? If so, what kind of problems?
 How did you solve the problems?
 Whom you contacted if you had any problems DSAJ related?
 Why were those persons?
 What were the inputs/suggestions that they gave to you?
 Did you use their suggestions? If yes/not, why was that?
 To gain people attention, what were the messages that you put forward during the meeting
with community? Why were those?
 What did you do to support your works other than community’s meetings? Why did you those
activities?
 How did you see the enthusiasm of people during the establishment of the DSAJ?
After establishment of DSAJ – I B
 In general, can you explain how the system is going now? Please, provide a short description for
each system.
 Can you distinguish the people who can help for keeping the systems going? Who are they?
 In which way can those people help?
 How do you see your role in it?
Self reflection – I C
 How do you feel about your works?
 What was something from the works that you think went well? Why was that?
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 What was something from the works that you think could be done better? Why was that?
 How do you define your relationship with your community (after and before DSAJ)?
 Has the relationship helped you during the establishment of DSAJ? In what way was it help?
 Is there any change you see before and after DSAJ? What is that?
Issues on provided training – I D
 What do you think are the most important benefits of the training? How was that?
 What were things/contents of the trainings that you found helpful in order to perform your
works?
 In case you could choose another course/training to improve your work, what kind of course
would that be?
Second research question: why and how the interaction between facilitators and community, and within
community itself could facilitate the process of change given the assumptions above?
Sub research questions:
 (SRQ 2A) On tacit knowledge: what norms and knowledge that people posses about helping
each other and togetherness? How the practices have been developed?
 (SRQ 2B) On DSAJ practices: how the community has experienced the establishment of the
DSAJ? What did they think and how did they feel about that?
Tacit knowledge related – II A
On tolong menolong and gotong royong (helping each other and togetherness) norms/values
 Can you tell me, how people here help each other? Do you have any system of helping each
other? If yes, for what occasion is that?
 Do you know when the system was started? Can you tell me about that?
DSAJ practice’s experience – II B
 Have you ever tried to ask help from the five systems? Can you mention which one of it?
 Why did you ask (not ask) help? How did you ask?
 What do you think about the help? How did you experience it?
 Did someone tell you about how to ask help? How did she/he tell you of how to ask help?
 Did you know it by yourself? How did you know it?
Third research question: what is the most effective way of making the DSAJ practices turn into s
community’s tacit knowledge?
Sub research question
 (SRQ 3A) On tacit knowledge (the existing practices): how does the community know about the
practices? How does it spread out within the community? Who are the important actors seen
by the community as great messengers to convey the information about it? Why do the people
refer to those actors?
 (SRQ 3B) On DSAJ practices: how did the community solve the problem of the DSAJ related
concerning that it was new in their daily life? Who were the ones playing main roles in the
problem solving? Why do the people refer to those actors?
Tacit knowledge related – III A
On tolong menolong and gotong royong (helping each other and togetherness) norms/values
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When did you know or in what age you understand that you have that system – the one that
exists now?
 How do you know it? Did someone tell you about that? Who was the person?
 How do you think about the system? What do you feel about it?
 Did you know that other also understand about the system? How did they know?
Sharing knowledge/information related – III B
 After having the help, did you tell someone about the experience?
 Whom the one you want to tell? Why is the person?
 What is your relationship with the person?
 Do you have any criteria to whom do you want to share your experience? What is that?
 In general, can you tell me how people here spread out information?
 Based on your experiences, what kind of information that do you think easily spread out within
the community? Why was that?
 Do you recognize who are in the community who referred by others in term of seeking
information? Can you mention them? Why are they?
DSAJ knowledge related – III C
 Do you remember when did you start to know about DSAJ?
 Who was the one who informed you or talked to you about DSAJ?
 Did you ever have any problems DSAJ related? What were those?
 How did you solve the problems?
 Who do you see can help you to solve DSAJ problem related? Why those persons?
 Do you know the facilitator in your village? How do you know him/her?
 What was your first impression of him/her?
 How do you define your relationship with the facilitator?
 What did problems you have during your interaction with the facilitator?
 How did the facilitator and you solve the problems?
 What do you think in general, the facilitators interaction with her/his community?
 Can you explain the roles of other people in establishment of DSAJ outside the works of
facilitator?
 Whom do you think the person that has important role in establishment of DSAJ?
 What is about your role?
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Annex 3. List of respondent
Places/names

Position

Date of
interview

F/M

Age

Education

Occupation

LEMBUAK
Dar

Head of village

22 January 2010

M

50

Mad

Village midwife

F

43

Sai
Sub-district/hamlet
TEMAS
Nurm

Village facilitator

M

38

Senior high
school
Midwifery scholl
(similar to D3)
Bachelor

A government
officer retirement
A government
officer
A teacher and guide

Head of hamlet

M

39

Bachelor

Ros

Kader n a Siaga money
collector/volunteer

23 January 2010
(a fgd)

F

30

Senior high
school

Lin (immigrant from
Sumbawa)
Nur (immigrant from
Sumbawa)
Erna

Kader

The same

F

33

Bachelor

An entrepreneur of
fish farming
A housewife and a
small waroeng (food
stalled) owner
A housewife

Kader

The same

F

23

Kader

The same

F

31

Senior high
school
Senior high
school

Ira

Kader

The same

F

34

Erl (immigrant from
another village
nearby)

Community leader n
active in woman
organisation in
Lembuak
Community Leader n a
head of farmer
association
Ojek n the one
assigned as hamlet
ambulance for DESI
transportation system

25 February
nd
2010 (2
interview)

F

38

F

51

Senior high
school

A farmer

M

38

Junior high school

Usm

Villager

29 January 2010

M

40

Emi

Villager

The same

F

47

Senior high
school
Senior high
school

An ojek (a person
who rides a motor
that bring people,
similar function as
public
transportation)
A govt officer

Lun

Villager (got help from
the Siaga saving
system)
Villager (got help from
the Siaga saving
system)
Religious leader
(penghulu for Temas n
Batu Kantar)
Villager

27 January 2010

F

24

Junior high school

27 January 2010

F

40

Elementary
school

26 February
2010

M

51

Bachelor

28 February

M

21

A bachelor

H. Nu

Ish

Nur

Sai

Asw

Senior high
school
Bachelor

A housewife
A housewife n an
owner of small shop
giving motorbike
services
A housewife
A teacher

A housewife n an
owner of a small
store in a traditional
market in Lembuak
A housewife

A housewife n has a
job as a paper junk
collector
An elementary
school principals
Helping his parents
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Juw

Villager

2010 (a fgd)
The same

F

20

Abd

Villager

The same

M

20

Mur

Villager

2 February 2010
(a fgd)

F

21

Min

Villager

The same

F

50

Kart

Villager

The same

F

40

BATU KANTAR
War

Head of hamlet

21 January 2010

M

38

Junior high school

Sur

The wife of Kadus

26 January 2010

F

30

Sua

Kader

21 January 2010

F

35

Suh(sua’s sister)

Kader

21 January 2010

F

34

Bud

Villager

22 January 2010

F

30

Asm

Community leader
(BPD Head)
Religious leader (kyai)

22 January 2010
(a fgd)
The same

M

46

Elementary
school
Elementary
school
Elementary
school
Elementary
school
Bachelor

M

22

Elementary
school

A farmer

Villager

The same

M

26

A farmer

Dukun nganak ( a
traditional birth
attendance)
TELAGA NGEMBENG DASAN
Rac
Head of hamlet

19 March 2010

F

50

Elementary
school
Did not go to
school

30 January 2010

M

56

Senior high
school

Sah

30 January 2010

M

38

Junior high school

A government
officer retirement n
a farmer
A farmer

29 January 2010
(a fgd)
The same

F

34

A housewife

F

37

The same (and
one interview)

F

40

Senior high
school
Senior high
school
Bachelor

The same
21 February
2010
26 February
2010

F
M

35
37

D2
Junior high school

A housewife
A mechanic

M

45

Junior high school
nd
(2 grade)

A farmer

26 February
2010

F

45

Elementary
nd
school (2 grade)

A housewife

Nur (left the fgddoing praying n was
not back)
Suh (left fgd for a
family matter)
Ina

Sat

RT head n Siaga
volunteer (a money
collector)
Kader

Jum

Kader

Sal

Kader n Siaga
volunteer (a FP
informan)
Kader
Religious leader
(penghulu)
Villager (got help from
the DSAJ saving
system)
Villager

Sit
Sar
Win

Ren (Win’s wife)

student
Senior high
school
A bachelor
student
Elementary
school
Did not go to
school
Did not go to
school

sells food
A trainee in a govt
office
Helping his
neighbour sells fish
A housewife n
mother of one
month baby
A farm worker n
housewife
A farm worker n
housewife
A farmer n a house
builder
A housewife
A housewife
A housewife
A housewife n a
laboured farmer
A farmer

A housewife n
laboured farmer

A housewife
A housewife n
teacher
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Jum

Villager

3 March 2010

M

50

Elementary
th
school (5 grade)

Ina (Ser)

Villager

F

30

Ama (Pap)

General dukun
(especially for children

22 February
2010
22 February
2010

M

60

Rat

23 February
2010

F

41

23 February
2010

M

44

Bachelor

A government
officer

Arf

Villager n Siaga
Volunteer ( a treasurer
for saving system)
Community leader n
Siaga volunteer (a chair
of saving system
Villager

Elementary
school
Elementary
school in
colonization time
rd
(3 grade)
Bachelor

M

23

Hen

Villager

7 March 2010 (a
fgd)
The same

M

29

Mechanists in
Mataram
Student

Abd

Villager

The same

M

21

Arm
KEBON AYU
Udi

Villager

The same

M

21

Senior high
school
Senior high
school
Senior high
school
Bachelor

M

42

D2

Lal

Village facilitator

8 February 2010

M

39

Bachelor

Ann

Village midwife

F

28

Midwifery school
(similar to D3)

Sul

Village kader

16 February
nd
2010 (2
interview), 25
February 2010
(clarification)
4 February 2010

A farmer n
entrepreneur
A member of house
of representative
A government
officer

M

29

Ina

Dukun nganak (a
traditional birth
attendance)

21 February
2010

F

60

Senior high
school
Did not go to
school

Earning money by
being kader
A housewife

Sub-district/hamlet
JERANJANG
Lal

Head of hamlet

2 February 2010

M

38

An entrepreneur

Asy

Villager

3 February 2010

F

45

Ain (Asy’s daughter)
Bas

Villager
RT head

3 February 2010
3 February 2010

F
M

20
40

Haj

Community leader

3 February 2010

M

70

Nil

Kader

F

23

Sus

Kader

4 February 2010
(a fgd)
The same

Senior high
school
Did not go to
school
Junior high school
Elementary
school
Elementary
school
Junior high school

F

18

Junior high school

Usm

Kader

The same

F

19

senior high school

A small food stall
owner
Student

Hus (Rat’s husband)

Head of village

An owner of small
waroeng (his wife
does it)
A housewife
A farmer

A junior high school
teacher

Looking for job
Student

A woman HH n a
farmer
A housewife
A farmer
A farmer
A housewife
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Ria

Villager

Ama
Ala

Religious leader
(penghulu)
Villager

Sah

F

26

M

45

21 February
2010 (a fgd)

M

20

Villager

The same

M

19

Nas

Villager

The same

M

23

Joh

Villager

The same

M

23

Elementary
school

TAMAN
Lal

Head of hamlet

8 February 2010

M

36

Religious leader
(penghulu)
Dukun (a traditional
birth attendant)

8 February 2010

M

50

A farmer n
fisherman
A fisherman

9 February 2010

F

50

Lal

Head of RT

M

60

Lal

Community leader (a
previous head of
hamlet
Kader

10 February
2010
The same

M

49

Junior high
school
Elementary
th
school (4 grade)
Elementary
nd
school (2
grade)
Elementary
school
Senior high
school

F

30

A housewife

M

65

Elementary
school
Elementary
school

Sur
Ina

Bai (Lal’s wife)

15 February
2010

Mam

Community leader n
general dukun

10 February
2010
9 February 2010
(a fgd)

Bai

Villager

The same

F

40

Ina (Mam’s wife)

Villager

The same

F

70

Sul

Villager

The same

M

45

Bai

Villager

The same

F

30

Ina

Villager

The same

F

40

Ama

Villager

The same

M

60

Sah

Villager

The same

F

25

Juli

Villager

M

36

Ina

Dukun nganak (a
traditional birth
attendance)

15 February
2010
18 February
2010

F

50

Elementary
th
school (4 grade)
Elementary
school
Junior high school

Senior high
school
Junior high school

Elementary
school
Did not go to
school
Elementary
nd
school (2 grade)
Elementary
rd
school (3 grade)
Did not go to
school
Elementary
rd
school (3 grade)
Religious
elementary
nd
school (2 grade)
Elementary
school
Did not go to
school

A housewife
A farmer
An ex-migrant
worker n a worker in
a govt project in his
hamlet
Still looking for a job
A worker in a govt
project in his hamlet
A worker in a govt
project in his hamlet

A housewife n a
laboured farmer
A farmer
An owner of sand
mining

Earning money from
being a dukun n his
wife has a small
shop in the hamlet
A housewife
A housewife
A laboured farmer
A housewife
A housewife
A shepherds
A housewife

A fisherman
A labour of a farm
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Annex 4. Table of cross section - respondent and question
Village
facilitator

Head of
village

Midwife

Head of
hamlet

Kader

Community/rel
igious leader

Women/
mother

Traditional
birth
attendance

Men

Young
people

Siaga
system’s
volunteer

G
I A,B,C,D
II A

G
II A
II B

G
II A
II B

G
II A
II B

III B
III C

III B
III C

III B
III C

III B
III C

G
II A
II B
III A
III B
III C

G
II A
II B
III A
III B
III C

G
II A
II B
III A
III B
III C

G
II A
II B
III A
III B
III C

G
II A
II B
III A
III B
III C

G
II A
II B
III A
III B
III C

G
II A
II B
III A
III B
III C

General question (G)
Establishment of the systems (DSAJ) – I A
After the establishment of the DSAJ – I B
Self reflection – I C
Issues on provided training – I D
Tacit knowledge related – II A
DSAJ practice’s experience – II B
Tacit knowledge related – III A
Sharing knowledge/information related – III B
DSAJ knowledge related – III C
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